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Abstract
Executive
Summary

The Executive Summary aims to provide a brief overview of the objectives, methodology and
findings of this Framework, offering a concise outline of the remainder of the publication
and its content in terms of outcomes, conclusions and recommendations.
”The bigger picture can be extracted from a snapshot of all of the detail”

The
Introduction
provides
anConnectivity
overview and
background
to thein inVOLve
Project and
the research
A Framework
for Third
Sector
to Community
Planning
North Lanarkshire:
A Synopsis

being
out, defines
introducing
the target
groups
thecouncils
perceived
barriers
to bodies
their
sdsdfsdf
Scottishcarried
Government
Community
Planning
as ‘thefocussed
process byon,
which
and other
public
involvement
and
outlining
the desiredbusinesses
outcomes and
andvoluntary
impacts. groups, to plan and deliver better services
work together,
with
local communities,
and improve the lives of people who live in Scotland’. Community Planning has been the central vehicle for
partnership work across the public, private and third sectors since the introduction of the Local Government in
Scotland Act (2003), although formally in existence in a looser form before this. The importance and value of
Community Planning has grown markedly since then and is now at its most important and valuable for a
variety of reasons, not least of all the national drive for public sector efficiencies.
The local Community Planning Partnership, North Lanarkshire Partnership, was established in 1997 and,
particularly in recent years, has seen the third sector participate and contribute strongly. North Lanarkshire
Voluntary Sector Partnership Group, a Sub-Group of North Lanarkshire Partnership, recognises a wealth of
potential for the third sector to contribute and be involved even more effectively and cohesively, and as a
result in 2014 endorsed development of a unique Framework to consider, review, refine and improve the third
sector’s connectivity to Community Planning in North Lanarkshire. The Framework developed includes:
► A first phase impact assessment of the third sector in North Lanarkshire
► Reflections on and outcomes of a Self-Assessment Journey undertaken by Community Planning
Partners and the third sector in relation to third sector connectivity to Community Planning
► An Improvement Plan for advancing third sector connectivity to Community Planning in North
Lanarkshire for the period 2015-18, designed to operate parallel to North Lanarkshire Partnership’s
Community Plan and Single Outcome Agreement 2013-18
► Key recommendations and proposals to initiate the implementation phase of the Improvement Plan.
Impact Assessment of the Third Sector in North Lanarkshire 
A first phase impact assessment of the third sector in North Lanarkshire was conducted as a precursor to
improvement planning to offer context relating to the value and contribution of the third sector in
communitiescommunities kjjjfffffffthe lives of successful Self-Assessment
“North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group
recognises a wealth of potential for the third sector to contribute”
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communities. Evidence was produced to support the theory that third sector activity results in a raft of vastly
positive impacts for communities in the thematic areas of community safety, health and wellbeing, lifelong
learning and regeneration.
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
Self-Assessment and Development of an Improvement Plan 
Development of an Improvement Plan and ultimately a strategy for progressing enhanced third sector
connectivity within North Lanarkshire Partnership was recognised as a central objective of the Framework.
A highly successful and well supported Self-Assessment Journey for Community Planning Partners and the
third sector in North Lanarkshire was facilitated by Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire, supported by Voluntary
Action Scotland and The Improvement Service, during September-December 2014 to inform content of the
final Improvement Plan. During the Self-Assessment Journey, Community Planning Partners and third sector
organisations and delegates were supported to explore what connectivity currently exists, what works well,
what could be improved, and how it could be improved.
The following six priority Improvement Areas emerged through the Self-Assessment Journey and hence
formed the basis of the developed Improvement Plan:
►
►
►
►
►
►

Developing a database or directory of third sector and Community Planning Partnership services
Strengthening the third sector’s locality and thematic approach within Community Planning
Assessing and measuring the impact of the third sector on communities
Building the capacity of the third sector to engage in Community Planning
Improving reporting & information sharing between the third sector and Community Planning Partners
Developing an asset register of third sector and Community Planning Partnership resources.
Voluntary Action Scotland

A range of actions relating to each of these six priority Improvement Areas were identified and targeted for
Improvement Service
implementation during the period 2015-18. A number of additional and supporting Improvement Areas were
Aberdeen TSI
also recognised and incorporated within the Improvement Plan. It was concluded that if fully implemented as
North Lanarkshire TSI
intended, the Improvement Plan has the potential to achieve ground-breaking results for communities as a
North Ayrshire TSI
result of significantly advanced third sector connectivity to Community Planning.
Orkney TSI
Scottish Borders TSI

Key Recommendations and Proposals Relating to Improvement Plan Implementation 
As well as presenting the final Improvement Plan, the Framework progresses to setting out a number of key
recommendations and proposals to assist implementation and delivery of the actions and tasks identified.
Specifically, recommendations and proposals are suggested relating to:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

The structure of North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group
The third sector’s locality and thematic approach and representational structure
Information sharing of third sector services, assets and developments
Building the third sector’s capacity to engage in Community Planning
Impact assessment framework for the third sector
Community Planning Partners improving utilisation of volunteers
Joint engagement and resourcing.

“the Improvement Plan has the potential to
achieve ground-breaking results for communities”
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1.0

Exploring Third
Sector Impact in
Communities

To set the scene for the remainder of the Framework for Third Sector Connectivity to
Community Planning in North Lanarkshire, this Section explores on a first phase level some
of the key and fundamental impacts of the third sector on communities in North Lanarkshire.
“Understanding the impact we already make can help unlock the potential to future success”
The Introduction provides an overview and background to the inVOLve Project and the research

being carried out, introducing the target groups focussed on, the perceived barriers to their
involvement and
outlining the desired outcomes and impacts.
sdsdfsdf

1.0
1.1

Understanding
First Phase Impact Assessment of the Third Sector in North Lanarkshire

It is interesting
to consider the view that the third sector is often very successful at delivering extremely positive
sds
and dfs
valuable impacts
in communities and the lives of local citizens, but is sometimes not as good at
sdsdfsdf
evidencing,
or assessing the impact that it makes. Arguably, this view, be it right or wrong (or
sdsdf
sdsdfsdf
df recording
somewhere in the middle), sometimes causes an undervaluing or dilution of the recognition of the impact that
sdf
the third sector has or could have.
One thing that is apparent is that to fully comprehend the potential that the third sector has for participating
in, contributing to and benefiting from Community Planning activity, both locally and nationally, it is necessary
to have a level of understanding of the ‘bigger picture’ of the impact that the third sector has in communities.
Within North Lanarkshire, the acknowledged large size, scale and breadth of the third sector has for some
time presented its own challenges in enabling completion of a thorough impact assessment that reflects the
entire bigger picture of the third sector, rather than pockets of impact.
Encouragingly, it became evident during the Self-Assessment Journey detailed in Section 2 of this Framework
(pages 23-30) that Community Planning Partners in North Lanarkshire already recognised that the third sector
has a significant impact in communities in North Lanarkshire. A number of views supporting this theory can
be taken from a Third Sector Community Planning Improvement Programme: North Lanarkshire Partnership
Checklist Results document (which is a key reference publication but because of its size is not included as an
Annex). This document should be read in conjunction with and to offer context to this Framework.
It was felt that to set the scene for a meaningful and effective Framework for Third Sector Connectivity to
Community Planning in North Lanarkshire 2015-18, a valuable starting position would be to review and map
some of the notable and significant impacts that the third sector has in communities in North Lanarkshire. This
phase essentially aims to offers an initial impact assessment with a view to laying the foundations for more
extensive laying
“Community Planning Partners already recognised that the third sector
has a significant impact in communities in North Lanarkshire”
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extensive and ongoing impact assessment over a period of longevity. Section 3.4 of this Framework (pages
36-37) outlines impact assessment objectives in greater detail as part of the wider Improvement Plan, with a
proposed Impact Assessment Framework included
on pages 66-72.
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
Structure and Methodology 
Impact has been assessed under the four key thematic areas highlighted in Graphic 1.1.0 (community safety,
health and wellbeing, lifelong learning and regeneration). This was deemed a logical approach as these
areas
thgeme represent the four
1.1.0. Community Planning Themes Under Which Third
targeted themes of North
Sector Impact Was Considered
Lanarkshire Partnership, as
highlighted in the Community
Plan 2013-18. It is widely
recognised that the impact of
12.5%
the third sector cross-cuts each
of these themes. Sections 1.2 to
1.5 (pages 4-21) explore and
discuss a number of impacts
that the third sector in North
Lanarkshire makes relating to
these themes. The impacts
highlighted
are presented in the form of a summary statement, with supporting evidence and information.
identif
To conduct an effective impact assessment of the third sector in North Lanarkshire, it was essential to use a
variety of research techniques and examine a range of information available. The following methods were
used during the research process (see Bibliography in Annex A on pages 87-90 for references):
improvement activity, incorporating five partner Third Sector Interfaces being selected to co-design and apply
► Exploring
and considering and
viewsimprovement
of agencies and
people involved
in community
the
a third
sector self-assessment
planning
model. The
Scottish development
Government and
invested
third
sector the Programme in Year 1 (2014-15), with the resource allocation illustrated in Chart 2.1.0.
£320,000
to support
► Collating
impact information
published on websites of third sector organisations
sections
as highlighted
in
► Examining
statistics and database information available from Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire,
Graphic
1.1.0 key
(Community
The
Scottish
Regulator
(OSCR) and
other key North
organisations
and agencies
Sector
Planning
Improvement
Programme:
Lanarkshire
Partnership Checklist Results
Safety, Community
Health
andCharity
Wellbeing,
► Sourcing
and measuring
the of
impact
reported
within caseinstudies
profiled by the
third sector
document
(containing
the full
questions
incorporated
the Partnership
Checklist)
is featured as
Lifelong
Learning
andset
► Gathering,
and
extracts of information from relevant reports, publications, books,
Appendix
2C to thisreading
Framework
(pages xx-xx).
Regeneration).
This
wasderiving
deemedstrategies,
a logical policies, toolkits and other appropriate documents connected to the third sector.

1.2

Considering Third Sector Impact on Community Safety

Northsds
Lanarkshiresdsdfsdf
Partnership has strategic priorities of reducing crime, improving fire safety, managing
neighbourhoods
better, and improving road safety. A Community Safety Partnership is working towards key
dfs
objectives of reducing disorder, anti-social behaviour, violence and abuse in communities, increasing public
dfconsidered essential to conduct research over a period of longetivity, to ensure the most accurate
Itconfidence
was
in relation to community safety and wellbeing, and reducing the harm caused to communities by
possible
derivatives.
Altogether, research was ongoing for a period of approximately eighteen months, with
sdfsfsdfsdf
new documentation released during the period of research also contributing to the results.
“it is widely recognised that the third sector cross-cuts the themes of
Interface) became
partner and
in thewellbeing,
Programme.lifelong
The full learning
Network ofand
32 Third
Sector Interfaces in Scotland are
community
safety,ahealth
regeneration”
4
expected to be active participants in Year 2 of the Programme (2015-16), with the learning derived from Year 1
A bibliography of some of the sources used for the desk and web-based research is also included in Section
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organised crime groups during the Single Outcome Agreement period 2013-18. Assessment of the third
sector’s contribution to community safety (using
sdsdfsdf
the methodology highlighted in Section 1.1) has resulted in the
following impacts being identified:
sdsdfsdf

IMPACT

People in communities are safer as a result of third sector organisations existing and
supporting vulnerable and disadvantaged people whose safety is at risk

The important role that third sector organisations play in community safety is sometimes underestimated.
According to Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire’s comprehensive database of third sector organisations (at
sfsfsd98%
January
2015),
January,
of 98% of third sector
1.2.0. Purpose of Registered Charities in North Lanarkshire
organisations in North Lanarkshire exist to
(as at January 2015)
service, support, inform, advise, develop
or care for people living in communities,
590
and 45% of these organisations deliver
activity relating to community safety.
Chart 1.2.0 shows that of the 590
registered charities recorded as active in
235
North Lanarkshire by OSCR in January
152
2015, 235 (39.8%) had a main purpose of
advancing citizenship or community
Main purpose is the relief of
Total number of
Main purpose is
development and 152 (25.8%) had a main
those in need by reason of
active registered
advancing citizenship
age, ill health, disability,
charities in North
or community
purpose of relieving those in need by
financial hardship or other
Lanarkshire
development
disadvantage
reason of age, ill health, disability,
financial
hardship or other disadvantage. There is a clear argument that these organisations are supporting
financiafinancial
the most vulnerable people in North Lanarkshire’s communities and are contributing on a daily basis to their
safety. These include crime prevention organisations (such as Wishaw Crime Prevention Panel), organisations
which support and rehabilitate ex-offenders (such as Sacro), organisations which tackle anti-social behaviour
and youth disorder (such as YMCA’s), and drug and alcohol support organisations (such as Phoenix Futures).
Growingly, initially since the establishment of the Local Government in Scotland Act (2003) and furthermore
Interestingly,
third sector
organisations
North
Lanarkshire
a Interface
less recognised
role third
of being
an
since the formation
of Voluntary
Action in
North
Lanarkshire
as often
Third play
Sector
(2010), the
sector’s
effective
andto crucial
intermediary
vulnerable people
in acknowledged
communities and
key community
safety
relationship
Community
Planningbetween
in North Lanarkshire
has been
as positive
and innovative,
partners
like Police
Scottish
Fire and
Rescue Service.
In recent
Police
Scotland
often recognised
as Scotland
a modeland
of good
practice
at national
level. This
successyears,
can be
attributed
to has
the
developed
formal
partnerships
with
a
number
of
third
sector
organisations
in
North
Lanarkshire
who
have
commitment to partnership for the benefit of communities demonstrated by Community Planning Partners,
become
reporting
centres’.
underlines
that the
trust that
people inSelection
communities
third
cthe wider‘third
thirdparty
sector,
and third
sectorThis
support
structures
in North
Lanarkshire.
as aplace
Third inSector
sector
organisations
is recognised
an important
mechanism
in promoting
community
safety.
Interface
partner in the
Third SectorasCommunity
Planning
Improvement
Programme
provided
Voluntary Action
North
Lanarkshire
and unique
to further build
on the Act
foundations
of furthermore
third sector
Growingly,
initially with
sincean
theideal
establishment
of opportunity
the Local Government
in Scotland
(2003) and
participation
within
Community
Planning
in North
Lanarkshire.
Highthe
levels
of informal
volunteering
active
citizenship
North
Lanarkshire
since
formation
of Voluntary
Actionand
North
Lanarkshire
as in
Third
Sector
Interfacecontributes
(2010), the third sector’s
IMPACT
significantly
to
the
safety
of
people
in
communities,
particularly
in
areas
of
deprivation
relationship to Community Planning in North Lanarkshire has been acknowledged as positive and innovative,
often 326,680
recognised
as a (as
model
of good
practice
national
level.
Thisunder
success
can
be North
attributed
to the
With
residents
at 2011),
including
overat130,000
aged
either
18 or
65+,
Lanarkshire
and
the
key
historical
factors
and
developments
which
commitment
to largest
partnership
for the benefit
of communities
demonstrated
by Community
Partners,
has
one of the
local authority
populations
in Scotland.
Whilst Community
Planning Planning
Partners and
third
the wider
third sector,
sector
support the
structures
in North
Lanarkshire.
Selection
as of
a volunteering
Third Sector
sector
organisations
canand
do third
so much
to support
population,
it is often
unrecognised
forms
Interface
partner in the
Third Sector
Community
Improvement
Programme
provided
Voluntary
Action
or
active citizenship
undertaken
by local
citizensPlanning
which make
a difference
to the safety
of people.
This type
of
North Lanarkshire
with ano ideal and unique opportunity to further build on the foundations of third sector
volunteering,
localperson
participation within Community Planning in North Lanarkshire.
“Police Scotland has developed formal partnerships with a number of third
sector organisations who have become third party reporting centres”
5
regularly individual citizens themselves who perform crucial or unrecognised forms of volunteering or active
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volunteering, where people in communities help each other as part of daily life, is often referred to as
‘informal’ volunteering, different from the ‘formal’ volunteering through active participation within a specific
third sector organisation
organisation or project.
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
1.2.1. Common Types of Informal Volunteering
in North Lanarkshire
Research conducted as part
of the North Lanarkshire
Connections
programme
(delivered by Voluntary
Action North Lanarkshire
relationship with Community Planning in North Lanarkshire has been acknowledged
as positive
from 2008-13)
derived and
that
innovative, often recognised as a model of good practice at national level. This success
can be attributed
to
approximately
74%
of
the commitment to partnership for the benefit of communities demonstrated
by Community
Planning
adults
in North Lanarkshire
Partners, the wider third sector, and third sector support structures in North Lanarkshire.
Selection
a Third
give time
to as
volunteer
Sector Interface partner in the Third Sector Community Planning Improvement Programme
Voluntary
informallyprovided
in communities.
Action
North Lanarkshire
with double
an idealthe
and
uniqueof opportunity
further build
on volunteering
these
of
each
year. foundations
Thi in
This
is
This
represents
approximately
number
people whotoundertake
formal
North
effective thirdeach
sectoryear,
participation
within
Community
Planning
North Lanarkshire.
………
Lanarkshire
with many
informal
volunteers
not inclassing
their active
citizenship as a form of
volunteering. Graphic 1.2.1 illustrates the most regular types of informal volunteering undertaken across North
Lanarkshire during the period of the North Lanarkshire Connections programme.
In 2011-12, according to North Lanarkshire Council’s Key Facts publication, the crime statistics for violence,
dishonesty, fire-raising, and vandalism in North Lanarkshire were above the national average. It is apparent
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire appointed an Improvement Programme Manager in July 2014 to lead on
that the enormous cycle of informal volunteering explored has a majorly positive impact on community safety
delivery of the Third Sector Community Planning Improvement Programme in North Lanarkshire. The first key
in North Lanarkshire. Much of this informal volunteering takes place between neighbours in communities.
task undertaken in the local Programme was development of a robust Workplan for 2014-15 delivery. The
Informal volunteers regularly take interest in the safety and wellbeing of those vulnerable or at risk people
………
living close by, often at times and in circumstances where the support of agencies is not easily accessible.

IMPACT

communities help each
Diverse and innovative third sector activity assists the reduction and
prevention
of disorder,
other,
is often referred
to as
anti-social behaviour, violence and abuse within communities in‘informal’
North Lanarkshire
volunteering,

Community Planning Partners such as Police Scotland, Scottish Fire and Rescue Service,
andfrom
Norththe
Lanarkshire
different
‘formal’
Council have been successful at developing and implementing a range of programmes
and interventions
volunteering
of supportingto
a
reduce and prevent disorder, anti-social behaviour, violence and abuse within
communities
since
specific
organisation
or the
introduction of North Lanarkshire Partnership’s Community Plan and Single Outcome Agreement 2013-18.
relationship with Community Planning in North Lanarkshire has been acknowledged as positive and
By
the veryoften
nature
of its non-statutory
the third
in level.
NorthThis
Lanarkshire
brings
significant
innovative,
recognised
as a modelmake-up,
of good practice
at sector
national
success can
be a
attributed
to
added
value to this
community
activity.
Third sector demonstrated
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Victims of crime in communities have increased opportunities for support and recovery
due to bespoke and well-designed thirdsdsdfsdf
sector services, programmes and organisations

IMPACT

sdsdfsdf
Crime has immense effects on individuals and communities, increasing the fear of crime, reducing community
cohesion and reducing liveability. The third sector in North Lanarkshire has for many years demonstrated
considerable expertise in supporting the victims of crime, contributing to countering these negative impacts.
Services to support victims also directly contribute to a reduction in repeated victimisation.
The character of the third sector means that organisations are considered accessible, empathetic, nonjudgemental and supporting of victims of crime. Indeed, victims will often access a third sector organisation
over other professional services. In North Lanarkshire, there is a strong history of successful and reputable
services for victims of a range of crimes, including:
► Domestic violence (organisations offering support include North Lanarkshire Women’s Aid and
Scottish Domestic Abuse Helpline)
► Sexual assault, rape and childhood sexual abuse (organisations offering support include Lanarkshire
Rape Crisis Centre, Moira Anderson Foundation and In-Care Survivor Service)
► Hate crime (organisations offering supporting include Victim Support North Lanarkshire, First Step
Counselling, and Bestway Community Development)
► General crime categories, such as violence, burglary, etc (organisations offering support include
Witness Support Service and local Crime Prevention Panels).
Victims of domestic, sexual and honour-based violence require specialist support, which the third sector is
expert in providing. For example, many victims of domestic violence will not report crimes to Police Scotland
and want support for themselves rather than criminal action against the perpetrator. Support for the victims of
domestic and sexual violence is often best provided through the independent, impartial and empathetic third
sector and is done so in a way that cannot be replicated by statutory services.
The third sector in North Lanarkshire provides equally important interventions against hate crime. This is one
of the most malicious forms of crime and includes racist, religious, disability, and homophobic prejudice and
is one that mostly goes unreported. As a result, it does not always receive the policy and operational attention
it deserves. Third sector organisations are often the only organisations that provide support to victims or lobby
on their behalf to improve the response rate. Importantly, the third sector is trusted by people in situations
characterised by fear and an absence of trust.

IMPACT

Safety is increased in the communities of North Lanarkshire as a result of trained and
skilled volunteers dedicating time to critical public and emergency service delivery

There is clear evidence to suggest that fully trained Special Constables with Police Scotland and Fire and
Rescue Service Volunteers with Scottish Fire and Rescue Service make a huge contribution to community
safety in North Lanarkshire. Highly skilled volunteers make up approximately 10% of the personnel of Police
Scotland and Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, and are being increasingly recruited and relied upon to ensure
continued delivery of strong and effective services. These are two excellent examples of Community Planning
Partners
► strategies, policies, toolkits and other research documents.
“victims of domestic, sexual and honour-based violence require
specialist support, which the third sector is expert in providing”
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Partners utilising volunteers to help achieve North Lanarkshire Partnership’s community safety objectives. It is
evident that this volunteer force adds value to the services provided by Police Scotland and Scottish Fire and
Rescue Service in North Lanarkshire, greatly sdsdfsdf
benefiting citizens in times of need.
sdsdfsdf
Police Scotland and Scottish Fire and Rescue operation in North Lanarkshire, it would be equivalent to the
impact of removing 10% of Police Constables and Fire and Rescue Officers in localities, with the impact felt
most in the many rural communities of North Lanarkshire.

1.3

Considering Third Sector Impact on Health and Wellbeing

sds
North
Lanarkshiresdsdfsdf
Partnership has strategic priorities of providing effective housing support, improving local
health,
dfsand enabling effective community care. A Health and Wellbeing Partnership Group is working towards
the following
key objectives during the Single Outcome Agreement period 2013-18:
df
► effectively
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the
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Appendix
2C to this
Framework
healthy weight
► Increasing the number of people enjoying a physically active life
sss
► Improving sexual health outcomes for young people
► Older people and those with particular housing needs can live independently through the provision of
accessible homes and support services.
Assessment of the third sector’s contribution to health and wellbeing (using the methodology highlighted in
Section 1.1) has resulted in the following impacts being identified:

IMPACT

Participation in volunteering has resulted in significant health improvements for people
with mental health illnesses in North Lanarkshire

In 2012, Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire conducted a survey of over 60 local volunteers with mental health
y supports people with mental heaSignificant improvements in the mental health of local
illnesses aboutcitizens
their experiences
has resultedof volunteering. The aim of the survey was to examine the value of
volunteering to improving mental health and to raise awareness of mental health issues across the sector.
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Scotland and Scottish Fire and Rescue Service in North Lanarkshire”
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Almost half the respondents said that they had lacked confidence in themselves and their skills prior to
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Giving a sense of purpose and achievement
Finding that their volunteering experience had been both rewarding and interesting
A notable increase in confidence sdsdfsdf
A chance to learn new skills and make new friendships.

In addition, many of those surveyed felt that they had gained a variety of practical skills such as
administration, ICT, and first aid. Soft skills included teamwork, leadership, negotiation and patience. This
could have been directly linked with the preference for service and support provision as a volunteering role by
many of the respondents.
Over half of those involved in the survey stated that their experience of volunteering had been positive. For
some, their current role was their first experience of volunteering whilst for others it was one in a line of many.
Almost all of the volunteers with mental health issues surveyed said that volunteering had positive effects on
their mental health issue. The survey also concluded that the more people’s health improved as a result of
volunteering, the more encouraged they would be to volunteer, and the greater sense of wellbeing they had.
This positive cycle was evident for many of the volunteers surveyed. Respondents also indicated that
volunteering had done much to improve their life balance. Specifically, it had given structure, direction and
meaning to their life, widened their social networks, improved their vocational and interpersonal skills and
helped them gain access to employment, education and training.
The very positive results drawn from this local survey aligns with national research undertaken by Volunteer
Scotland which details a number of significant connections between volunteering and good health. National
studies found that volunteering had a positive effective on physical and mental health due to the sense of
personal accomplishment, and that volunteering led to lower rates of depression, anxiety and heart disease.
Voluntary Action Scotland

Furthermore, a development session conducted in 2014 with Volunteering Development Advisors at Voluntary
Improvement Service
Action North Lanarkshire, who support, advise and guide volunteers on a daily basis and at various stages of
Aberdeen TSI
their volunteering journey, concluded that while physical health benefits from volunteering, mental health is
North Lanarkshire TSI
perhaps even more positively influenced. Volunteering Development Advisors agreed that volunteering
North Ayrshire TSI
provides necessary structure to the lives of people with mental health issues in North Lanarkshire, and that
Orkney TSI
volunteering is even more beneficial to elderly people with mental health issues as they tend to be more
Scottish Borders TSI
isolated from society at large.
Volunteering Development Advisors also raised awareness of the importance of volunteering in providing
relief and respite for carers and relatives of people with mental health issues. Volunteering not only provides
family members and carers with some breathing space, but it also allows them to reap the rewards of and
share in any personal development benefits that the person with a mental health issue gains from their
volunteering, such as increased skills, confidence, improved levels of social interaction, and so on.
It can arguably be concluded that volunteering is potentially more beneficial to people with mental health
issues than it is to any other group in society. Due to the extreme barriers that people with mental health
issues often face in society, the benefits of being included through volunteering tend to signify a great
breakthrough and ultimately lead to a much more exponential level of personal development progress.
“volunteering had a positive effect on physical and mental health
due to the sense of accomplishment that individuals gained”
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The third sector helps prevent and alleviate health impacts and crisis situations for
sdsdfsdf
families by offering a lifeline to those in North
Lanarkshire experiencing food poverty

IMPACT

sdsdfsdf
The importance

of the impact that food banks operated by third sector organisations make is being
increasingly spotlighted at national level. Food banks are services which provide emergency support to
those in need, generally in the form of
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Food banks in process
of being established

Since 2008, the economic downturn,
recession and welfare reform has hit
families in North Lanarkshire, a local
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authority already of high deprivation,
The Self-Assessment Journey and improvement planning undertaken by Community Planning Partners and
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an unfortunate impact of this, and the
Sections of the Framework for Third Sector Connectivity to Community Planning in North Lanarkshire 2015-18:
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Chart
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IMPACT

People in communities experience less hardship and a greater quality of life as a result
of third sector support reducing some of the negative impacts of welfare reform locally
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North Lanarkshire Council’s Welfare Reform Monitoring Report 2011-14 reported an increase in the number of
clients supported and enquiries dealt with by local Citizens Advice Bureaux since 2012. Chart 1.3.1 shows that
whilst the number of clients supported by
whilst s
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
1.3.1. Clients and Enquiries of North Lanarkshire
the five Citizens Advice Bureaux in North
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2013-14
resulted in a raft of positive impacts to the
Number of clients supported
Number of enquiries dealt with
quality of life of local citizens. The impact
of independent advice organisations in North Lanarkshire is also extremely valuable, with Tannochside
Information and Advice Centre, for example, offering assistance to over 1,300 people during 2013-14 (1,235 of
whom sought support in relation to welfare rights), and Cumbernauld and Kilsyth Unemployed Workers
Centre providing benefit assistance to 984 people generating financial gains of in excess of £1.3million. It is all
the more remarkable that the majority of these advice giving organisations have managed this increased
demand and enabled these positive impacts on little or no increase to organisational funding in recent years.

Older people and their carers live more healthy, safe, active and independent lives as a
result of a highly successful third sector contribution to Reshaping Care for Older People

IMPACT
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partnership of six local third sector organisations to act as lead organisations for Community Capacity
Building and Carer Support in the six localities of North Lanarkshire (shown in Graphic 1.3.3). The Programme
involved
each of the
Partnership
sdsdfsdf
1.3.3. Structure ofsdsdfsdf
Third Sector Locality Partnership Development Programme
lead organisations
for Reshaping Care for Older People Change Plan in North Lanarkshire
hosting a local
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(a local
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this
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support,
Comm community based palliative care, community food, community transport, dementia support, digital
inclusion, home-visiting and befriending, physical activity, and volunteering development. A thematic lead
agency was identified for each of these strands and resourced to advance progress.
The positive impact that this third sector structure and activity has had on older people has been enormous.
North Lanarkshire Community Capacity Building and Carer Support Monitoring Report 2013-14, which is
included as Annex B to this Framework (pages 91-138), evidences a range of hugely positive outcomes for
older people and carers in terms of quality of life and health and wellbeing, some of which are highlighted in
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“Third Sector Interventions Positively Impacting Older People in the Coatbridge Area”

sdsdfsdf

sdsdfsdf
An integrated Senior Care Project in Coatbridge, initially funded through Reshaping Care for Older People
Change Plan investment, secured an additional £45,000 investment in late 2013 to continue service
delivery for a further three years.
The Project, which has enabled the establishment of a range of new and valuable services for older
people in the Coatbridge area, including a pilot daily telephone contact service, meal delivery service,
garden maintenance service, a ‘good neighbour’ emergency support service and use of community
transport, was awarded the continuation funding by The Robertson Trust.
Older People’s Services Coordinators at Glenboig Neighbourhood
House, who facilitate the Senior Care
590
Project, informed of how a 67-year-old lady who rarely left her home has significantly benefited from the
interventions received.
The lady, who lives alone and suffers from chronic arthritis, received a leaflet about Project services
235
available through her door. She decided to telephone Glenboig Neighbourhood
House to enquire about
152 arranged
meal deliveries, and following provision of information, an Older People’s Services Coordinator
to visit the lady. Initially, the lady had her meals delivered four times per week and since then has
registered for the telephone wellbeing service and gardening service. As a result of the telephone
wellbeing checks, it was identified that she might benefit from having her shopping delivered (an
additional service carried out by Glenboig Neighbourhood House).
Perhaps more significantly, the lady is now accessing new social activity. Staff within the Project facilitated
her being able to join a local sewing group which meets weekly within her local community centre. A chair
with arms was acquired for the lady, as the chairs in the community centre were not conducive to her
being able to participate for any length of time given her medical condition.
This was the first time in a considerable number of years that the lady had accessed social activity or
indeed connected with her peers in a social setting. Positive changes have been identified in the lady’s
general demeanour and her confidence. She has reported personal benefit and has made new friends as
a result of attending the sewing group. The Robertson Trust investment means that many more older
people can be supported in a similar way by the Senior Care Project over the next three years.
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“Glenboig Neighbourhood House informed of how a 67-year-old lady who
rarely left her home significantly benefited from a Senior Care Project”
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► Older people and people with disabilities are able to live as safely and independently as possible in
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► Ensuring more people are in education, training and volunteering, and engaging more adults in a
variety of personal learning and development experiences
► Improving the qualifications of learners
to ensure they are more work-ready, and enable effective
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
employer engagement to drive curricular provision
► Increasing the opportunities for people to develop skills for learning, life and work, and improve their
life chances
► Strengthening communities to provide and manage services to meet community needs and improve
the capacity of community-based organisations to become sustainable.
Assessment of the third sector’s contribution to lifelong learning (using the methodology highlighted in Section
1.1) has resulted in the following impacts being identified:
People in communities, including those who are reluctant to engage in formal learning,
have improved skills and knowledge as a result of training provided by the third sector
► community and have control over their care and support
The third sector is not often recognised as a base for learning, qualifications and other accreditation, but
► Reduce homelessness through the provision of a high quality housing options and support service
when considered more closely, the informal and community based learning which is evident in abundance in
► Reduce the impacts of smoking and alcohol and substance misuse
North Lanarkshire is of huge value to communities and acts as an extremely valuable alternative and
complement to the formal learning available locally for adults through further education institutes such as
New College Lanarkshire. Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire estimates that over 60% of active third sector
organisations
organisations in North Lanarkshire
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“the informal and community based learning which is evident in
abundance in North Lanarkshire is of huge value to communities”
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New College Lanarkshire. Voluntary
Action North Lanarkshire estimates
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learning provided by the third sector benefit from this provision in many ways.

sdsdfsdf
A highly visible impact of training provision in the sector, especially non-accredited and informal learning
sdsdfsdf
activity, involves the soft outcomes which are notoriously difficult to quantify. These include positive impacts on
participants’ confidence, self-esteem, conscious identity as learners, willingness to seek employment and take
up further learning, personal independence and ability to manage personal challenges. Many of the
improvements in these aspects can be life-changing for individuals and families, and even life-saving.
Another aspect of the impact of learning is its effect on wider communities. Elements which can be viewed as
progressing positively, attributable in part to the learning opportunities provided by the third sector, include:
►
►
►
►

The physical appearance of housing areas and town centres
Numbers of community activities with a learning focus
Levels of local crime
Numbers receiving social benefits and health care.

The existence of and activity undertaken in third sector community assets in North
Lanarkshire has resulted in increased learning and personal development for citizens

IMPACT

Through its extensive engagement and outreach work with community organisations and at third sector
premises throughout North Lanarkshire, Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire has observed a significant value
of community assets (especially those central or bespoke venues at which facilitation of community activities,
volunteering and active citizenship takes place), particularly in relation to the learning and personal
development of local citizens. Community assets come in many shapes and forms, from physical buildings
and equipment of the third sector to the extremely valuable human resources in communities.
Purpose-built venues (or ‘community hubs’) of the third sector often contain training rooms and facilities,
computer suites, quiet spaces for meetings and one-to-one development, resources and publications, and
access to staff or volunteers with specific skills and expertise. The buildings and physical assets of the third
sector in North Lanarkshire are significant, and a mapping of this is explored and discussed further in Section
3.7 of this Framework (pages 42-43).
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“Third Sector Community Hub Benefiting the People of Wishaw and Surrounding Areas”

A Community Hub facility operated by Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire has been lauded as one of
North Lanarkshire’s most successful, sustainable and impacting social enterprise ventures.
The former Reformed Presbyterian Church building and its grounds in Wishaw town centre were for many
years dormant, but all that has changed in the last decade with the venue becoming one of the area’s
most vibrant and well-used community facilities. The premises have been transformed by Voluntary Action
North Lanarkshire into a modern focal point for the local community and third sector, with several local
groups, including sports clubs, health and fitness classes, learning agencies, third sector organisations
and public sector providers accessing the Community Hub for worthwhile purposes on a weekly basis.
The Project, which has enabled the establishment of a range of new and valuable services for older
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It is estimated if this volunteer force were removed from Police Scotland and Scottish Fire and Rescue
The income generated from the regular room bookings allow Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire to create
operation in North Lanarkshire, it would be equivalent to the impact of removing 10% of Police Constables and
and sustain new jobs and improve service delivery to local third sector organisations and volunteers. Rates
Fire and Rescue Officers in localities, withsdsdfsdf
the impact felt most in the many rural communities of North
sdsdfsdf
are reduced for third sector organisations hiring space in the Community Hub.
Lanarkshire.
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young people in total registering for the Saltire Awards programme, and 816 young volunteers achieving
certification for at least 10-hours of volunteering. There were 447 young volunteers achieving 50-hour Awards,
35 young volunteers gaining a 500-hour Award,
and eight exceptional volunteers who accomplished Summit
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
Awards, the top accolade available. A particular success story has been the high number of school volunteers
who had given time to helping younger pupils improve their reading and writing skills, assisted with prefect
duties, and aided the delivery of after school activity and sports groups. At least 18 of the 24 secondary
schools in North Lanarkshire delivered robust volunteering support programmes for senior pupils in 2013-14.
With recorded statistics clearly showing that young people aged 16-25 give more time to volunteering than
any other age category in North Lanarkshire, it is exciting to consider the limitless potential that an emerging
‘volunteering generation’ can achieve in local communities over the longer term. There is scope to suggest
that by embedding volunteering as a lifestyle choice from an early age, young people will continue to
volunteer as a lifelong activity. The social, practical, cultural, and life skills that are attained through
volunteering can only equip the young people of North Lanarkshire to live strongly and contribute actively to
communities for years to come.

CASE
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“Volunteering Leading to Skills Development and Third Sector Employment”

The achievements of young volunteer Jennifer Brennan of Motherwell and Wishaw Citizens Advice Bureau
were profiled in a North Lanarkshire Partnership Lifelong Learning Partnership Working Group showcase
DVD produced in 2014.
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► Resolution of housing need as quickly as possible and people meeting their housing aspirations
sdsdfsdf
► Creating strong, sustainable town centres
and communities that are attractive places to live and work
► Improving the quality and energy efficiency of homes which contributes to meeting the climate
sdsdfsdf
change target
► Improving energy efficiency and reduce CO2 emissions
► Increasing satisfaction with public transport
► Enhancing the network of greenspace and woodland for local communities and wildlife.
Assessment of the third sector’s contribution to regeneration (using the methodology highlighted in Section 1.1)
has resulted in the following impacts being identified:

IMPACT

The economic impact of the third sector in North Lanarkshire is huge, resulting in more
prosperous local communities and a valuable saving of public sector funds
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Lanarkshire over a twelve-month period, based on a prudent assessment of Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire’s registered database of volunteers during 2013-14. This calculation, of course, does not account
for the thousands of hours given to volunteering bysdsdfsdf
those not registered with the Third Sector Interface.
sdsdfsdf
It can be concluded that the economic impact of the local third sector, although not always presenting itself in
the form of capital or wealth, is very real and results in better social, environmental, and cultural outcomes for
people in communities, delivering genuine value for money for the public sector and other funds invested.
Significant strides forward in community transport in North Lanarkshire have greatly
15,586
15,241
benefited accessibility
for local citizens, specifically
vulnerable members of the community

IMPACT

The geography of North Lanarkshire consists of seven towns with populations in excess of 10,000 and a high
number of smaller towns, villages and settlements spread across a mixture of rural and urban landscape.
North Lanarkshire Council’s Welfare Reform Monitoring Report 2011-14 reported an increase in the number of
Taking aside the north area of North Lanarkshire for a moment (Cumbernauld, Kilsyth and the Northern
clients supported and enquiries dealt with by Citizens Advice Bureaux since 2012. Chart 1.3.1 shows that
Corridor), the main road and public transport networks interlink the larger towns and urban villages, but the
whilst s
significant number of rural settlements can experience difficulties in accessibility due to lack of or minimal
public transport provision and road networks that are tricky to negotiate, particularly in bad weather.
Improvement Programme during Year 1 (April 2014-March 2015). Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire has
A historical difficulty in terms of public transport in North Lanarkshire is the north to south (and south to north)
identified five key delivery strands for the Programme in the North Lanarkshire area. A brief summary of each
negotiation of transport networks. There is no routine path of bus or train networks which commutes between
delivery strand is outlined below.
the central town in the north (Cumbernauld) and the main towns in the south (Motherwell and Wishaw), and a
journey from the most northern to the most southern settlements is generally considered difficult.
The purpose of the Work Plan is to set targets for and to monitor and record Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire’s delivery progress as a Third Sector Interface partner of the Third Sector Interface Community
In recent years, the third sector in North Lanarkshire has responded extremely well to the transport issues
Planning Improvement Programme during Year 1 (April 2014-March 2015). Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire
experienced by local citizens, and in particular vulnerable people. Real progress has been made not only
has identified five key delivery strands for the Programme in the North Lanarkshire area. A brief summary of
through active third sector participation in North Lanarkshire Partnership’s Community Transport Sub-Group,
each delivery strand is outlined below.
but through establishment of a very successful Third Sector Community Transport Network, through which
necessary buses and vehicles have been obtained and are co-used and hired out on a regular basis.
Community Planning Partners such as Strathclyde Partnership for Transport have been highly supportive of
the Third Sector Community Transport Network. Getting Better Together Ltd, a third sector organisation
promoting healthy living and community development in the rural area of greater Shotts, has been a central
driver and facilitator in the advancement of community transport in North Lanarkshire. Getting Better Together
Ltd has helped coordinate and lead a strong network of community transport champions in locality areas.

IMPACT

Innovative social enterprise activity helps sustain and expand third sector delivery in
North Lanarkshire, leading to a range of positive outcomes for people in communities

Supporting the development of social enterprise across Scotland has become an important priority of Scottish
y supports
with transport
mental heaSignificant
improvements
in theincluded
mental older
healthpeople
of local
Significant beneficiaries
ofpeople
community
activity in North
Lanarkshire have
and
Government incitizens
recent has
years.
In North Lanarkshire, social enterprises operate alongside, or are embedded
resulted
their carers, children and families, excluded and disadvantaged young people, people with physical or
within, third sector organisations to help tackle society’s persistent challenges, ones that are too difficult and
sensory disabilities or mobility issues, and people living in isolated settlements.
too important for the public sector to tackle alone. North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group
believes that social enterprise represents an exciting and emerging sector in North Lanarkshire – one that
creates jobs, attracts investment, builds the economy, and helps better local society and environment.

“the third sector in North Lanarkshire has responded extremely well to the
transport issues experienced by local citizens, particularly vulnerable people”
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The social enterprise sector in North Lanarkshire is considerable in size. North Lanarkshire Social Enterprise
Framework 2013-18, an overview of which is included as Annex C to this Framework (pages 139-140),
estimates that there are 140 social economy
organisations in North Lanarkshire, with a combined annual
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
income income
in the region
of £190million
of £190million
and employing around 3,500 staff. Social enterprise activity has had a hugely
1.5.1. Models of Social Enterprise
positive
impact inaround
North Lanarkshire
and
employing
3,500 staff. by creating jobs, growing entrepreneurship, helping and empowering
North Lanarkshire’s
most has
vulnerable
Social
enterprise activity
reapedresidents, and reducing poverty, amongst other impacts.
hugely positive impacts in North
Lanarkshire in terms of creating jobs,
growing entrepreneurship, helping
and empowering North Lanarkshire’s
most vulnerable residents, and
reducing poverty, amongst other
impacts. Some of the models of
social enterprise commonly operated
locally are depicted in Graphic 1.5.1.
The impact that social enterprise has
had to
onthe
thethird
sustainability
of the third sector in North Lanarkshire cannot be underestimated. With core funding
sector itself
provision and availability notably less than before due to local and national public sector cuts, and less
funding streams being made available from external funders in light of economic circumstances, social
enterprise activity has emerged as a critical and innovative alternative or addition for many third sector
organisations, allowing them to generate their own income (for social gain) and become less reliant on core
and grant funding. This has in turn resulted in valuable service provision being sustained and developed for
people in the communities of North Lanarkshire, and with social enterprise a growing sector locally and
nationally, the positive impacts of this activity on communities are likely to increase in the coming years.
Voluntary Action Scotland
People in total registering for Saltire Awards, and 816 young volunteers achieving certification for at least 10Improvement Service
hours of volunteering. There were 447 young volunteers achieving 50-hour awards, 35 young volunteers
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Employability opportunities and outcomes for people in communities have been notably
sdsdfsdf
increased as a result of third sector programmes,
initiatives and interventions

IMPACT

sdsdfsdf
In November 2014, North Lanarkshire Third Sector Employability Network published a Response to Draft North
Lanarkshire Employability Strategy report which researched and explored the third sector’s existing and
potential contribution to the development of employability in North Lanarkshire. This publication, which can be
requested from Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire, presented a number of highly positive messages in terms
the third
sector’s
of the third sector’s contribution to employability, notably around the areas ofof strategic
engagement,
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The importance of the third sector as a Community Planning Partner is emphasised when considering the
impacts outlined in this Section. Many, if not all, of these impacts could not have been accomplished without
third sector contribution. Hence, it goes without
saying that it is critical that the third sector is at the forefront of
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
Community Planning in North Lanarkshire over the coming years, recognised as an equal and essential
participant within the Community Planning Partnership. It also vital that the Community Planning Partnership
continues to acknowledge and nourish the unique approach of the local third sector, endorsing its different
structures and enabling it to contribute or be engaged in ways which bring about optimum results.
It is interesting and highly encouraging to observe that the impacts spotlighted in this Section greatly
complement the accomplishment of the local outcomes targeted in North Lanarkshire Partnership’s
Community Plan and Single Outcome Agreement 2013-18 and Local Area Team Action Plans. Continued and
structured impact assessment of the third sector in North Lanarkshire, as explored in Section 4.6 of this
Framework (pages 66-72), can only be further beneficial to North Lanarkshire Partnership as it works towards
a vision of North Lanarkshire in 2022 being a place where people want to live, live well, choose to do
business, participate in learning at all ages, have a fair chance in life, and nurture children and young people.
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire, as Third Sector Interface, recognises a crucial role for itself in facilitating
the measurement of third sector impact in North Lanarkshire over the coming period. It is widely
acknowledged, however, that impact can only be properly assessed if effective reporting mechanisms are
established and that third sector organisations are willing and committed to providing relevant information
and statistics which help evidence wider impact on communities. It is anticipated that future third sector
impact intelligence can form a key foundation for devising targets and outcomes included in North
Lanarkshire Partnership’s next Community Plan and Single Outcome Agreement and Local Area Team Action
Plans.

to continued and valuable improvements to com

North Lanarkshire Council’s Welfare Reform Monitoring Report 2011-14 reported an increase in the number of
clients supported and enquiries dealt with by Citizens Advice Bureaux since 2012. Chart 1.3.1 shows that
whilst s
“it is critical that the third sector is at the forefront of Community
Planning in North Lanarkshire over the coming years”
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Improvement Programme during Year 1 (April 2014-March 2015). Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire has

2.0

Self-Assessment
and Improvement
Planning

This Section provides an overview and background to the Framework for Third Sector
Connectivity to Community Planning in North Lanarkshire 2015-18, highlighting the objectives
and methodology behind the Framework and detailing notable self-assessment activity.
The Introduction provides an overview and background to the inVOLve Project and the research
being carried “Sometimes
out, introducing
the target
groups
focussed
on, the
perceived
barriers
to better”
their
it is necessary
to view
things from
the outside
looking
in to make
the future
involvement and outlining the desired outcomes and impacts.

1.0
2.1

sdsdfsdf

Understanding
Third Sector Community Planning Improvement Programme in Scotland

The sds
importance of the third sector’s role and participation in Community Planning in Scotland has been
acknowledged
since
the introduction of Community Planning Partnerships in 1997. The third sector’s
sdsdfsdf
dfs
participation
(and the participation of all key public sector partners) in Community Planning became more
sdsdf
sdsdfsdf
df
formalised following the introduction of the Local Government in Scotland Act (2003), but it is arguably only
sdf
since the establishment of a full Network of Third Sector Interfaces in Scotland in 2011 that the potential of the
third sector’s contribution to Community Planning has been actively and considerably explored in some depth.
Alongside core responsibilities for volunteering development, supporting and developing a strong third sector,
and social enterprise development, the Scottish Government tasked Third Sector Interfaces with building the
third sector’s relationship with Community Planning in local authority areas. This was a noteworthy indicator of
the Scottish Government’s assessment that the third sector had more than a small or superficial part to play in
the success of Community Planning in local areas.
By early 2014, it was evident across local authority areas that the third sector had a vital role to play in
Community Planning Partnerships and that Third Sector Interfaces were central to that role. Whilst it was
widely acknowledged that notable progress had been made in building the third sector’s relationship with
Community Planning during the first three years of the Third Sector Interface operation in Scotland, the Scottish
Government believed that the surface had only been scratched and that further intervention would assist the
unlocking of the full potential of the third sector’s contribution to Community Planning.
Hence, the Scottish Government commissioned Voluntary Action Scotland and The Improvement Service to
work with Third Sector Interfaces to develop a resourced programme of activity from 2014-16 to improve the
third sector’s connectivity to Community Planning. The first phase of the Third Sector Community Planning
Improvement Programme would involve Voluntary Action Scotland developing a programme of
improvementrogramme
“unlocking the full potential of the third sector’s
contribution to Community Planning”
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improvement activity, incorporating five partner Third Sector Interfaces selected to co-design and test a third
sector self-assessment and improvement planning model. The Scottish Government invested £320,000 to
support the Programme in Year 1 (2014-15), with
the resource allocation illustrated in Chart 2.1.0.
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
The five partner Third Sector
2.1.0. Resource Allocation for Year 1 of Third Sector Community
Interfaces were selected from
Planning Improvement Programme in Scotland
set criterion to reflect a
12.5%
18.75%
Voluntary
Scotland
Voluntary Action
Action Scotland
diversity of local authority
12.5%
Improvement
Service
areas in terms of sociology,
Improvement Service
Aberdeen
culture,
economy,
and
Aberdeen TSI
TSI
18.75%
12.5%
North
Ayrshire
TSI TSI
strength of third sector
North Lanarkshire
North
TSI
participation in Community
NorthAyrshire
Ayrshire TSI
12.5%
Orkney
Planning. North Lanarkshire
12.5%
OrkneyTSI
TSI
Scottish
TSI
was selected as one of five
ScottishBorders
Borders TSI
local authority areas and
North Lanarkshire TSI (Voluntary Action
Voluntary
Action
North
North Lanarkshire) - £40,000
Lanarkshire (local Third Sector
Interface) becameaa partner
partner in the Programme. The full Network of 32 Third Sector Interfaces in Scotland are
Interfacebecame
expected
to be activeThe
participants
in Year 2 of the Programme (2015-16), with the learning derived from Year 1
the
Programme.
full
forming aof basis
for improving
third sector connectivity to Community Planning across Scotland. The
Network
32 Third
Sector
Improvement Service was engaged in the Programme to support Voluntary Action Scotland and the five
....….
partner Third Sector Interfaces with the facilitation of self-assessment and improvement planning activities.
The following key objectives were identified at the outset of the national Third Sector Community Planning
Improvement Programme:
► Improve the impact of Third Sector Interfaces on Community Planning and achieve better outcomes for
local communities across Scotland
► Develop a clear and shared definition of the Third Sector Interface and the wider third sector role in
Community Planning and feed this into the work of the National Community Planning Group
► Support Third Sector Interfaces to fully embed an outcome focus in their governance, planning,
performance management and resourcing, ensuring they are better designed to work with
Community Planning Partners to support the delivery of the outcomes set out in the Single Outcome
Agreement
► Develop an Improvement Plan for each Third Sector Interface that bridges across Community Planning
Partners locally
► Help Community Planning Partnerships to better understand how they can improve third sector
engagement and involvement
► Build skills and capacity within Voluntary Action Scotland and the Third Sector Interface Network to
support change and improvement
► Develop
and share
knowledge of ‘what works and why’ in relation to building the third sector
The
Scottish
relationship
Community Planning, public service change and preventative activity.
Government
has with
confirmed
an investment of £320,000
to support the Programme in
2014-15.
This
will
“develop
a
clear
and
shared
incorporate an investment of definition of the Third Sector Interface
and the wider third sector role in Community Planning”
£120,000
for
Voluntary
Action Scotland and the
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Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire and the Third Sector’s Relationship
sdsdfsdf
with Community Planning
in North Lanarkshire

2.2

sdsdfsdf

Voluntary
North Lanarkshire became operational as North Lanarkshire’s single-organisation Third
sds Action sdsdfsdf
Sector
April 2010 following a voluntary amalgamation of CVS North Lanarkshire (the local Council
dfsInterface insdsdfsdf
for Voluntary Services) and Volunteer Centre North Lanarkshire (the local Volunteer Centre) during 2009-10.

df

This decision to establish a single entity as North Lanarkshire’s Third Sector Interface resulted in notable
benefits in relationships between Community Planning Partners and the third sector. Community Planning
Partners, particularly North Lanarkshire Council and NHS Lanarkshire, gained from having single door access
to the third sector in North Lanarkshire through the Third Sector Interface. Indeed, brokerage between
Community Planning Partners and the wider third sector in North Lanarkshire has become a critical and
central role of Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire as an organisation.
An initial task undertaken by Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire as part of the Third Sector Community
Planning Improvement Programme (in August 2014) was to map the current state of the third sector’s
relationship with Community Planning in North Lanarkshire, outlining the key historical factors and activities
which have resulted in the current position. A paper entitled Mapping the Journey: Exploring the Voluntary
Sector’s Relationship with Community Planning in North Lanarkshire was produced, and is included as Annex
D to this Framework (pages 141-149). The paper details a logical and progressive journey of engagement and
increasingly structured involvement of the third sector within Community Planning in North Lanarkshire since
2003. Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire, as Third Sector Interface, regards this process as one of coproduction. Graphic 2.2.0 depicts a summary timeline of the key progress made over the last decade.
2.2.0. Timeline of the Third Sector’s Connectivity to Community Planning in North Lanarkshire Since 2003

2004

2008

A first NL Voluntary Sector
Strategy outlines a desire
for the third sector to be
actively engaged in
Community Planning

2003

2004

2005

2003
A firm and robust North
Lanarkshire Partnership is
re-launched in response
to Scottish Government
legislation

Locality and Thematic
Networks for the third
sector are introduced as
part of a local SVA
Pathfinder Programme

2006

2007

2008

2004-06
NL Voluntary Sector
Partnership Group is
established and two Third
Sector Representatives are
appointed to NLP Board

2013

2014-15

New Third Sector
Representative roles are
created and appointed to
Local Area Partnerships in
North Lanarkshire

Framework for Third
Sector Connectivity to CPP
is devised following local
participation in Third
Sector CPI Programme

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2010

2013

Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire is established
as the new Third Sector
Interface, amalgamating
CVS and VC services

NL Voluntary Sector
Strategy 2013-18 is
launched, identifying a
clear vision for active
sector participation in CPP

Progressively, since the establishment of the Local Government in Scotland Act (2003), and furthermore since
the formation of Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire as Third Sector Interface (2010), the third sector’s
relationship to Community Planning in North Lanarkshire has been acknowledged as positive and innovative,
often
recognised
as a the
model
of goodofpractice
at national
…find
out
more about
context
the local
third level. This success can be attributed to the
sector
within Community
at Annex
D…
commitment
to partnership Planning
for the benefit
of communities
demonstrated by Community Planning Partners,
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relationship with Community Planning in North Lanarkshire has been acknowledged by all as positive and
innovative, often recognised as a model of good practice at national level. This success can be attributed to
the commitment to partnership for the benefit
of communities demonstrated by Community Planning
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
Partners, the wider third sector, and third sector support structures in North Lanarkshire. Selection as a Third
Sector Interface partner in the Third Sector Community Planning Improvement Programme provided Voluntary
Action North Lanarkshire with an ideal and unique opportunity to further build on these foundations of
effective third sector participation within Community Planning in North Lanarkshire.

2.3

Improvement Programme Structure in North Lanarkshire

Voluntary
sds Action North Lanarkshire appointed an Improvement Programme Manager in July 2014 to lead on
delivery
Sector Community Planning Improvement Programme in North Lanarkshire. The first key
sdsdfsdf
dfsof the Third
task undertaken in the local Programme was development of a robust Work Plan for 2014-15 delivery. The
df
……… of the Work Plan was to
purpose
2.3.0. Improvement Wheel Detailing Local Delivery Strands
set targets for and to monitor and
record Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire’s delivery progress as
a Programme Partner in the Third
Sector
Community
Planning
Improvement Programme. The
Work Plan, which is included as
Annex E to this Framework
(pages 150-158), identified five
key delivery strands for the
Programme in North Lanarkshire.
The five strands, as detailed in
Graphic 2.3.0, were SelfAssessment and Improvement
Planning, Developing Structures
and Connectivity, Knowledge and
Information
Sharing,
Impact
Assessment, and Monitoring and
National Contribution.
Key presentations about the
Programme and its objectives
were delivered to Community
Planning Partners
Partners were
and delivered
the third sector during August-October 2014 at meetings of North Lanarkshire
Partnership
Board,
North Lanarkshire Partnership Developing the Partnership Group, Local Area Partnerships,
to Community
sector
and Third Sector Locality Networks. This awareness raising enabled valuable support to be obtained from
Community Planning Partners and third sector delegates from an early stage.

“awareness raising enabled valuable support to be obtained from Community
Planning Partners and third sector delegates from an early stage”
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sdsdfsdf
Self-Assessment Journey
and Methodology

To allow
sdsan effective Framework for Third Sector Connectivity to Community Planning in North Lanarkshire to
be devised,
and meaningful engagement with and feedback from Community Planning Partners
sdsdfsdf
dfs structured
and the third sector was perceived to be critical. A Self-Assessment Journey was mapped out to enable
df
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire, Community Planning Partners and the third sector, independently
supported by The Improvement Service, to consider the third sector’s participation in North Lanarkshire
Partnership, exploring what connectivity currently exists, what works well, and what could be improved.
Self-Assessment by Community Planning Partners 
As highlighted in Graphic 2.4.0, Community Planning Partners in North Lanarkshire were asked to participate
in a three-phase Self-Assessment Journey during September-December 2014 to assist production of a final
Framework for Third Sector
2.4.0. Self-Assessment Journey for Community Planning Partners
Sector Connectivity
to
Community
Planning in North
Lanarkshire. Each
Partner provided a
Framework for
lead contact person
Third Sector
for engaging in the
Connectivity to
Community
Journey. The lead
Planning in North
contacts were in
Lanarkshire
the main Senior
Officers of public
sector
agencies
Planning
Partners.
who had
aahistory
of engaging with, supporting, and assisting the development of the third sector in North
had
history
Lanarkshire.
Community Planning Partners actively participating in the Self-Assessment Journey included
of
engagingThewith
North Lanarkshire Council (various departments including Regeneration and Environmental Services, Learning
and
Following
theand
Awareness
Raising
Community
Planning Partners
are being
askedFire
to
and Leisure
Services,
Housing and
SocialSession,
Work Services),
NHS Lanarkshire,
Police Scotland,
Scottish
assistisupporting,
complete a Partnership Checklist survey during October 2014. Analysed results from the
and Rescue
Service, Department for Work and Pensions, New College Lanarkshire, Skills Development
working
engaging
Partnership Checklists will form the basis for a Assessment Review and Consensus Planning
Scotland,
Strathclyde
Partnership
Transport,2014)
Scottish
Prison
and Scottish
Enterprise.
with
engaged
with
Session
(Thursday
13 for
November
and
an Service,
Improvement
Planning
and Implementation

and have
a …… (Thursday 4 December 2014) for Community Planning Partners. A Self-Assessment
Session
Community
Planning
Partner for
lead
contactssector
gathered
for the first and
timevolunteers
at an Awareness
Raising
on
Session
specifically
voluntary
organisations
has also
been Session
scheduled
for 25
Wednesday
November
with the
sectorCommunity
to be formally
represented
at the
Thursday
September192014,
which 2014,
introduced
thevoluntary
Third Sector
Planning
Improvement
final
Improvement
Planning
and
Implementation
Session.
It
is
planned
that
following
this
SelfProgramme and set the scene for the Self-Assessment Journey. Following the Awareness Raising Session,
Assessment Journey, a Iocal Improvement Plan will be produced and made available to
Community Planning Partners completed
a comprehensive ‘Partnership Checklist’ which sought feedback and
Planning
Community Planning Partners
in Partners.
early 2015.
views on how the third sector is embedded within the Community Planning Partnership across nine thematic
areas, as highlighted in Graphic 2.4.1. The results of the completed Partnership Checklists were collated and
analysed
of an
Assessment
Review
andthe
Consensus
Session
ofCommunity
Thursday
13 Planning
November
2014.
Plan was
to set
Following
the
Awareness
Raising
Session,
A ahead
summary
report
entitled
Mapping
Journey:Planning
Exploring
the Voluntary
Sector’s
Relationship
Partners
are being
asked to
complete
a Partnership
Checklist
A
Third Sector
Community
Planning
Improvement
Programme:
North
Lanarkshire
Partnership
Checklist
targets
for and
to
with
Community
Planning
in North
Lanarkshire
has
been
produced,
and has
been Results
made
survey
during
October
2014.
Analysed
results
from
the
to Community
Planning
Partners.
This inreport
details a timeline
thecompiled
local voluntary
document
(containing
the full set of
questions
incorporated
the Partnership
Checklist)ofwas
by The
monitor available
and
record
Partnership
Checklists
will form
the
basis
for aday,
Assessment
sector's
connectivity
to
Community
Planning
from
2003
to
the
present
highlighting
the
ector
Sector Community
Planning Impr
Voluntary
Action
Review
and
Consensus
Planning
Session
(Thursday
13
journey taken and structures implemented. For further information on latest Programme activity,
North Lanarkshire’s
November
2014)
and
an Improvement
Planning Action
and North
please
Craig Russell
(Improvement
Programme
Manager)
at Voluntary
“structured
andcontact
meaningful
engagement
with and
feedback
from Community
delivery progress
Implementation
Session
(Thursday
4
December
2014)
for
Planning Partners,
sector
organisations
and volunteers”
Lanarkshire third
on 01236
748011
or e-mail craig.russell@vanl.co.uk.
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Improvement Service to provide a full analysis of the Partnership Checklist results. This key reference
document relating to the Self-Assessment Journey can be made available upon request to the Improvement
Programme Manager at Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire.
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
The Assessment Review
and Consensus Planning
Session involved Partners
working
together
to
review
the
analysed
results and identify the
top three improvement
areas under each of the
nine
thematic
areas
explored. This resulted in
24 improvement areas
This Session involved Community Planning Partners working togetherbeing
to review
identified
the analysed
in total
results and identify the top three areas for improvement in each of the
nine
thematic
(some of which areas
were
highlighted.
crossovers or closely
aligned),
and
each
Community
Planning
At the time of reporting, preparations were underway for a special one-off ‘Local Third Sector’s
participant
Involvement in Community Planning: A Self-Assessment Event forPartner
the Third
Sector’then
on
identified
the
five
improvement
areas
they
considered
a
priority
from
all
the
improvement
areas
derived
from
identified
the
five
key
Wednesday 19 November 2014 to engage the wider third sector in the Self-Assessment
the Session.
Theand
final
phase the
of nine
the Self-Assessment
Journey
foris Community
Partners,
an
Journey
to review
thematic areas. This
Event
expected ………….
to Planning
be very well
attended
and supported
by Implementation
local third sector
organisations
volunteers.
The third
Improvement
Planning and
Session,
is detailedand
in Section
2.5 on page
29. sector in the six
localities of North Lanarkshire had opportunities to provide initial feedback through six ‘Get
Involved in Local Community Planning: The Voluntary Sector Making a Contribution’ Events
Self-Assessment by the Third Sector 
jointly hosted by North Lanarkshire Council and Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire during
As a pre-cursor
to further self-assessment
activityproved
with the
third sector,
Voluntary and
Action
North Lanarkshire
October-November
2014. These Events
popular
and successful
provided
a focus on
and North
Lanarkshire
Council
jointly
sixabout
successful
GetofInvolved
in Local
Community
Planning: The
consulting
the third
sector
in delivered
local areas
content
Local Area
Team
Action Plans.
Sector during
Community
Third Sector Making a Contribution Events in the six locality areas of North Lanarkshire
OctoberPlanning andImprovement
November 2014. The main purpose of these Events was to provide third sector organisations
volunteers in
Programme:
North
locality areas with an opportunity to contribute and input to North Lanarkshire Partnership
Local Area Team
Lanarkshire
Partnership
Action Plans. At these Events, third sector delegates were invited to attend and participate
in a special
one-off
Checklist
Results
Local Third Sector’s Involvement in Community Planning: A Self-Assessment Event
for the Third Sector
on
document (containing the
Wednesday 19 November 2014.
full set of questions asked
in range
theof thematic
Partnership
This Event, which was attended by 55 third sector delegates representing a wide
and
Checklist)
is referenced
locality interests, provided a facilitated opportunity for third sector organisations and
volunteers
to engage as
in
Appendix
3 in to
this
and contribute to the Self-Assessment Journey and to review the nine thematic areas
highlighted
Graphic
Framework
2.4.1. This exercise resulted in a total of 53 improvement areas being identified
(some of(pages
whichxx-xx).
were
2.4.1. Thematic Areas Reviewed by Community Planning Partners and Third Sector

crossovers or closely aligned), and each third sector participant then identified the five key improvement areas
they considered a priority from all the improvement areas outlined at the Event. Following this Event, key third
sector delegates, including North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group members, Third Sector
Representatives
“Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire and North Lanarkshire Council jointly
delivered six locality Community Planning focussed events for the third sector”

engage the wider third sector in the Self-Assessment Journey and to review the nine thematic are
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Representatives on North Lanarkshire Partnership Board and Local Area Partnerships, and Board members of
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire, were invited to join Community Planning Partners in participating in a final
Improvement Planning and Implementation sdsdfsdf
Session (see Section 2.5).
sdsdfsdf

2.5

Priority Improvement Outputs of Self-Assessment Journey

…….
By December
sdsd 2014, Community Planning Partners
2.5.0. Number of Improvement Areas identified as a
Priority
by Seven or More Self-Assessment Participants
andfsdf
third sector
delegates
had
collectively
sdsdfsdf
identified 77 potential areas for improving the third
sector’s connectivity to Community Planning in
17
North
Lanarkshire,
and
specified
the
improvement
connectivity to Community Planning in North Lanarkshire, and specified the improvement
areas they considered the greatest priority. Chart
60
sds
2.5.0 illustrates that 17 of these improvement areas
dfs
were viewed as priority improvement areas by
sds
df
seven or more Community Planning Partner and
dfs
third sector self-assessment participants.

df

Improvement areas with 7 or more votes
Improvement areas with less than 7 votes

These 17 priority improvement areas were further
analysed ahead of a final Improvement Planning and Implementation Session on Thursday 4 December 2014.
.......…..
It was found that there were several common areas and closely aligned priorities within the 17 areas, and a
grouping exercise was conducted resulting in six priority improvement areas being identified. The six priority
improvement areas are highlighted in Graphic 2.5.1. The rationale for deriving these six improvement
areasareas
Voluntary Action Scotland
improvement
areas
explained
2.5.1.is Six
Priority Improvement Areas Identified By Self-Assessment Journey
Improvement Service
Aberdeen TSI
North Lanarkshire TSI

By December 2014, Community Planning Partners
North Ayrshire TSI
……. third
and
sector delegates had collectively
Orkney TSI
identified 77 potential areas for improving the third
Borders TSI
sector’sScottish
connectivity
to Community Planning in
North Lanarkshire, and specified the improvement
areas they considered the greatest priority.
Planning
in North
and specified the improvement
connectivity totoCommunity
Community
Planning
in Lanarkshire,
North
Lanarkshire, and specified the improvement

“Community Planning Partners and third sector delegates
had collectively identified 77 potential improvement areas”
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areas is explained in a Priority Areas for Improving the Third Sector’s Connectivity to Community Planning
paper, which is included as Annex F to thissdsdfsdf
Framework (pages 159-169). The appendices of this paper also
sdsdfsdf
outline the original 77 improvement areas suggested.
Community
Planning
At the Improvement
Planning and Implementation Session, Community Planning Partners and third sector
2.5.2. Improvement Planning Phase Key Considerations
Partners
and
third
delegates reviewed the six priority improvement areas and
sector representatives
reviewed the identified
priority improvement
areas at the final
Improvement Planning
and Implementation
Session.
Graphic
2.5.2 exhibits the key
questions that were
considered for each of
the
six
priority
improvement areas at
the Session with a
view to
to theview
developing
to thea plan for implementation of the improvement actions. One notable outcome of the
Session was that Community Planning Partners and third sector representatives felt that priority areas one
and six illustrated in Graphic 2.5.1 (Database / Directory of Community Planning Partnership Services and
Asset Register
Each of
of Community
the previously
Planning
highlighted
Partnership
Sessions
Resources)
and are
Events
likelyhave
to have
been
a symmetry
a pre-cursor
in howtothey
a final
are
Improvement
Planning
and
Implementation
Session,
scheduled
for
Thursday
4
December
2014.
implemented. As a result, these two priority improvement areas will be closely aligned in their progression.
This Session will involve Community Planning Partners and key third sector representatives
working together to prioritise improvement areas and map out an improvement journey. During
December 2014-January 2015, identified priorities will be collated and panned out further in a
Establishment
Framework
Following
2.6final Improvement
Plan. ItofisImprovement
intended that the
draft Improvement
Plan Self-Assessment
will be presented at the
North Lanarkshire Partnership Board meeting of Wednesday 18 February 2015, with a view to
a final Improvement Plan being in place by Tuesday 31 March 2015.
The sds
Self-Assessment Journey and improvement planning undertaken by Community Planning Partners and
thirddfs
sector representatives
has formed the basis of an Improvement Plan, which makes up the following key
sdsdfsdf
Sections of the Framework for Third Sector Connectivity to Community Planning in North Lanarkshire 2015-18:

df

►
►
►
►
►

Developing a Database or Directory of Third Sector and Community Planning Partnership Services (3.2)
Strengthening the Third Sector’s Locality and Thematic Approach Within Community Planning (3.3)
Assessing and Measuring the Impact of the Third Sector in Communities (3.4)
Building the Capacity of the Third Sector to Engage in Community Planning (3.5)
Each of the
Improving
previouslyReporting and Information Sharing Between the Third Sector and Community Planning
Partners
(3.6)
highlighted
► Sessions
Developingand
an Asset Register of Third Sector and Community Planning Partnership Resources (3.7)
Events
have
► Additional and Miscellaneous Areas for Improvement (3.8).
been a precursor to a
final
Improvement
Planning and
…a rationale for the six priority improvement
Implementatio
areas is explained
in Annex F…
30
n
Session,
Support
Third Sector Interfaces to fully embed an outcome focus in their governance, planning,
scheduled for

3.0

Improvement 1
Framework Plan
Improvement Plan

Following the Self-Assessment Journey and methodology highlighted in Section 2, this
Section presents an Improvement Plan for advancing third sector connectivity to Community
Planning in North Lanarkshire for 2015-18.
“Improvement doesn’t happen by chance; laying the foundations is the only way to progress”
The Introduction provides an overview and background to the inVOLve Project and the research

being carried out, introducing the target groups focussed on, the perceived barriers to their
Improvement
Plan outcomes
for Advancing
Third Sector Connectivity to Community
involvement and
outlining the desired
and impacts.
sdsdfsdf

1.0
3.1

Understanding
Planning In North Lanarkshire 2015-18

sdsdfsdf

Withsds
a thorough and fully-engaging Self-Assessment Journey involving Community Planning Partners, the
Thirddfs
Sector Interface
and the wider third sector concluding in December 2014 (see Section 2 on pages 23-30),
sdsdfsdf
asdsdf
considered sdsdfsdf
Improvement Plan for advancing third sector connectivity to Community Planning in North
df
Lanarkshire was able to be produced. The Improvement Plan is intended to form the basis for development of
sdf
a range of key and innovative interventions to be undertaken across the Community Planning Partnership
over the period 2015-18 to progress third sector engagement, contribution and impact upon outcomes.
Improvement Plan Structure 
It is important to highlight that the Improvement Plan is designed to belong to and be the responsibility of
North Lanarkshire Partnership as a whole, rather than any one individual agency or sector. As such, the
success of the Improvement Plan relies on active support and participation from all Community Planning
Partners, not least Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire and the wider third sector.
Sections 3.2 to 3.10 (pages 32-51) form the components of the Improvement Plan to align with the six priority
improvement areas displayed in Graphic 2.5.1 Ipage 29) and any additional and miscellaneous improvement
areas. Information derived from answers to the questions considered in Graphic 2.5.2 (page 30) has enabled
the following key information to be mapped out for each of the priority improvement areas:
►
►
►
►
►

Final outcome(s) of what is targeted to be achieved and by when
Identification of specific actions or tasks to work towards achieving final outcome(s)
Suggested ownership for specific tasks and objectives
Details of any associated implications in terms of risks or resources
Indicators for monitoring and evaluating outcome progress.

►
“the Improvement
Plan is designed to belong to and be the
responsibility
of
North
Lanarkshire Partnership as a whole”
► Are there
►
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Improvement 1: Developing a Database or Directory of Third Sector and
Community Planning Partnership Services

sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
sds
1A.dfsOUTCOME
sdsdfsdf
df is the Final Objective or Target?
What

Knowledge of local services is increased as a result of development of a widely accessible
directory, database or portal of services incorporating the provision of the third sector and
other Community Planning Partners

1B. ACTIONS

12.5%

Activity

Responsibility

Timescale

1.1. Community Planning Partners discuss
and agree on how a searchable platform
containing a directory of services should
be structured, and to what extent it
should involve or include the services of
wider Community Planning Partners as
well as third sector services

LEAD: North Lanarkshire Council
INVOLVING: All Community
Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
April 2015
COMPLETED BY
March 2016

1.2. Identify how development of a
sustainable, searchable platform
containing a directory of services is
resourced and where it is hosted

LEAD: North Lanarkshire Council
INVOLVING: All Community
Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
October 2015
COMPLETED BY
March 2016

1.3. Based on the agreed platform
structure, content and resourcing,
develop required methodology and enter
an information gathering phase for
mapping third sector service provision
across North Lanarkshire

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates

COMMENCED BY
April 2016
COMPLETED BY
March 2017

1.4. Based on the agreed platform
structure, content and resourcing,
develop required methodology and enter
an information gathering phase for
mapping individual Community Planning
Partner service provision across North
Lanarkshire

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: All Community
Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
October 2016
COMPLETED BY
September 2017

1.5. Collate all gathered service provision
information into a standard format and
publish as agreed (possibly considering
piloting sectors or locality areas initially)

LEAD: North Lanarkshire Council
and Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: All Community
Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
October 2017
OPERATIONAL BY
March 2018

“enter an information gathering phase for mapping third
sector service provision across North Lanarkshire”
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sdsdfsdf

sdsdfsdf
When Should the Final Outcome Be Achieved By?
Given the significant nature of the task of developing a platform containing a detailed and valuable database or
directory of all Community Planning Partnership services, and the potential complexities in progressing such a
co-produced tool across all Community Planning Partners, initial publication of the platform containing service
information by March 2018 is a realistic target

1D. IMPLICATIONS
What Are the Potential Risk and Resource Implications of This Outcome?
RISK

► The value of the platform containing a database or directory of Community Planning Partner
services reduces over time due to a lack of maintenance or updating of information
► Data protection issues occur and require resolution
► The marketability of the platform (and therefore its usage) is lessened by a lack of brand
recognition or leadership (e.g. not associated solely with a single agency such as Voluntary
Action North Lanarkshire or North Lanarkshire Council, etc)

RESOURCE

► Due to the size and nature of the mapping exercise, development of a platform containing a
database or directory of services requires specific resources and costs to enable the third
sector and Community Planning Partners to participate fully and manage capacity

1E. MEASUREMENT
What Measurements Can Be Used to Assess Outcome Progress or Success?
► Increases in client contact or service use as a result of citizens accessing the platform is likely to indicate
success
► Decreases in service duplication and increases in partnership work, co-production and sharing of resources
as a result of the introduction of the platform is likely to indicate success
► Qualitative and quantitative feedback received from surveying platform users (possibly through pop-up
survey pages appearing on the platform)

1F. RECOMMENDATIONS
What Further Recommendations Can Be Made to Advance Initial Progress?
Further recommendations to advance progress following the actions identified for this outcome can be viewed in
Section 4.4 on pages 63-65

“increases in partnership work, co-production and sharing of resources as a
result of the introduction of the platform is likely to indicate success”
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Improvement 2: Strengthening the Third Sector’s Locality and Thematic
Approach Within Community Planning

sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
sds
sdsdfsdf
2A.
OUTCOME
sdsdfsdf
dfs
df is the Final Objective or Target?
What

Locality and thematic approaches of the third sector (from grassroots level upwards) are
strengthened and align strongly and fully with Community Planning Partnership strategic
objectives

2B. ACTIONS

12.5%

Activity

Responsibility

Timescale

2.1. Review and refresh the structure of
Third Sector Locality Networks in North
Lanarkshire to ensure they remain
relevant and have an appropriate linkage
to Community Planning

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates and all
Community Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
April 2015
COMPLETED BY
September 2015

2.2. Introduce bespoke cyclical locality
events which specifically focus on
exploring and developing the third
sector’s linkage to Community Planning
in North Lanarkshire

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire and North Lanarkshire
Council
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates and all
Community Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
October 2015
OPERATIONAL BY
April 2016

2.3. Clarify and refresh the structure and
representation of North Lanarkshire
Voluntary Sector Partnership Group and
amend the Group’s Terms of Reference to
reflect this

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates

COMMENCED BY
April 2015
COMPLETED BY
March 2016

2.4. Review and refresh the structure of
Third Sector Thematic Networks to ensure
they remain relevant and have an
appropriate linkage to Community
Planning, introducing new and
revitalising old Networks in a logical and
structured way, relating to Community
Planning themes where possible

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates

COMMENCED BY
October 2015
OPERATIONAL BY
October 2016

2.5. Ensure that the third sector is
allocated and takes up representation at
all recognised Sub-Groups of North
Lanarkshire Partnership, including Local
Area Partnerships, Local Area Teams,
and all themed working groups

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire and North Lanarkshire
Council
INVOLVING: Third sector
representatives and all Community
Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
April 2015
OPERATIONAL BY
October 2016

“introduce bespoke cyclical locality events which specifically focus on
exploring and developing the third sector’s linkage to Community Planning”
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Activity

Responsibility

Timescale

2.6. Design refreshed locality and

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates

COMMENCED BY
April 2015
OPERATIONAL BY
April 2017

sdsdfsdf
thematic structures in such a way that
they link appropriately to a refined
annual North Lanarkshire Voluntary
Sector Conference

sdsdfsdf

2C. TIMESCALE
When Should the Final Outcome Be Achieved By?
These improvements to third sector locality and thematic structures will be implemented concurrently throughout
2015-16, with an anticipation that significant progress will be made by October 2016, and progress and targets
to be reviewed and considered thereafter

2D. IMPLICATIONS
What Are the Potential Risk and Resource Implications of This Outcome?
RISK

► Third sector organisations and volunteers feel alienated due to changing or unclear locality
and thematic structures established, leading to possible conflicts and disengagement
► A culture of negativity developing if liaison between the third sector locality and thematic
strands and Community Planning Partners is not managed in a structured and cohesive way
► The third sector not being viewed as an equal partner if it is not represented actively at all
North Lanarkshire Partnership locality and thematic Sub-Groups

RESOURCE

► A sustainable and effective locality and thematic structure for third sector involvement in
Community Planning requires investment in strong leadership, organisation, coordination and
commitment on behalf of the third sector

2E. MEASUREMENT
What Measurements Can Be Used to Assess Outcome Progress or Success?
► Qualitative and quantitative feedback received from specific consultation of Third Sector Locality and
Thematic members
► Qualitative and quantitative feedback received from specific consultation of Community Planning Partners
► Event feedback from completion of Evaluation Forms on a regular basis at Third Sector Locality and Thematic
Network Events
► Increases in networking, quality of relationships, respect, and partnership working between third sector
organisations and Community Planning Partners is likely to indicate success
► Increases in awareness of the role and representation of North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership
Group is likely to indicate success

2F. RECOMMENDATIONS
What Further Recommendations Can Be Made to Advance Initial Progress?
Further recommendations to advance progress following the actions identified for this outcome can be viewed in
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 on pages 53-62

“a sustainable locality and thematic structure for third sector involvement
requires investment in strong leadership, organisation and commitment”
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Improvement 3: Assessing and Measuring the Impact of the Third
Sector in Communities

sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
sdsd
sdsdfsdf
3A.
OUTCOME
sdsdfsdf
fsdf

sdsdfsdf

What is the Final Objective or Target?
The impact of third sector activity in communities is measured and assessed on an ongoing
basis, and this impact knowledge is shared widely with the third sector and Community
Planning Partners alike in a structured, consistent format with a view to contributing to North
Lanarkshire Partnership’s Community Plan and Single Outcome Agreement and Local Area
Team Action Plans

12.5%

3B. ACTIONS
Activity

Responsibility

Timescale

3.1. Research and learn from successful
third sector impact assessment
frameworks and methodologies from
across the UK

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire

COMMENCED BY
April 2015
COMPLETED BY
March 2016

3.2. Existing knowledge and information
about third sector impact on communities
is collated and shared widely amongst
the third sector and Community Planning
Partners

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates and all
Community Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
April 2015
COMPLETED BY
March 2016

3.3. Predicated on locality and thematic
approaches, develop a framework
through which third sector organisations
can centrally and easily inform about the
impact of their activity on an ongoing
basis

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates

COMMENCED BY
October 2015
OPERATIONAL BY
October 2016

3.4. Identify third sector champions to
advocate and promote successful third
sector impact under the thematic
headings of community safety, health
and wellbeing, lifelong learning and
regeneration

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates

COMMENCED BY
October 2015
OPERATIONAL BY
October 2016

3.5. Submit a comprehensive third sector
impact assessment to assist
development of North Lanarkshire
Partnership’s next Single Outcome
Agreement and Community Plan and
Local Area Team Action Plans (for period
covering 2018 onwards)

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates

COMMENCED BY
April 2016
COMPLETED BY
October 2017

“develop a framework through which third sector organisations
can centrally and easily inform about the impact of their activity”
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Activity

Responsibility

Timescale

3.6. Maximise the utilisation of case

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates

COMMENCED BY
April 2015
COMPLETED BY
March 2018

sdsdfsdf
studies, recognition events and publicity
to emphasise the impact that the third
sector has in communities

sdsdfsdf

3C. TIMESCALE
When Should the Final Outcome Be Achieved By?
The range of structures and improvements identified for effectively measuring third sector impact on a
sustainable basis will be introduced by October 2016, with a robust protocol and substantial measurement of
impact expected and ready to inform and actively contribute to North Lanarkshire Partnership’s next Single
Outcome Agreement and Community Plan by October 2017

3D. IMPLICATIONS
What Are the Potential Risk and Resource Implications of This Outcome?
RISK

► Requests for impact reporting information from third sector organisations add to existing
bureaucracy and monitoring requests
► The quality of the impact assessed can only be as good as the quality and level of information
provided by third sector organisations and delegates (e.g. the whole process is reliant on
quality information being provided by the third sector)

RESOURCE

► Impact assessment of the third sector is a large undertaking and can only be conducted
effectively with proportionate resource allocation
► Initiatives such as third sector champions will involve resources, such as support to named
coordinators and organisations, development and provision of training, and out of pocket
expenses

3E. MEASUREMENT
What Measurements Can Be Used to Assess Outcome Progress or Success?
► Evidenced increases to community safety, health and wellbeing, lifelong learning and regeneration as a
result of third sector activity and impact is likely to be an indicator of success
► Review of the success of the implemented framework through which third sector organisations can centrally
and easily report upon the impact of their activity on a regular basis
► Increases in awareness of third sector impact in communities following a drive to increase publicity through
case studies and third sector champions is likely to be an indicator of success
► Monitoring the value that third sector impact information has on creation of targets and objectives within
North Lanarkshire Partnership’s next Single Outcome Agreement and Community Plan and Local Area Team
Action Plans

3F. RECOMMENDATIONS
What Further Recommendations Can Be Made to Advance Initial Progress?
Further recommendations to advance progress following the actions identified for this outcome can be viewed in
Section 4.6 on pages 66-72

“measurement of third sector impact expected to inform and actively contribute
to North Lanarkshire Partnership’s next Single Outcome Agreement”
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Improvement 4: Building the Capacity of the Third Sector to Engage in
Community Planning
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4A.
OUTCOME
sdsdfsdf
fsdf
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What is the Final Objective or Target?
The capacity, knowledge and understanding of the third sector, third sector representatives,
and the Third Sector Interface to effectively and proportionately contribute as equal partners
to achieving Community Planning Partnership outcomes is improved and increased

4B. ACTIONS

12.5%

Activity

Responsibility

Timescale

4.1. Through consultation with the third
sector, undertake a needs assessment to
gauge what capacity the third sector
already has and what capacity the third
sector needs developed to effectively
engage in Community Planning

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates

COMMENCED BY
April 2015
COMPLETED BY
March 2016

4.2. Develop and deliver a programme of
training to upskill individuals mandated
to represent the third sector at various
strategic Community Planning groups,
equipping them to fulfil their roles and
responsibilities to an optimum

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire and North Lanarkshire
Council
INVOLVING: Third sector
representatives

COMMENCED BY
January 2016
OPERATIONAL BY
June 2016

4.3. Introduce a simple and effective
approach to inducting third sector
organisations that are new to or
unfamiliar with Community Planning
activity

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire and North Lanarkshire
Council
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates

COMMENCED BY
April 2016
OPERATIONAL BY
April 2017

4.4. Develop a targeted approach to
building the appetite and capacity of
national third sector organisations to
engage in local Community Planning
activity

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire and Voluntary Action
Scotland
INVOLVING: National third sector
organisations delivering services in
North Lanarkshire

COMMENCED BY
April 2016
OPERATIONAL BY
April 2017

4.5. Develop and maintain an accessible
platform with easy access to key
informative documents such as
Community Plan and Single Outcome
Agreement and a third sector
representational matrix in relation to
Community Planning

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates

COMMENCED BY
October 2016
OPERATIONAL BY
October 2017

“introduce a simple and effective approach to inducting third sector
organisations that are new to or unfamiliar with Community Planning”
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Activity

Responsibility

Timescale

4.6. Provide opportunities for the third

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates and all
Community Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
April 2015
COMPLETED BY
March 2018

sdsdfsdf
sector to learn about Community

Planning activity through Third Sector
Locality Networks, Third Sector Thematic
Networks, and other key events rolled out
for the third sector

sdsdfsdf

4C. TIMESCALE
When Should the Final Outcome Be Achieved By?
Capacity building of the third sector to engage in Community Planning is a long term goal and will take place on
a continuous basis throughout the three-year period of this Framework, with initial progress achieved by April
2016 and significant strides forward made by March 2018

4D. IMPLICATIONS
What Are the Potential Risk and Resource Implications of This Outcome?
RISK

► Third sector organisations or delegates may expect unrealistically quick or instant results from
Community Planning activity as a result of training received
► National third sector organisations may not see the benefits of engaging in various levels of
Community Planning activity across several different local authority areas

RESOURCE

► Commissioning of a training needs assessment exercise and a full training programme for
the third sector to be upskilled requires specific costs and resourcing

4E. MEASUREMENT
What Measurements Can Be Used to Assess Outcome Progress or Success?
► Results of the needs assessment on third sector capacity to engage in Community Planning should present a
snapshot of current progress and represent a valuable indicator
► Numbers of third sector organisations and delegates attending and participating in inductions, training and
Community Planning events is an indicator of progress
► An increase in the recognition of the quality of the contribution of third sector representatives at Community
Planning Sub-Groups is likely to indicate success

4F. RECOMMENDATIONS
What Further Recommendations Can Be Made to Advance Initial Progress?
Further recommendations to advance progress following the actions identified for this outcome can be viewed in
Sections 4.5 and 4.8 on pages 65-66 and pages 76-77 respectively

“capacity building of the third sector to engage
in Community Planning is a long term goal”
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Improvement 5: Improving Reporting and Information Sharing Between
the Third Sector and Community Planning Partners
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What is the Final Objective or Target?
Effective and simple two-way reporting and information sharing mechanisms enabling the
third sector to understand activity, objectives and outcomes of the Community Planning
Partnership and vice versa is coordinated, and a single user-friendly platform for sharing
reports and information about third sector connectivity to Community Planning is developed

5B. ACTIONS

12.5%

Activity

Responsibility

Timescale

5.1. Consider and assess what level,
content and structure of reporting would
be most valuable for the third sector and
Community Planning Partners to provide
with each other over the long term

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire and North Lanarkshire
Council
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates and all
Community Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
October 2015
COMPLETED BY
October 2016

5.2. Develop standard reporting or
communication mechanisms to enable
effective, user-friendly, two-way
information sharing and awareness
raising between the third sector and
Community Planning Partners on a
regular and continuous basis

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates and all
Community Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
April 2016
COMPLETED BY
March 2018

5.3. Embed the agreed reporting,
communication and information sharing
structures within North Lanarkshire
Partnership’s induction process and
Partnership Agreement

LEAD: North Lanarkshire Council
and Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: All Community
Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
April 2016
COMPLETED BY
March 2018

5.4. Develop a platform for North
Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership
Group to act as the key portal for
information sharing and communication
between the third sector and Community
Planning

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates and all
Community Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
April 2016
COMPLETED BY
March 2018

“develop standard reporting or communication mechanisms to enable
effective, user-friendly, two-way information sharing and awareness raising”
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When Should the Final Outcome Be Achieved By?
Developments and refinements to improving reporting and information sharing between the third sector and
Community Planning Partners will take place and be ongoing throughout the three-year period of this
Framework, with a number of key improvements scheduled to be introduced and operational by March 2018

5D. IMPLICATIONS
What Are the Potential Risk and Resource Implications of This Outcome?
RISK

► There is potential for further reporting requests of third sector organisations to be unpopular
and add to existing bureaucracy and monitoring requests
► Obtaining a consensus across the third sector and Community Planning Partners regarding
the best format and information for including in reports may take negotiation and time to
achieve
► Development of reporting and communication structures and templates and an information
sharing website will be counter-productive if they are not utilised regularly and effectively by
the third sector and Community Planning Partners

RESOURCE

► Development and maintenance of comprehensive reporting templates and a website for
information sharing are activities that require adequate resourcing

5E. MEASUREMENT
What Measurements Can Be Used to Assess Outcome Progress or Success?
► Qualitative and quantitative feedback from Community Planning Partners and third sector organisations in
relation to the quality and effectiveness of the information and reports they are provided with
► Improved levels of understanding of Community Planning activity amongst third sector organisations and
delegates is likely to indicate success
► Improved levels of understanding of third sector activity amongst Community Planning Partners is likely to
indicate success
► The number and diversity of third sector organisations electing to submit reporting information to the
Community Planning Partnership through agreed templates and processes is likely to be a key indicator of
advancement
► The number of unique visitors accessing information and reports from the developed North Lanarkshire
Voluntary Sector Partnership Group website is a likely to be a marker of progress

5F. RECOMMENDATIONS
What Further Recommendations Can Be Made to Advance Initial Progress?
Further recommendations to advance progress following the actions identified for this outcome can be viewed in
Sections 4.4 and 4.8 on pages 63-65 and pages 76-77 respectively

“a number of key reporting and information sharing
improvements are scheduled to be introduced”
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Improvement 6: Developing an Asset Register of Third Sector and
Community Planning Partnership Resources
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What is the Final Objective or Target?
The utilisation of third sector resources within a Community Planning context is maximised as
a result of the production of an asset register of third sector and other Community Planning
Partner resources

6B. ACTIONS

12.5%

Activity

Responsibility

Timescale

6.1. Consider what is understood by an
‘asset’ and to what extent an asset
register of resources should include
Community Planning Partner resources
as well as third sector resources

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: All Community
Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
April 2015
COMPLETED BY
March 2016

6.2. Identify how development of a
sustainable, searchable platform
containing an asset register of resources
is managed and where it is hosted

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: All Community
Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
October 2015
COMPLETED BY
March 2016

6.3. Based on the agreed platform
structure, content and resourcing,
develop required methodology and enter
an information gathering phase for
mapping third sector assets across North
Lanarkshire

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: Third sector
organisations and delegates

COMMENCED BY
April 2016
COMPLETED BY
March 2017

6.4. Based on the agreed platform
structure, content and resourcing,
develop required methodology and enter
an information gathering phase for
mapping Community Planning Partner
assets across North Lanarkshire

LEAD: Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: All Community
Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
October 2016
COMPLETED BY
September 2017

6.5. Collate all gathered asset
information into a standard format and
publish as agreed on a central platform

LEAD: North Lanarkshire Council
and Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire
INVOLVING: All Community
Planning Partners

COMMENCED BY
October 2017
OPERATIONAL BY
March 2018

“consider to what extent an asset register should include Community
Planning Partner resources as well as third sector resources”
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When Should the Final Outcome Be Achieved By?
Due to similarities to Improvement 1 (Developing a Database or Directory of Third Sector and Community
Planning Partnership Services) in terms of the considerable mapping exercise that requires to be conducted and
the potential complexities in progressing such a co-produced tool across all Community Planning Partners, initial
publication of the platform containing an asset register by March 2018 is a realistic target

6D. IMPLICATIONS
What Are the Potential Risk and Resource Implications of This Outcome?
RISK

► Human assets such as volunteer force and skill levels of personnel may change with high
frequency and make this element of the asset register difficult to maintain
► Utilisation of the platform containing an asset register of resources is limited by a lack of
understanding of what an asset register is and how useful it can be
► The value of the platform containing an asset register of resources reduces over time due to a
lack of maintenance or updating of information

RESOURCE

► Due to the size and nature of the mapping exercise, development of a platform containing an
asset register requires specific resources to enable the third sector and Community Planning
Partners to participate fully and manage capacity

6E. MEASUREMENT
What Measurements Can Be Used to Assess Outcome Progress or Success?
► Increases in utilisation of community assets as a result of the platform containing an asset register of
Community Planning Partner resources is likely to indicate success (e.g. increases to number of people
accessing Community Hubs, physical resources, etc)
► Increases to sharing of resources, partnership work, and co-production (and decreases to resource or asset
duplication) across communities is likely to indicate success
► Qualitative and quantitative feedback received from surveying platform users (possibly through pop-up
survey pages appearing on the platform)

6F. RECOMMENDATIONS
What Further Recommendations Can Be Made to Advance Initial Progress?
Further recommendations to advance progress following the actions identified for this outcome can be viewed in
Sections 4.4 and 4.7 on pages 63-65 and pages 73-75 respectively

“increases in utilisation of community assets as a result of
the introduction of the platform is likely to indicate success”
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sdsdfsdfAreas for Improvement
Additional and Miscellaneous

Whilst
the majority of the fundamental improvement areas identified by the third sector and Community
sdsd
Planning
during the Self-Assessment Journey detailed in Section 2 of this Framework (pages 23-30)
fsdf Partnerssdsdfsdf
have been grouped together and fully accounted for as part of the six fairly broad priority improvement areas
outlined in Sections 3.2 to 3.7 (pages 32-43), it was also deemed important to consider the number of
additional and miscellaneous improvement areas that had been identified but were not easy to incorporate
as part of the six priority improvement areas.
The improvement areas highlighted in Graphic 3.8.0, although not considered as the top priority areas for
addressing by third sector and Community Planning Partners, were discussed and acknowledged as valuable
improvement areas for developing over a period of time. It is anticipated that these improvement areas will be
advanced either concurrently with or on the completion of key accomplishments relating to the six priority
improvement areas, with a pathway to progression considered for each of the improvement areas outlined.

3.8.0. More Improvement Areas Derived From Self-Assessment Journey of
Third Sector and Community Planning Partners

IMPROVEMENT

Evolution of the structure of the Third
Sector Interface compliments and aligns
with maximising third sector connectivity
to Community Planning

Pathway to Progression 
Considering the importance of the role and tasks
identified for the Third Sector Interface (Voluntary
Action North Lanarkshire) throughout the
Improvement Plan, it follows on that how the
Third Sector Interface is structured and positioned
is likely to be a key factor in how successful the
third sector’s contribution to Community Planning
is in the future. This improvement area will initially
be considered and progressed by Voluntary
Action North Lanarkshire’s Board of Directors,
before further engagement and partnership work
with Community Planning Partners / third sector.

Pathway to Progression 
It was agreed that the issue of third
sector organisations being unable to
undertake long or even medium term
planning as a result of the majority of
vital core and grant funding provision
How the local Third Sector Interface (Voluntary
now taking the form of one-year
a agreements
number of additional
miscellaneous
Action
that North
couldLanarkshire)
not easily beis grouped
structured in years to
needs to and
be reviewed
and improvement areas
IMPROVEMENT
come
addressed. Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire intends to work with key
Issues and difficulties caused to third sector
Community
Planning
Partners
to
explore
by short-term
funding are
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire became operationalorganisations
as North Lanarkshire’s
single-organisation
Third
explored
and
improvements
are
made
how
funding
agreements
could
be
better
Sector Interface in April 2010 following a voluntary amalgamation of CVS North Lanarkshire (the local Council
structured to increase the sustainability
for Voluntary Services) and Volunteer Centre North Lanarkshire (the local Volunteer Centre) during 2009-10.
of third sector groups.
This decision to establish a single entity as North Lanarkshire’s Third Sector Interface resulted in notable
benefits in relationships between Community Planning Partners and the third sector. Community Planning
Partners, particularly North Lanarkshire Council and NHS Lanarkshire, gained from having single door access
“how
to the
the third
Third
sector
Sector
in North
Interface
Lanarkshire
is structured
through theand
Thirdpositioned
Sector Interface.
is likely
Indeed,
to bebrokerage
a
between
keyCommunity
factor in how
successful
the
third
sector’s
contribution
is
in
the
future”
Planning Partners and the wider third sector in North Lanarkshire has become a critical and
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IMPROVEMENT

The full impact of the Community
sdsdfsdf

sdsdfsdf

Empowerment (Scotland) Bill is understood
by the third sector and communities are
supported to benefit from the Bill

Pathway to Progression 
A number of views were expressed
during self-assessment indicating that
3: Mapping
Improvement Plan were
someSection
third
sector anorganisations
being priced out of hiring and accessing
public sector community facilities. This is
a concern and all third sector
organisations and Community Planning
Partners agreed that this needs to be
considered further and addressed,
especially if cost of hire was impacting
on the provision of third sector operated
community benefit activities.

IMPROVEMENT

A strategy for communication and
engagement between the third sector
and Community Planning Partners is
introduced

Pathway to Progression 
There is huge scope and potential for
Community Planning Partners to
increase and better structure their
involvement of volunteers, for the wider
benefit of communities. It was found that
not all Community Planning Partners
have a volunteering policy, and that
some instances of volunteering as forms
of job substitution still existed. The
introduction of a North Lanarkshire
Partnership Volunteering Agreement or
Pledge would benchmark standards for
the involvement of volunteers in statutory
public service provision.

Pathway to Progression 
Scottish Government’s Community Empowerment
(Scotland) Bill, which explores new ways for
communities to take increased ownership and do
things for themselves, is expected to be given
Royal Assent in 2015. It is anticipated that the Bill
will include guidance on how communities
assume responsibility of public sector land and
buildings, proposals for increased grassroots
community involvement in Community Planning,
and new powers for local authorities relating to
community development. Structured support to
maximise the benefits of this Bill for the third
sector was highlighted as an improvement area.

IMPROVEMENT
Third Sector Interface
(Voluntary
TheHow
costthe
of local
and reasonable
access to
Action North
Lanarkshire)
is structured
community
facilities
for third
sector in years to
come
organisations
and delegates is reviewed and
improvements are made

Pathway to Progression 
Whilst development of a strategy for
communication and engagement between the
third sector and Community Planning Partners
could comfortably be incorporated as part of
Improvement Area 5 (Improving Reporting and
Information Sharing Between the Third Sector
and Community Planning Partners), it also
stands alone in the respect that its principle
overarches the ethos of the entire Framework
and Improvement Plan. It is likely that this
improvement area will be incorporated as part
of or developed concurrently to the refreshed
North Lanarkshire Partnership Agreement and
induction process to be introduced in 2015.

IMPROVEMENT

Community Planning Partners utilise volunteers
smarter and in the right ethos, and a shared
Volunteering Agreement or Pledge is
established for North Lanarkshire Partnership

“there is huge scope and potential for Community Planning Partners
to increase and better structure their involvement of volunteers”
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IMPROVEMENT

The operational work force within
sdsdfsdf

Community Planning Partners has a
fuller understanding of the contribution,
value and ethos of the third sector

Pathway to Progression 
As Section
detailed
in Section 1 of this
3: Mapping an Improvement Plan
Framework (Exploring Third Sector
Impact on Communities), the impact
that the third sector has on communities
in North Lanarkshire is great. For the
third sector’s impact on Community
Planning to be at its optimum, it is
recognised
that
third
sector
organisations require to review how
they approach their objectives. By
realignment of approach enabling third
sector organisations to be supported to
focus more on working towards
qualified indicators of outcomes for
communities and less on numbercounting and targets that are
unqualified, better outcomes for
communities
can
be
achieved.
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire
intends to champion a third sector
culture shift in this respect over the
period of this Framework.

OTHERS

A few other improvement areas
considered during self-assessment…

sdsdfsdf

Pathway to Progression 
The level and quality of partnership work
between Community Planning Partners and the
third sector in North Lanarkshire is rightly
acknowledged as excellent. This success can
partially be attributed to a strong understanding
of the third sector amongst Senior Officers within
Community Planning Partners operating at
strategic level. Occasionally, at Community
Planning Partner operational level, whilst still
generally good, understanding of the third sector
and Third Sector Interface’s role is not always as
clear. This is an improvement that can be
achieved by planned upskilling and development
of staff, and will be enhanced by the introduction
of a refreshed North Lanarkshire Partnership
Agreement and induction process in 2015.

IMPROVEMENT

The third sector becomes better at adopting an
outcome focussed approach to community
development

► Replication of North Lanarkshire Voluntary
Sector Partnership Group in locality areas is
considered
This is incorporated into the considerations of
Improvement 2.2 (page 34)
► Joint resourcing between the third sector and
Community Planning Partners is maximised
and streamlined
It was recognised during self-assessment both
by the third sector and Community Planning
Partners that resources need to be utilised
better, with joint resourcing strongly advocated
► User-friendly language is adopted when
engaging the third sector in Community
Planning
This is incorporated into the considerations of
Improvement 5 (pages 40-41).

“third sector organisations being supported to focus more on
working towards qualified indicators of outcomes for communities”
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Monitoring and Reporting
of Improvement Plan Progress

It issdsd
intended that a robust monitoring and reporting process will be introduced to enable the third sector, the
Third
Sector Interface,
and Community Planning Partners to easily assess Improvement Plan progress during
sdsdfsdf
fsdf
the period 2015-18. This will include specific monitoring and reporting of activity relating to the six priority
improvement outcomes and identified actions, as well as highlighting progress relating to the additional
improvement areas outlined.
On behalf of North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group, Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire will
provide regular written reports (through identified templates) and verbal updates on Improvement Plan activity
to third sector delegates and Community Planning Partners through:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Third Sector Locality Network Events and Third Sector Locality Community Planning Network Events
Third Sector Thematic Network Events
Third Sector Local Area Partnership and Themed Groups Representatives Network meetings
North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group meetings
Annual North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Conference
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire Board meetings
Third Sector Update Reports to North Lanarkshire Partnership Board
Third Sector Update Reports to North Lanarkshire Partnership Local Area Partnerships
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire newsletters, e-bulletins, website and social media
Newly identified platforms and reporting mechanisms introduced as a result of the Improvement Plan.

Third sector delegates and Community Planning Partners will have the opportunity to request further
information about Improvement Plan activity and progress by establishing contact with a named officer at
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire as required.

3.10

Timetable for Improvement Plan Implementation

sdsd
Chart
3.10.0 on pages 48-51 provides a visual of the implementation timetable scheduled for the
Improvement
Plan
at a glance. The timetable covers the period April 2015-March 2018, with various actions
sdsdfsdf
fsdf
identified for completion during Years 1, 2 and 3 of the Improvement Plan.
Timescales for the additional improvement areas will be factored in at a later stage based on progress
relating to the six priority improvement areas.

“a robust monitoring and reporting process will be introduced
to enable easy assessment of Improvement Plan progress”
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3.10.0. Timetable for Improvement Plan Implementation
QUARTER (April 2015-March 2018)

ACTIVITY

(Improvement action relative to in brackets)

AprJun 15

JulSep 15

OctDec 15

JanMar 16

AprJun 16

JulSep 16

OctDec 16

JanMar 17

AprJun 17

JulSep 17

OctDec 17

JanMar 18

Review and refresh the structure of Third Sector Locality
Networks in North Lanarkshire to ensure they remain
relevant and have an appropriate linkage to Community
Planning (2.1)
Community Planning Partners discuss and agree on how a
searchable platform containing a directory of services
should be structured, and to what extent it should involve or
include the services of wider Community Planning Partners
as well as third sector services (1.1)
Clarify and refresh the structure and representation of North
Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group and amend
the Group’s Terms of Reference to reflect this (2.3)
Research and learn from successful third sector impact
assessment frameworks and methodologies from across
the UK (3.1)
Existing knowledge and information about third sector
impact on communities is collated and shared widely
amongst the third sector and Community Planning Partners
(3.2)
Through consultation with the third sector, undertake a
needs assessment to gauge what capacity the third sector
already has and what capacity the third sector needs
developed to effectively engage in Community Planning
(4.1)
Consider what is understood by an ‘asset’ and to what
extent an asset register of resources should include
Community Planning Partner resources as well as third
sector resources (6.1)
Identify how development of a sustainable, searchable
platform containing a directory of services is resourced and
where it is hosted (1.2)
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Identify how development of a sustainable, searchable
platform containing an asset register of resources is
managed and where it is hosted (6.2)
Introduce bespoke cyclical locality events which specifically
focus on exploring and developing the third sector’s linkage
to Community Planning in North Lanarkshire (2.2)
Develop and deliver a programme of training to upskill
individuals mandated to represent the third sector at
various strategic Community Planning groups, equipping
them to fulfil their roles and responsibilities to an optimum
(4.2)
Ensure that the third sector is allocated and takes up
representation at all recognised Sub-Groups of North
Lanarkshire Partnership, including Local Area Partnerships,
Local Area Teams, and all themed working groups (2.5)
Consider and assess what level, content and structure of
reporting would be most valuable for the third sector and
Community Planning Partners to provide with each other
over the long term (5.1)
Review and refresh the structure of Third Sector Thematic
Networks to ensure they remain relevant and have an
appropriate linkage to Community Planning, introducing
new and revitalising old Networks in a logical and
structured way, relating to Community Planning themes
where possible (2.4)
Predicated on locality and thematic approaches, develop a
framework through which third sector organisations can
centrally and easily inform about the impact of their activity
on an ongoing basis (3.3)
Identify third sector champions to advocate and promote
successful third sector impact under the thematic headings
of community safety, health and wellbeing, lifelong learning
and regeneration (3.4)
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Design refreshed locality and thematic structures in such a
way that they link appropriately to a refined annual North
Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Conference (2.6)
Based on the agreed platform structure, content and
resourcing, develop required methodology and enter an
information gathering phase for mapping third sector
service provision across North Lanarkshire (1.3)
Based on the agreed platform structure, content and
resourcing, develop required methodology and enter an
information gathering phase for mapping third sector
assets across North Lanarkshire (6.3)
Introduce a simple and effective approach to inducting third
sector organisations that are new to or unfamiliar with
Community Planning activity (4.3)
Develop a targeted approach to building the appetite and
capacity of national third sector organisations to engage in
local Community Planning activity (4.4)
Submit a comprehensive third sector impact assessment to
assist development of North Lanarkshire Partnership’s next
Single Outcome Agreement and Community Plan and Local
Area Team Action Plans (for period covering 2018 onwards)
(3.5)
Based on the agreed platform structure, content and
resourcing, develop required methodology and enter an
information gathering phase for mapping individual
Community Planning Partner service provision across North
Lanarkshire (1.4)
Based on the agreed platform structure, content and
resourcing, develop required methodology and enter an
information gathering phase for mapping Community
Planning Partner assets across North Lanarkshire (6.4)
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Develop and maintain an accessible platform with easy
access to key informative documents such as Community
Plan and Single Outcome Agreement and a third sector
representational matrix in relation to Community Planning
(4.5)
Maximise the utilisation of case studies, recognition events
and publicity to emphasise the impact that the third sector
has in communities (3.6)
Provide opportunities for the third sector to learn about
Community Planning activity through Third Sector Locality
Networks, Third Sector Thematic Networks, and other key
events rolled out for the third sector (4.6)
Develop standard reporting or communication mechanisms
to enable effective, user-friendly, two-way information
sharing and awareness raising between the third sector
and Community Planning Partners on a regular and
continuous basis (5.2)
Embed the agreed reporting, communication and
information sharing structures within North Lanarkshire
Partnership’s induction process and Partnership Agreement
(5.3)
Develop a platform for North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector
Partnership Group to act as the key portal for information
sharing and communication between the third sector and
Community Planning (5.4)
Collate all gathered service provision information into a
standard format and publish as agreed (possibly
considering piloting sectors or locality areas initially) (1.5)
Collate all gathered asset information into a standard
format and publish as agreed on a central platform (6.5)
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4.0

Recommendations
and Proposals for
Implementation
Communities

This Section aims to outline key recommendations and proposals relating to improving third
sector connectivity to Community Planning, initiating the implementation process of the
actions and outcomes of the Improvement Plan structured in Section 3.
”Following through on what you have set out makes all the thinking and planning worthwhile”

The Introduction provides an overview and background to the inVOLve Project and the research
being carried
out, introducing the target groups focussed on, the perceived barriers to their
sdsdfsdf
1.0
Foundations
for Effective
Implementation
4.1
involvement andUnderstanding
outlining the desired
outcomes
and impacts. of Improvement Plan
A key
and encouraging point to highlight ahead of implementation of the Improvement Plan for advancing
sds
thirddfs
sector connectivity
to Community Planning is that the Improvement Plan is not being delivered from
sdsdfsdf
scratch
sdsdfand indeed is being delivered from a position of strength.

df
sdf

sdsdfsdf

Section 2.2 (pages 25-26) underlined (as specified in the Mapping the Journey: Exploring the Voluntary
Sector’s Relationship with Community Planning in North Lanarkshire paper of Annex D) that a range of
positive structures and foundations have already been successfully established to enable the third sector to
be actively engaged in Community Planning in North Lanarkshire. The Improvement Plan, therefore, intends to
build on this established progress rather than break down structures for the sake of building them up again.
Hence, whilst some of the implementation phase of the Improvement Plan will involve completely new
interventions, some of the key actions will be centred on refinement and enhancement of existing activity.
Based on the actions and key activities identified in the Improvement Plan (pages 31-51), Sections 4.2 to 4.8
(pages 53-77) explore some of the key initial considerations ahead of Improvement Plan implementation, and
suggest particular recommendations and proposals that will contribute towards delivery.
As highlighted in the risk and resource implication sections of some of the Improvement Areas featured in
Section 3 (pages 32-43), it should be emphasised that implementation of the Improvement Plan can only
happen as planned if all the contributors (Community Planning Partners, Third Sector Interface and third sector
organisations and delegates) are proportionately furnished with the necessary resources and tools to allow
for delivery. The actions outlined for Improvement Plan contributors, unless specifically resourced, are likely to
form additional activity to core and necessary work for some agencies and organisations. As a result, a
fundamental recommendation is to seek the support of all Community Planning Partners to ensure the
Improvement Plan is given ample opportunity to be adequately resourced and hence implemented strongly.
“the Improvement Plan intends to build on established progress rather
than break down structures for the sake of building them up again”
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Key Recommendations Relating to the Structure of North Lanarkshire
sdsdfsdf
Voluntary Sector Partnership
Group

North
Lanarkshiresdsdfsdf
Voluntary Sector Partnership Group acts as the central linkage hub through which all third
sds
sector
representation is connected to North Lanarkshire Partnership. Since 2006, it has been a
dfsactivity andsdsdfsdf
recognised Sub-Group of North Lanarkshire Partnership, and aims to bring together a representative crossdf
section of the third sector in North Lanarkshire with a view to bringing strategic direction. In 2013, North
Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group published its North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Strategy
2013-18, which is included as Annex G to this Framework (pages 170-188).
As North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group has proved to be a highly productive and effective
conduit for the local third sector within Community Planning in recent years, there is a reluctance to
recommend too many alterations to its operation. For this reason, the recommendations below are focussed
on refining the existing structure and membership rather than making significant changes.
Recommendation: Membership Structure is Refreshed to Becomes Fully Accountable 
The membership of North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group is currently made up of core,
thematic and statutory representation, as illustrated in Chart 4.2.0. On page 54, Chart 4.2.1 recommends an
updated and expanded structure, with representatives from four categories sitting on the Group (third sector
representatives on formal North Lanarkshire Partnership Sub-Groups, Third Sector Interface and specific third
sector
network representation,
s..
4.2.0. North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group
thematic representatives from
Membership Structure as at Review of Membership in 2013
the wider third sector, and
Community Planning Partner
representatives).
The proposed membership
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relationship
Community
Planning
in North
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historical
factors
which have resulted in the current position. A paper entitled Mapping the Journey: Exploring the Voluntary
Sector’s Relationship with Community Planning in North Lanarkshire was produced, and is included as
“the proposed membership structure includes a robust and broad
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4.2.1. Proposed North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group Membership Structure 2015-18
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Recommendation: Thematic Members are Appointed Annually at Voluntary Sector Conference 
At present, there is no formal mechanism for appointing or endorsing thematic membership of North
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group.
To address this and open thematic membership up to as
many third sector delegates as possible, it is proposed that:
► North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group considers processes by which its membership
can be appointed and be fully transparent and accountable to the third sector
► Details of current North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group representation and process
for re-appointment of thematic members is included with invitation to North Lanarkshire Voluntary
Sector Conference
► A segment is included at North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Conference at which membership roles
and current appointed members are visually displayed and introduced, with a view to agreeing
consensus from the floor that the third sector endorses the representatives in place or makes any
amendments as agreed
► This process applies only to the 16 thematic representative roles from the wider third sector (column
three in Chart 4.2.1 (page 54), with other representatives continuing to be appointed by their own
organisations, networks, or by ballot as before
► This process is repeated every second year at North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Conference to
increase transparency of the membership of North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group.
Recommendation: Refreshed Terms of Reference Align with Improvement Plan Objectives 
The existing Terms of Reference for North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group, which are included
as Annex H to this Framework (pages 189-192), were last fully reviewed in 2012. Figure 4.2.2 on pages 56-58
details a proposed refreshed Terms of Reference for the Group to align with the wider objectives of the
Improvement Plan and this Framework.
The proposed refreshed Terms of Reference brings terminology up to date and also aligns the Group’s
objectives with those of North Lanarkshire Partnership’s Single Outcome Agreement and Community Plan
2013-18, Local Area Team Action Plans, and North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Strategy 2013-18. It also
summarises the suggested changes to membership structure outlined in Chart 4.2.1 (page 54).
The Terms of Reference endorses that, as has been the case since its introduction as Third Sector Interface in
2010, Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire should continue to perform as the operational arm of North
Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group. Effectively, this means that as well as providing facilitation
and secretariat for the meetings, Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire is guided by the membership to
operationally investigate, research, follow-up or deliver upon agreed key strategic items of business.
The role of the Group as a conduit or channel between the third sector and the Community Planning
Partnership is underlined throughout the proposed refreshed Terms of Reference. It is recommended that
from April 2015 onwards, the Terms of Reference are reviewed and refreshed at least once per annum, and
more regularly in the event of significant or unexpected changes to the strategic landscape.

“the Terms of Reference endorses that Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire should continue to perform as the operational arm”
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4.2.2. Proposed Refreshed Terms of Reference for
sdsdfsdf
North Lanarkshire
Voluntary Sector Partnership Group

sdsdfsdf
Crime
has immense
effects on individuals and communities, increasing the fear of crime, reducing community
Working
Group / Sub-Group:
cohesion
reducing liveability.
The third sector
in North
Lanarkshire hasGroup
for many years demonstrated
Northand
Lanarkshire
Voluntary
Sector
Partnership
considerable expertise in supporting the victims of crime, contributing to countering these negative impacts.
Services to support victims also directly contribute to a reduction in repeated victimisation.

Chair

Third Sector Representative to North Lanarkshire Partnership Board

The character of the third sector means that organisations are considered accessible, empathetic, non(Third Sector Interface Representative)
judgemental and supporting of victims of crime. Indeed, victims will often access a third sector organisation
over other professional services. In North Lanarkshire, there is a strong history of successful and reputable
Lead
Chief Executive of Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire
services for victims of a range of crimes, including:

Contact

► Domestic violence (organisations offering support include North Lanarkshire Women’s Aid and
April 2015
Scottish Domestic Abuse Helpline)
(Chief Executive Officer of Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire)
► Sexual assault, rape and childhood sexual abuse (organisations offering support include Lanarkshire
Rape Crisis Centre, Moira Anderson Foundation and In-Care Survivor Service)
► Hate crime (organisations offering supporting include Victim Support North Lanarkshire, First Step
Terms
of Reference
Counselling, and Bestway Community
Development)
► General crime categories, such as violence, burglary, etc (organisations offering support include
North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group is a recognised Sub-Group of North Lanarkshire
Witness Support Service and local Crime Prevention Panels).
Partnership which cross cuts the Community Planning Partnership’s strategic themes of community safety,
health and wellbeing, lifelong learning, regeneration, and developing the partnership. It operates to offer
Victims of domestic, sexual and honour-based violence require specialist support, for which the third sector is
the third sector in North Lanarkshire – namely third sector organisations and volunteers – a representative
expert in providing. For example, many victims of domestic violence will not report crimes to Police Scotland
mechanism whereby the third sector can support and contribute towards the design, development and
and want support for themselves rather than criminal action against the perpetrator. Support for the victims of
delivery of outcomes contained within North Lanarkshire Partnership’s Single Outcome Agreement and
domestic and sexual violence is often best provided through the independent, impartial and empathetic third
Community Plan and Local Area Team Action Plans.
sector and is done so in a way that cannot be replicated by statutory services.

Date

In this respect, the Group acts as a conduit between Community Planning Partners and the third sector. It
The third sector in North Lanarkshire provides equally important interventions against hate crime. This is one
organises and mandates third sector representation within a Community Planning context, and creates,
of the most malicious forms of crime and includes racist, religious, disability, and homophobic prejudice and
develops and maintains strategic direction for the third sector in North Lanarkshire. Any significant
is one that mostly goes unreported. As a result, it does not always receive the policy and operational attention
information, reporting, representation, monitoring or policy exchange communicated between the third
it deserves. Third sector organisations are often the only organisations that provide support to victims, lobby
sector and Community Planning Partners (and vice versa) should access North Lanarkshire Voluntary
on their behalf or provide training to agencies such as Police Scotland to improve the response rate.
Sector Partnership Group as its vehicle. By initiating this structure, a high level of accountability,
Importantly, the third sector is trusted by people in situations characterised by an absence of trust and fear.
transparency and structured and effective partnership work between the third sector and Community
Planning Partners is intended to be facilitated.
Meeting on a two-monthly cycle, the Group strives to develop a membership that is fully reflective of the
third sector in North Lanarkshire, both in terms of locality and thematic areas. The Group endeavours to
act in the interests of and for the benefit of the third sector, whilst also acting in the interest of and for the
benefit of Community Planning as a whole. The Group operates to align with the positive ethos, spirit and
culture of the third sector in North Lanarkshire, whereby a degree of flexibility, independence, and caring
for people is adopted to achieve maximum outcomes.
► strategies,
policies,
toolkitswith
and the
otherpositive
research documents.
“the Group
operates
to align
ethos, spirit
and culture of the third sector in North Lanarkshire”
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Responsibilities

sdsdfsdf
North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership
Group exists to undertake the following key responsibilities:
► To identify where the third sector can contribute to the development and implementation of
outcomes and actions included in North Lanarkshire Partnership’s Community Plan and Single
Outcome Agreement and Local Area Team Action Plans
► To provide a forum where important issues experienced by the third sector can be discussed and
addressed via strategic approach as appropriate
► To develop appropriate outcome measures taking account of activity across the third sector
► To offer strategic leadership and guidance to the third sector in North Lanarkshire and facilitate
engagement mechanisms for grassroots volunteers and third sector organisations to participate in
Community Planning
► To facilitate and encourage the third sector and Community Planning Partners to participate in
cross-agency partnership work and co-production to achieve the positive outcomes for citizens
► To organise and facilitate third sector representation within a Community Planning context,
maintaining a record of this in a Third Sector Representational Matrix
► To be the central vehicle through which third sector reports are submitted to North Lanarkshire
Partnership as agreed, and vice versa
► To develop a robust North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Strategy which meets the needs,
aspirations and expectations of the third sector, implementing and maintaining a monitoring
mechanism for the Strategy
► To coordinate effective research, consultation and engagement of the third sector on behalf of
North Lanarkshire Partnership as reasonably required
► To oversee, monitor and develop a range of third sector structures for the advancement of
Community Planning which report to North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group,
including Third Sector Locality and Thematic Networks
► To host an annual North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Conference on behalf of North Lanarkshire
Partnership
► To manage and review the effectiveness of the Group and supporting Sub-Groups, and undertake
any additional reasonable requests of North Lanarkshire Partnership or third sector delegates.

Reporting
North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group will report on activity by the following means:
► Provision of Third Sector Update Reports in advance of each North Lanarkshire Partnership Board
meeting as agreed
► Provision of Third Sector Update Reports in advance of each North Lanarkshire Partnership Local
Area Partnership meeting as agreed
► Submission of an annual report from North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Conference
► Maintenance of a reporting template for North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Strategy
► Structured communication to third sector organisations and volunteers through Voluntary Action
North Lanarkshire newsletters, e-bulletins, website and social media.

“the central vehicle through which third sector reports
are submitted to North Lanarkshire Partnership”
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Operating Structure
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North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group operates within the following parameters:
► The Chair and Vice Chair of North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group will be the two
Third Sector Representatives currently appointed to North Lanarkshire Partnership Board
► Meetings of North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group will be held on a two-monthly
cycle to coincide with the schedule of North Lanarkshire Partnership Board meetings and North
Lanarkshire Partnership Developing the Partnership Group meetings
► The Chief Executive Officer of Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire will liaise and meet with the two
Third Sector Representatives to North Lanarkshire Partnership Board on a regular basis to offer
support and guidance in line with the strategic direction of North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector
Strategy and the Third Sector Interface
► North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group shall operate a flexible agenda based on
current interest and developments (compiled in advance of meetings), with a range of standing
agenda items, including feedback from North Lanarkshire Partnership Board and North
Lanarkshire Partnership Developing the Partnership Group, feedback from North Lanarkshire Third
Sector Local Area Partnership Representatives Network, feedback from North Lanarkshire
Community Health Partnership and North Lanarkshire Health and Care Partnership, and feedback
from Third Sector Locality Networks and Thematic Networks
► Feedback to North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group will be expected to be concise
and targeted to ensure optimum use of time at meetings
► Sub-Groups and working groups will be established and tasked as appropriate to take forward
specific pieces of work in line with the agenda of North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership
Group.
Voluntary Action Scotland
Improvement Service
Aberdeen TSI

Membership

North Lanarkshire
TSI on allocated representative seats, structured as follows:
Membership
is based
North Ayrshire TSI

► Orkney
ThirdTSISector Representatives of formal North Lanarkshire Partnership Sub-Groups
► Third Sector Interface and specific Third Sector Network Representatives
Scottish Borders TSI
► Thematic Representatives from the wider third sector
► Community Planning Partner Third Sector Liaison Representatives.
Appointment of Thematic Representatives from the wider sector will be made annually through a
transparent and open process facilitated at North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Conference.
A further breakdown of membership according to these four categories, and details of current individuals
holding membership (and in what roles), is maintained as an appendix to the Terms of Reference
document, as is the Third Sector Representational Matrix, North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Strategy and
North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Strategy reporting template.

“Chair and Vice-Chair will be the two Third Sector Representatives
appointed to North Lanarkshire Partnership Board”
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Key Recommendations Relating to the Third Sector’s Locality and
Thematic Approach sdsdfsdf
and Representational Structure
Thematic

sdsdfsdf
The sds
locality and thematic structures established and developed by the third sector in North Lanarkshire,
triggered by the Supporting Voluntary Action pathfinder programme of 2008-10, have been widely recognised
dfs
sdsdfsdf
as valuable and successful. Hence, the recommendations made relating to the third sector’s locality and
df
thematic structures focus on enhancing and developing existing successful approaches rather than creating
entirely new structures from scratch.
Recommendation: New Third Sector Locality Community Planning Networks are Developed 
Since 2010, a standing agenda item relating to Community Planning Updates has been included on the six
Third Sector Locality Networks in North Lanarkshire (which meet twice per annum). Increasingly during this
period, Network Events have
period, the Networks have be
4.3.0. Locality and Thematic Structures of the Third Sector Within
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Sdfsdfsd
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Lanarkshire Council and Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire jointly hosted focussed
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to discuss
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Community Planning: The Third Sector Making a Contribution Events, wherestructure
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to
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The success of these Events has initiated discussions between North Lanarkshire Council and Voluntary Action
The Self-Assessment Journey and improvement planning undertaken by Community Planning Partners and
North Lanarkshire about providing such Events on an ongoing basis. Hence, a recommendation is made that
third sector representatives has formed the basis of an Improvement Plan, which makes up the following key
six Third Sector Locality Community Planning Networks are introduced to the
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Events hosted
sharing
and with
presentations
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Sections of the Framework for Third Sector Connectivity to Community Planning in North Lanarkshire 2015-18:
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Network members having the option of attending two additional locality-focussed Events per annum solely for
the purpose of considering and developing the third sector’s participation in Community Planning. It is
anticipated that, as well as North Lanarkshire Council,
a wide range of Community Planning Partners would
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
be invited to attend and be contributors to Third Sector Locality Community Planning Network Events.
Recommendation: Third Sector Representational Structures Align with Community Planning Themes 
A refreshed proposed Third Sector Organisational Chart for Community Planning in North Lanarkshire is
displayed in Chart 4.3.1 on page 61. This details all the key groups, sub-groups and structures which link the
third sector and wider communities with North Lanarkshire Partnership Board, including refreshed third sector
locality and thematic structures (incorporating the suggested new Third Sector Locality Community Planning
Networks). The Chart also proposes third sector representation at Community Planning Sub-Groups and wider
partnerships and strategic groups (including how many representatives should be appointed at each group).
Furthermore, a refreshed proposed Third Sector Representational Matrix is featured in Chart 4.3.2 on page
62. This follows on from the suggested North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group membership
structure outlined in Chart 4.2.1 (page 54) and the proposed Third Sector Organisational Chart for Community
Planning in North Lanarkshire depicted in Chart 4.3.1 (page 61), recording the names of third sector delegates
who will undertake the representation roles identified. This is designed to be an evolving document, which will
be regularly reviewed, updated and added to by North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group.
Chart 4.3.1 (page 61) outlines a pathway for definitive and more structured third sector representation
(mandated by North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group) on the five thematic Sub-Groups of
North Lanarkshire Partnership (Community Safety Partnership Group, Developing the Partnership Group,
Health and Wellbeing Partnership Group, Lifelong Learning Partnership Group, and Regeneration Partnership
Group). It is recommended that there should be at least one person who sits on each of these thematic SubGroups who fully understands it is their role to represent the third sector in North Lanarkshire, with Community
Planning Partner delegates sitting on these Sub-Groups also understanding that third sector representation is
the participant’s primary purpose for involvement.
A further element included in the proposal is the formal adoption of third sector representatives on the six
Local Area Teams in North Lanarkshire. With third sector representation successfully introduced to Local Area
Partnerships in 2013, a logical progression is to develop third sector engagement on Local Area Teams. The
lack of third sector representation on Local Area Teams was acknowledged by a number of third sector
participants during the Self-Assessment Journey as the only significant omission relating to third sector
representation within Community Planning structures in North Lanarkshire.
If approved and implemented, the feasibility of third sector representatives on Local Area Teams joining the
Third Sector Local Area Partnership Representatives Network to form a larger network of third sector locality
representatives will be considered, as will the option of a specific Third Sector Local Area Team
Representatives Network being established. Chart 4.3.1 (page 61) intimates that the Third Sector Local Area
Partnership Representatives Network is expanded to include third sector representatives of the five thematic
Sub-Groups of North Lanarkshire Partnership to form a larger Third Sector Local Area Partnership and Themed
Groups Representatives Network.
“the formal adoption of third sector representatives on
six Local Area Teams in North Lanarkshire is proposed”
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4.3.1. Proposed Third Sector Organisational Chart for Community Planning in North Lanarkshire
North Lanarkshire
Welfare Reform
Partnership Group

North Lanarkshire
Children’s Services
Partnership Group

Third Sector
Representative (1)

Third Sector
Representative (1)

Kenny Moffat

RELATED GROUPS WITH THIRD
SECTOR REPRESENTATION (No. Reps)
NL Information and Advice Forum
(1), Lanarkshire Citizens Advice
Bureaux Network (1), NL Citizens
Advice Bureaux Network (1)

Third Sector Representative
(1)

RELATED GROUPS WITH THIRD
SECTOR REPRESENTATION (No. Reps)
Early Years Collaborative (various
groups), GIRFEC (various groups),
Integrated Children’s Services
Locality Planning Groups (6), First
Third Sector Representative
Step Implementation Group (1)

Kenny
MoffatSECTOR
THIRD

NORTH LANARKSHIRE
PARTNERSHIP BOARD

CHIEF
OFFICERS
GROUP FOR
PUBLIC
PROTECTION
North
Moffat
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Committees

Third Sector Representatives (2)
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(1)

Kenny Moffat

STRUCTURES
GROUP
Third Sector Local
GROUP
Third
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Third Sector

LOCALITY
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ve (1)
STRUCTURES
Third Sector

Kenny Moffat

Representativ

GROUP
e (1)

LOCAL AREA PARTNERSHIPS

Moffat (1)
SectorKenny
Representative
Area Partnership and GROUP Third
Third Sector
Representatives
(6)
Third Sector Representative
Kenny Moffat
Kenny
Moffat
Themed Groups
Third
Sector
Representative
(1)
Airdrie and Villages LAP (1)
Representatives
(1)
Kenny Moffat
Bellshill LAP (1)
Network
Kenny Moffat
Coatbridge LAP (1)
Motherwell and District LAP (1)
North LAP (1)
VOLUNTARY SECTOR
Wishaw and District LAP (1)

PARTNERSHIP GROUP

Third Sector Representatives (40)
Statutory Representatives (10)

LOCAL AREA TEAMS
Third Sector Representatives (6)

LOCALITY STRUCTURES

GROUP
Third
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GROUP
THIRD
SECTOR

Representative
Third Sector Representative
(1) (1)

LOCALITY Kenny
NETWORKS
Kenny Moffat Moffat

Networks (6) meeting twice yearly, in
opposite quarters to Third Sector
Locality Community Planning Networks

Airdrie and Villages, Bellshill,
Coatbridge, Motherwell and District,
North, Wishaw and District

GROUP

Third Sector Representative (1)

THIRD SECTOR COMMUNITY
Kenny Moffat
PLANNING NETWORKS
Networks (6) meeting twice yearly, in
opposite quarters to Third Sector
Locality Networks
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North, Wishaw
and District
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Airdrie and Villages LAT (1)
Bellshill LAT (1)
Coatbridge LAT (1)
MotherwellGROUP
and District LAT (1)
Third Sector
Representative
(1)
North
LAT (1)
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GROUP
Bellshill and District
Third Sector
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Coatbridge
1431
Cumbernauld
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Motherwell
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1333
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Kenny MoffatGROUP

Third Sector Representative (1)
Third Sector Representative (1)
RELATED GROUPS WITH THIRD SECTOR
REPRESENTATION (number of reps):
Women’s Community Justice Service Steering
GROUP
Group (1), NL Activists in Recovery Network (1),
Third Alcohol
Sectorand
Representative
(1)(1),
Lanarkshire
Drug Partnership
Youth OffendingKenny
and Criminal
Justice Forum (1)
Moffat

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
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REPRESENTATION GROUP
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Patients Advice and Support Services National
Third
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(1)
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Group
(1), be
NLRepresentative
Health
and Employability
To
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Kenny
Network (1), NL Health
andMoffat
Care Partnership (1), NL
Community Health Partnership (1), Well Connected
Steering Group (1), Get Active Lanarkshire Steering
Group (1), NL Older People’s Partnership Board (1),
GROUP
Reshaping Care for Older
People CCB Sub-Group (1)

Third Sector Representative (1)

Kenny LEARNING
Moffat
LIFELONG
PARTNERSHIP GROUP
Third Sector Representative (1)
RELATED GROUPS WITH THIRD SECTOR
REPRESENTATION (number of reps):
NL Community Learning and Development
Partnership (1), Local Community Learning and
Development To
Partnerships
(6), NHS
beGROUP
appointed
Volunteering Action Group (1), Saltire Awards
Third
Sector
Representative
(1)
Strategic
National
Group
(1)

Kenny Moffat

Kenny Moffat

Kenny Moffat

Third Sector Representative (1)
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Third Sector Interface and
Specific Third Sector Network
950
Representation
GROUP
Third Sector Representative (1)

THIRD
KennySECTOR
Moffat
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Third sector organisations and volunteers

GROUP

REGENERATION
Third Sector
Representative (1)
PARTNERSHIP
GROUP
Kenny Moffat

Third Sector Representative (1)

To be appointed

RELATED GROUPS WITH THIRD SECTOR
REPRESENTATION (number of reps):
NL Community Transport
Sub-Group (3), NL’s
GROUP
Working Steering Group (2), National Third
SectorGROUP
Representative
SectorThird
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Forum
(1), NL Routes(1)to
Kenny
Moffat
Inclusion
Partnership
(1), NL Social Economy
Third
Sector Representative
(1)
Operational Group
(1), Lanarkshire
Kenny
Moffat Social
Economy Partnership (1)

4.3.2.

Third Sector Representational Matrix
Mandated Representation on Key Partnerships and Working Groups

Voluntary Sector Partnership
Group Membership

Community Safety

Lifelong Learning

Third Sector Representatives on Formal
North Lanarkshire Partnership Sub-Groups

North Lanarkshire Older People’s Partnership
Board

Community Learning and Development

 Third Sector Representatives on North Lanarkshire
Partnership Board
- June Vallance (Third Sector Interface Representative)
- Francis Fallan MBE (Elected Representative 2012-15)
 Third Sector Representatives on Local Area
Partnerships
- Morag Thomson (Airdrie and Villages)
- Colin MacFarlane (Bellshill)
- Vacant (Coatbridge)
- Ayeshah Khan (Motherwell and District)
- Michelle Thomson (Motherwell and District Substitute)
- Eleanor Campbell (North)
- Iain Sinclair (North Substitute)
- June Vallance (Wishaw and District)
 Third Sector Representatives on Themed Groups
- Kenny Moffat (Developing the Partnership)
- Vacant (Community Safety)
- June Vallance (Health and Wellbeing)
- Kenny Moffat (Lifelong Learning)
- Robin Turner (Regeneration)

Third Sector Interface and Specific Third
Sector Network Representation
 Third Sector Interface
- Kenny Moffat (Chief Executive Officer)
- Craig Russell (Community Planning)
- Morag Thomson (Organisational Development)
- Michelle Thomson (Social Enterprise Development)
- Jacqui Melville (Volunteering Development)
- Kirsty Struthers (Volunteering Development)
 Additional Third Sector Representatives
- Craig Russell (Third Sector Locality Networks)
- Vacant (National intermediaries)
- Jonny Miller (NL Citizens Advice Bureaux Network)
- Norma MacDonald (NL Information and Advice Forum)
- Vacant (NL Tenants and Residents Association)
- Billy Lees (NL Community Forum Network)
- David Summers (NL Community Forum Network)
- June Vallance (Wishaw and District)

Thematic Representation from the Wider
Third Sector
 Community Safety
- Sandra Lindsay (Offenders and Ex-offenders)
- Sandra Comrie (Older People)
 Health and Wellbeing
- Allison Smith (Carers)
- Pauline McIntosh (Carers)
- Liz Mcluskey (Disabilities)
- Arlene Crockett (Dementia)
 Lifelong Learning
- Claire McAteer (Children’s Services)
- Colin MacFarlane (Youth Work)
 Regeneration
- Robin Turner (Employability)

Community Planning Partner Third Sector
Liaison Representatives
 Local Authority
- Pauline Nicholas (Regeneration and Environmental
Services)
- Jonathan Smith (Regeneration and Environmental
Services)
 Other Community Planning Partners
- Elspeth Russell (NHS Lanarkshire)
- Sharon Smith (NHS Lanarkshire)
- Inspector Stewart Hurry (Police Scotland)
- Sergeant Steven Conn (Police Scotland)
- Sergeant Ross Aitken (Police Scotland)

Other Locality Structures

 Kenny Moffat

Women’s Community Justice Service Steering
Group
 Sandra Lindsay

Lanarkshire Alcohol and Drug Partnership
 Vacant

North Lanarkshire Activists in Recovery Group
 Vacant

Health and Wellbeing
North Lanarkshire Health and Care Partnership
 June Vallance

North Lanarkshire Community Health Partnership
 June Vallance

Well Connected Implementation Steering Group
 Craig Russell

Get Active Lanarkshire Steering Group
 Craig Russell

North Lanarkshire Reshaping Care for Older People
 Reshaping Care for Older People Steering Group
Kenny Moffat
 Community Capacity Building Sub-Group
Kenny Moffat
Jacqui Melville
 Locality Partnership Development Programme
Jacqui Melville
 Thematic Partnership Development Programme
Jacqui Melville
 Craig
NorthRussell
Lanarkshire Wide Consortium
Kenny
MoffatArea VS Locality Network
 Motherwell
Jacqui
Melville
Craig Russell

Planning
Group
 Business
Cumbernauld
and North
Area VS Locality Network
Kenny
Moffat
Craig Russell

 Governance
Wishaw and Sub-Group
Shotts Area VS Locality Network
Kenny
Moffat
Craig Russell

North Lanarkshire Intergenerational Network
 Kamil Tomzik

Patient
Advice
and Support
 Airdrie
& Villages
Area LAPServices National
Advisory
Group
Morag Thomson
Jonny Miller
 Bellshill
Area LAP
Laura Campbell
North
Lanarkshire
Reform Group
 Coatbridge
AreaWelfare
LAP
 Colin
JonnyMacFarlane
Miller

Lanarkshire Citizens Advice Bureaux Network
 Jonny Miller

North Lanarkshire Health & Employability Network
VANL
Representative

Michelle
Thomson
 June Vallance

Partnership for Change
Vallance
June
Francis
Fallan MBE
June Vallance
Frank Fallan

Regeneration
Local Area Partnerships

June Vallance

North Lanarkshire Third Sector Employability
Network

Gyju
Robin
gj Turner
 Michelle Thomson

North Lanarkshire’s Working Steering Group
 Robin Turner
 Kenny Moffat

National Third Sector Employability Forum
 Robin Turner

National Executive Third Sector Employability
Forum
 Robin Turner

North Lanarkshire Routes to Inclusion Partnership
Airdrie and Villages Local Area Team
 Vacant
Bellshill Local Area Team
 Vacant
Coatbridge Local Area Team
 Vacant
Motherwell and District Local Area Team
 Vacant
North Local Area Team
 Vacant
Wishaw and District Local Area Team
 Vacant

 Kenny Moffat

Lanarkshire Social Economy Partnership
 Kenny Moffat
Craig Russell

Motherwell
AreaSocial
VS Locality
Network
North
Lanarkshire
Economy
Operational
Craig
Russell
Group

and North Area VS Locality Network
 Cumbernauld
Morag Thomson
Craig
Russell
 Kenny Moffat
 Wishaw and Shotts Area VS Locality Network
Craig
Russell
North
Lanarkshire
Community Transport Group
 June Vallance
 Graham Dunn
 Michelle Thomson
 Airdrie & Villages Area LAP

 North Lanarkshire Community Learning and
Development Partnership
Robin Turner
Morag Thomson
 Airdrie Area CL&D Partnership
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire representative
 Bellshill Area CL&D Partnership
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire representative
 Coatbridge Area CL&D Partnership
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire representative
 Cumbernauld & North Area CL&D Partnership
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire representative
 Motherwell Area CL&D Partnership
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire representative
 Wishaw and Shotts Area CL&D Partnership
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire representative

NHS Volunteering Action Group
 Jacqui Melville

Saltire Awards Strategic National Group
 Jacqui Melville

North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Children and
Families Network
 Colin MacFarlane

Early Years Collaborative
 Early Years Collaborative Representation
Kenny Moffat
 Family Nurse Partnership Steering Group
Jacqui Melville
 Best Possible Start Programme Board
Jacqui Melville

GIRFEC (Getting It Right For Every Child)
 Lanarkshire GIRFEC Third Sector Reference Group
Colin MacFarlane
 North Lanarkshire GIRFEC Third Sector Partnership
Jacqui Melville
 North Lanarkshire GIRFEC Implementation Group
Colin MacFarlane
Jacqui Melville

First Step Implementation Group
 Colin MacFarlane

Integrated Children’s Services Locality Planning
Groups
 Airdrie Area Locality Planning Group
NL Voluntary Sector Children and Families Network rep
 Bellshill Area Locality Planning Group
NL Voluntary Sector Children and Families Network rep
 Coatbridge Area Locality Planning Group
NL Voluntary Sector Children and Families Network rep
 Cumbernauld & North Area Locality Planning Group
NL Voluntary Sector Children and Families Network rep
 Motherwell Area Locality Planning Group
NL Voluntary Sector Children and Families Network rep
 Wishaw and Shotts Area Locality Planning Group
NL Voluntary Sector Children and Families Network rep

Themed Children and Families Sub-Groups
 Additional Support Needs Sub-Group
NL Voluntary Sector Children and Families Network rep
 Children and Young People Affected by Substance
Misuse Group
Colin MacFarlane
 Early Years Sub-Group
NL Voluntary Sector Children and Families Network rep
 Corporate Parenting Sub-Group
NL Voluntary Sector Children and Families Network rep

Curriculum For Excellence Representation
 NL Voluntary Sector Children and Families Network rep

North Lanarkshire Activity Agreements
 North Lanarkshire MCMC Steering Group
Jacqui Melville

Local Community Forums
 Airdrie & Villages Community Forum
North Lanarkshire Community Forum Network rep
 Bellshill and District Community Forum
North Lanarkshire Community Forum Network rep
 Coatbridge Community Forum
North Lanarkshire Community Forum Network rep
 Cumbernauld Community Forum
North Lanarkshire Community Forum Network rep
 Kilsyth and Villages Community Forum
North Lanarkshire Community Forum Network rep
 Motherwell Community Forum
North Lanarkshire Community Forum Network rep
 Northern Corridor Community Forum
North Lanarkshire Community Forum Network rep
 Wishaw, Murdostoun & Fortissat Community Forum
North Lanarkshire Community Forum Network rep
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Key Recommendations Relating to Information Sharing of Third Sector
Services, Assets andsdsdfsdf
Developments
Thematic

sdsdfsdf
Improvement
Areas 1 and 6 (pages 32-33 and pages 42-43) outline plans to implement a directory or
sds
database of Community Planning Partner services and an asset register of Community Planning Partner
dfs
sdsdfsdf
resources, whilst Improvement Area 5 (pages 40-41) identifies actions to improve reporting and information
df
sharing between the third sector and Community Planning Partners. These are critical Improvement Areas
which target improving communication between the third sector and Community Planning Partners at all
levels. It is logical to conclude that if the flow of two-way information sharing and communication is improved,
outcomes for people in communities will be improved as a result.
Recommendation: Voluntary Sector Partnership Group Platform Becomes the Communication Hub 
A number of the actions for improving information sharing throughout the Improvement Plan relate to
development of a platform to present and communicate information. It was initially considered that the
website of Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire, as Third Sector Interface, could provide a platform for this, but
on reflection it was felt that development of a specific, agency independent platform for the third sector in
North Lanarkshire, hosted by North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group, would allow for a tailored
focus on information sharing to be designed.
Graphic 4.4.0 outlines some of the recommended key content of a platform for North Lanarkshire Voluntary
Sector
Partnership Group. This platform, it is
....
4.4.0. Recommended Key Content of North Lanarkshire
intended, would become the central hub for
Voluntary Sector Partnership Group Platform
information sharing between the third sector
and third
Community
Planning
North that the third sector have been established and developed in
The
sector locality
and Partners
thematic in
structures
Lanarkshire.
It is proposed
that were
the platform
North
Lanarkshire
since 2008
recognised as amongst key successes during the Self-Assessment
incorporates
the database
of third
sectorPartners and the third sector. Therefore, the recommendations
Journey
undertaken
by Community
Planning
servicesrelating
and asset
of thirdlocality
sectorand thematic structures are careful not to undo the valuable
made
to theregister
third sector’s
resourcesalready
(or at established,
least web links
these
if on enhancing and tightening existing structures.
networks
and to
focus
more
developed collectively in a different way as
part
of a widerThird
Community
Planning
Recommendation:
Sector Locality
Community Planning Networks are Introduced 
Partnership
database
and
asset
register).
Since 2010, a standing agenda item for Community Planning updates has been included on the six Third
Sector Locality Networks in North Lanarkshire, which meet twice per annum. Increasingly during this period,
Other
key information
the Networks
have be suggested for inclusion
are
minutes or notes of relevant public
Sdfsdfsd
Community Planning meetings (such as
meetings of North Lanarkshire Voluntary
Sector Partnership Group, Third Sector Locality
and Thematic Networks, Local Area
Partnerships, etc), a calendar of Community
Planning meetings and events, all reports
exchanged
between the
third sector
Community
Planning
Partners,
and
updated
versionsand
of the
Third
.......
As North Lanarkshire
Voluntary
Sectorand
Partnership
Group
has proved
to be
a highly
productive
effective
Sector
Matrix
and
reporting
template
for Norththere
Lanarkshire
Voluntary
Strategy.
conduitRepresentational
for the local third
sector
within
Community
Planning,
is a reluctance
to Sector
recommend
too many
alterations to its operation. The below recommendations are focussed on refining the existing structure and
membership rather than making significant changes.
volunteers
have theinformation
time and focussed
“if the
flow oftotwo-way
sharing and communication is improved,
outcomes
for
people
in
communities
bepages
improved
a result”
Improvement
Areas
6 (pages
32-33will
and
42-43)as
outlined
plans to implement a directory63
or
space to discuss
and1 and
structure
contributions
database
and assetPlanning.
register of Community
Planning services and resources, whilst Improvement Area 5
to
Community
In October-
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It is expected that such a resource would be of great benefit to both third sector organisations and delegates
and Community Planning Partners, who would be able to gather key information quickly and efficiently by
visiting North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership
Group’s platform.
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
Recommendation: Information Gathering for Database and Asset Register is Planned and Structured 
It is recommended that information gathering for development of a database of services and asset register of
resources for the third sector is combined. Therefore, any methodology developed to assist the mapping
exercise can contain key questions and information gathering relating to the two areas. Suggested key
elements for inclusion in the database
elements for ..........
4.4.1. Structure of Third Sector Database and Asset Register
of services and asset register of
outlined
in on
Chart
4.4.1.
Furthermore, a refreshed proposed Third Sector Representation Matrix resources
is featuredare
in Table
4.3.2
page
57.
It is intended
that,
in line
with any
This follows on from the
suggested
North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector
Partnership
Group
membership
THIRD
SECTOR
agreement
to compose
a Community
structure outlined in Chart 4.2.1 (page 49) and the proposed Third Sector
Organisational
Chart for
SEARCHABLE DATABASE OF
Planning
Partner
wide ofdatabase
of
Planning in North Lanarkshire show in Chart 4.3.1 (page 56) to record
the specific
names
third sector
INFORMATION
services
and asset
of
representatives who will undertake the representation roles identified.
This is designed
to be register
an evolving
resources,
a period Voluntary
of surveying
of
document, which will be regularly reviewed, updated and added to by
North Lanarkshire
Sector
third sector organisations will take
Partnership Group.
place based on devised methodology.
Chart 4.3.1 (page 56) outlines a pathway for definitive and more structured third sector representation
INFORMATION FOR INCLUSION
INFORMATION FOR INCLUSION
important
to consider
that of
a
(mandated
by
North
Lanarkshire
Voluntary
Sector ASSET
Partnership
Group)It onis the
four thematic
Sub-Groups
ON DATABASE OF SERVICES
ON RESOURCE
REGISTER
number
databases
and
North Lanarkshire Partnership (Community Safety Partnership Group,
Health ofanduseful
Wellbeing
Partnership
►
Searchable
register
of
third
►
Searchable
register
of
third
resources
of information
for the third
Group, Lifelong Learning Partnership Group, and Regeneration Partnership
Group).
It is recommended
that
sector assets in North
sector organisations in North
in North
Lanarkshire
currentlyit
there should be at least one person who sits on each of these thematicsector
Sub-Groups
who
fully understands
Lanarkshire according to
Lanarkshire by activity, client
exist or have existed in recent years
is their
roleand
to represent
the third sector inselected
North Lanarkshire,
category areaswith Community Planning Partners in attendance
group
locality area
when purpose
conducting
this exercise. All
also
that third sector representation
the participant’s
primary
for attendance.
► Details of keyisphysical
assets
► understanding
Contact details, purpose,
of third sector organisations
Third Sector Interfaces in Scotland,
thematic and geographical
and
communities,
including
coverage,
training
provided
Voluntary atAction
A further new element of the proposal is the formal adoption of third including
sector representatives
the six North
Local
buildings, land, facilities, and
and comprehensive overview
Lanarkshire, introduced
host
an Local
internal
Area Teams in North Lanarkshire. With third sector representation successfully
to
Area
assets available for hire
of services provided by each
information management tool (MILO)
Partnerships
in 2013, there is no reason
why similarly
successful
► Details
of key human
assetsthird sector representation cannot be added
third sector organisation
contains
a full
database of by
third
to►
Local
Area
Teams. This lack of third sector
on Local which
Area Teams
was
acknowledged
a
of third representation
sector organisations
Details
of organisational
sector as organisations,
volunteering
and
communities,
such as
partnerships
and sector
linkagesparticipants
to
number
of the third
during
the Self-Assessment
Journey
the only significant
omission
volunteer
force,
skills,
and
any
other
key
networks
or
from third sector representation within Community Planning structures. opportunities and volunteers. There is
partnerships and networks.
external agencies.
potential functionality on MILO for a
publishable
of data
to the
be
If approved and implemented, the feasibility of third sector representatives
on Localversion
Area Teams
joining
allowing
Third Sectoreffectively
extracted,
Local Area
enabling
Partnership
agreed
Representatives
information to
Network
be searchable
to form aextracted,
on
larger
a public
network
platform.
of third Itsector
is therefore
locality
recommended
of this functionality
in advance
development
of anyTeam
new
representatives that
willthe
belevel
considered,
as will is
theinvestigated
option of further
a specific
Third ofSector
Local Area
database,
as thisNetwork
could potentially
form a keyChart
component
of any56)
information
created.
Representatives
being established.
4.3.1 (page
intimatessharing
that theplatform
Third Sector
Local Area
Partnership Representatives Network is expanded to include third sector representatives of the four thematic
Furthermore,
part Lanarkshire
of Community
Capacity toBuilding
Carer
activity of
the Northand
Lanarkshire
Sub-Groups ofasNorth
Partnership
form a and
larger
ThirdSupport
Sector Locality
Partnership
Themed
Reshaping
Care for OlderNetwork.
People Change Plan, a Locator Tool for third sector operated older people’s services
Groups Representatives
was designed and published on Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire’s website in 2014 (available for viewing at
. contains details of over 250 third
www.voluntaryactionnorthlanarkshire.org.uk/locator). The Locator Tool
sector organisations and services which support older people, with over 40 searchable types of activity listed,
including befriending ..
“a Locator Tool for third sector operated older people’s services was designed
and published on Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire’s website in 2014”
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including befriending services, lunch clubs, carer support services, dementia services, day care provision,
learning opportunities, health and fitness groups, bereavement support services, and many more. Once
logged on to the Locator Tool, which is illustratedsdsdfsdf
in Graphic 4.4.2, users can enter the postcode they are
sdsdfsdf
nearnear
searching for
foractivities
activities
4.4.2. Locator Tool for Third Sector Operated Older People’s
and how far from the postcode
Services in North Lanarkshire
they wish to search, as well as
the type of activity they wish to
search for, with services
meeting the criteria appearing
upon clicking ‘Find’.
Each Locator Tool record
incorporates a summary of the
organisation or service on
offer, details of the address,
telephone
number and e-mail address (where applicable), whether disabled access is available or not, and a
........
street map to visually show the location of the service. Data for the Locator Tool was gathered over an
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Thirdby
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Gathering
for Database
Register

extensive
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be allocated
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Furthermore,
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Representation
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in Tablewas
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local
authorityaareas
over proposed
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Partnership
Register
Group.to Engage in Community Planning

4.5

Sector Assessmen Thematic

A refreshed proposed Third
Chart Organisational
4.3.1 (page 56)Chart
outlines
Sector
for a pathway for definitive and more structured third sector representation
Building
the capacity of the third sector to engage in Community Planning is critical to the success of the
sds
(mandated by
North Lanarkshire
Community
Planning
in North Voluntary Sector Partnership Group) on the four thematic Sub-Groups of
Community
Planning
as a whole. Whilst community development and Community Planning will continue to
dfs
sdsdfsdf
North Lanarkshire
Partnership
Lanarkshire
is displayed
in (Community Safety Partnership Group, Health and Wellbeing Partnership
happen even if the third sector is not suitably equipped or skilled to engage, it is highly likely that it will
Group,
Lifelong
Group, and Regeneration Partnership Group). It is recommended that
df4.3.1
Chart
on Learning
page 56.Partnership
This
happen in a less structured way and with less cohesive outcomes for people.
there should
least one
person who sits on each of these thematic Sub-Groups who fully understands it
details
all thebe
keyatgroups,
subis their role
represent the
third sector in North Lanarkshire, with Community Planning Partners in attendance
groups
andto structures
which
Recommendation:
Assess
Third
Sector
Training Need
Within
a Community

also the
understanding
sector
representation
is the
participant’s
primaryPlanning
purpose Context
for attendance.
link
third sector that
andthird
wider
A key action identified in the Improvement Plan, as highlighted under Improvement Area 4 (pages 38-39), is to
communities
with
North
undertake
a
training
needs
assessment
to theadoption
third sector’s
participation
in CommunityatPlanning.
The
A further new
element ofBoard,
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proposal isrelating
the formal
of third
sector representatives
the six Local
Lanarkshire
Partnership
following
outcomes
are desired through
a training
needs assessment:
Area Teams
in North
Withconducting
third sector
representation
successfully introduced to Local Area
including
refreshed
thirdLanarkshire.
sector
Partnerships
in 2013, structures
there is no reason why similarly successful third sector representation cannot be added
locality
and thematic
Recommendation:
A
Template
forthird
Reporting
Third Sector on
Impact
Established
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to Localthe
Areacapacity
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This
lack third
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sector on
representation
LocalIsArea
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number
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third sector
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toThird
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► Establishing a grasp of the types of training that third sector delegates have previously undertaken
► Gaining feedback on the kind of training opportunities that would be beneficial to board or committee
sdsdfsdf members, staff members and volunteers sdsdfsdf
► Understanding better which are the preferred training methods of personnel within the third sector
► Highlighting any other necessary specialist or unusual training needs, and underlining how best to
take forward the results of the training needs assessment.
Recommendation: The Third Sector Fully Engages in North Lanarkshire Partnership’s Induction Process 
In 2014, North Lanarkshire Partnership initiated a process to refresh its Partnership Agreement and induction
process for its membership. The refreshed induction process proposes to provide personnel within
Community Planning Partners with a North Lanarkshire Partnership induction pack, an opportunity to attend a
Community Planning induction session, and access to a Community Planning e-module.
North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group is fully supportive of the proposed refreshed induction
process, which is likely to be implemented in 2015. It is recommended that third sector representatives and
delegates are actively encouraged to contribute to, participate in and benefit from the induction process and
tools designed. It is anticipated that implementation of this refreshed induction process will greatly assist the
third sector’s capacity to engage in Community Planning activity.

4.6

Key Recommendations Relating to Implementation of an Impact
AssessmentThematic
Framework for the Third Sector
Assessmen

Section
sds1 of this Framework (pages 3-22), outlines a number of the valuable impacts that the third sector has
across
of community safety, health and wellbeing, lifelong learning and regeneration, whilst also
dfsthe themessdsdfsdf
acknowledging the ongoing challenge of evidencing third sector impact taking into account the size, scale
df
and diversity of the third sector in North Lanarkshire. Improvement Area 3 (pages 36-37) includes an action for
a sustainable third sector impact assessment framework to be introduced to offer structure to existing ad-hoc
or miscellaneous impact assessment activity.
Recommendation: Impact Assessment Reporting Template is Designed for Third Sector Organisations 
Figure 4.6.0 (pages 67-72) presents a recommended reporting template to enable third sector organisations
to inform North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group of their impacts on communities. It is
designed to be user-friendly and relatively quick to complete (only the final Section requests more detailed
qualitative information), whilst capturing the level of organisational impact relative to the strategic objectives of
North Lanarkshire Partnership’s Single Outcome Agreement and Community Plan 2013-18.
Recommendation: Third Sector Information Gathering for Database and Asset Register 
IfA arefreshed
relatively high
number
of third
sector
organisations
werefor
to complete
thisPlanning
reportingintemplate
on an annual
proposed
Third
Sector
Organisational
Chart
Community
North Lanarkshire
is
basis,
a
bank
of
valuable
information
would
be
gathered
which
could
help
formulate
a
wider
picture
of
third
displayed in Chart 4.3.1 on page 56. This details all the key groups, sub-groups and structures which link the
sector
impact
onwider
communities.
It is anticipated
that analysisPartnership
of reporting
templates
submitted
by third
third sector
and
communities
with North Lanarkshire
Board,
including
refreshed
third sector
sector
organisations
would
be
one
of
a
number
of
methodologies
used
in
constructing
a
comprehensive
third
sector
locality and thematic structures (incorporating the suggested new Third Sector Locality Community Planning
impact
assessment
development
of the nextPlanning
North Lanarkshire
Single Outcome
Networks).
The Chart to
alsoassist
proposes
at what Community
groups third Partnership
sector representation
should
Agreement
and
Community
Plan
and
Local
Area
Team
Action
Plans
(for
the
period
from
2018
onwards).
be allocated (if not already allocated that is), and how many representatives should be appointed.
Furthermore,
a refreshed
proposed Thirdrefreshed
Sector Representation
Matrix
is featured
in Table 4.3.2 on page 57.
“North
Lanarkshire
Partnership’s
induction
process
will greatly
assist
third
capacity North
to engage
in Community
Planning”
This the
follows
on sector’s
from the suggested
Lanarkshire
Voluntary Sector
Partnership Group membership
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4.6.0. Proposed Reporting Template for Third Sector Organisations to Record Details of Impact

sdsdfsdf

sdsdfsdf
Impact Assessment of the Third
Sector in North Lanarkshire
Reporting Template for Third Sector Organisations

The purpose of this reporting template is to provide an opportunity for your organisation to consider and
record the impact that your services and projects have on people in local communities in North Lanarkshire.
The feedback you provide will contribute towards a wider evaluation of third sector impact in North
Lanarkshire, and will ultimately be used to help Community Planning Partners prepare and deliver outcomes
in North Lanarkshire Partnership’s Single Outcome Agreement and Community Plan.
By taking the time to complete this reporting template, your organisation is assisting North Lanarkshire
Voluntary Sector Partnership Group in building an evidence base of the valuable outcomes that third sector
organisations and volunteers deliver for communities. The reporting template is designed to be completed by
a person within your organisation who has a good understanding of the overall impact that the organisation’s
activity has on service users and wider communities.
Please note that this reporting template in no way relates to monitoring of any funding or service level
agreements of third sector organisations. Information submitted through this reporting template will be
treated with full confidentiality by North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group and used solely for
the purpose of developing a collective understanding of the impact of the third sector in North Lanarkshire.
============================================================================

Section 1: Your Organisation’s Contact Details
Organisations providing contact details will be kept informed of third sector impact assessment progress

□
□

Contact details for my organisation are provided as highlighted below
My organisation wishes to complete this reporting template anonymously (skip to Section 2 if so)

Name of Organisation
Lead Contact for Impact Reporting
Primary Address

Telephone Number
E-mail Address
Website Address
Social Media Link (if applicable)

“by completing the reporting template, your organisation is helping to
build a valuable evidence base of outcomes delivered by the third sector”
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Section 2: Further Information About Your Organisation and Its Structure
The following information will help gauge an understanding of impact relative to organisational structure

sdsdfsdf

Is your organisation a registered
charity? (please tick one box only)

□

Yes

□

No

Please categorise your organisation’s
annual income (please tick one box only)

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

No income
Less than £1,000
£1,000-£25,000
£25,000-£100,000
£100,000-£250,000
£250,000-£500,000
More than £500,000

Which locality area(s) does your
organisation operate in?
(tick as many boxes as relevant)

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Airdrie and Villages
Bellshill and District
Coatbridge and District
Cumbernauld and North Area
Motherwell and District
Wishaw and District
North Lanarkshire Wide
Scotland Wide
Other (please state):
___________________________

Please state any further relevant
information about your organisation
(use separate sheet if required)

sdsdfsdf

What are the main activities, services or classifications of your
organisation? (tick as many boxes as relevant)

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Addictions
Advocacy
Arts and Culture
Black / Minority Ethnic
Carers
Children’s Services
Community Development
Community Forum
Community Transport
Credit Unions / Finance
Education / Learning
Employment
Equality
Family Support
Fundraising / Funding
Helplines
Housing Association
Learning Disability
Mental Health
Offenders / Ex-Offenders
Overseas Aid
Poverty
Self-Help Support
Sensory Impairment
Single Parents
Social Enterprise
Women
Volunteering

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Advice / Information
Animal Welfare
Befriending / Mentoring
Campaigning / Lobbying
Charity Shop
Community Council
Community Facilities
Community Safety
Counselling
Drug / Alcohol Issues
Emergency Response
Environment / Recycling
Faith / Religion / Belief
Food Banks
Health
Housing / Homelessness
Law and Justice
Men
Money / Debt Advice
Older People
Physical Disability
Refugees / Asylum Seekers
Self-Directed Support
Sexuality
Social Care
Sport / Leisure / Recreation
Welfare Rights / Benefits
Young People

Which of the following Community Planning themes do you feel your organisation contributes to?
(tick as many boxes as relevant)

□ Community Safety

□ Health and Wellbeing

“helping to gauge an understanding of impact
relative to organisational structure”

□ Lifelong Learning

□ Regeneration
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Section 3: Your Organisation’s Impact on Community Safety
This section considers if and to what extent your organisation has an impact on community safety
sdsdfsdf
(this may not be your organisation’s main area of impact
sdsdfsdf
so don’t be concerned if the impact is minimal)
Consider your organisation’s
impact on community safety
according to the following
statements:
(tick one box only for each statement)

EXTREMELY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

NOTABLY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

MILDLY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

MINIMAL
OR LITTLE
IMPACT

GENERALLY
NEGATIVE
IMPACT

The impact has
helped people in
communities make
enormous strides
forward

The impact has
helped people in
communities
develop strongly
and for the better

The impact is
enough to see
some basic or
starting progress in
communities

The impact has not
resulted in many
positive or negative
outcomes for
communities

The impact has
generally been
detrimental to
people in
communities

Reducing disorder, anti-social
behaviour, violence and abuse
in communities
Increasing public confidence in
relation to community safety
and wellbeing
Reducing the harm caused to
communities by organised
crime groups
The overall impact of my
organisation on increasing
community safety

Section 4: Your Organisation’s Impact on Health and Wellbeing
This section considers if and to what extent your organisation has an impact on health and wellbeing
(this may not be your organisation’s main area of impact so don’t be concerned if the impact is minimal)
Consider your organisation’s
impact on health and
wellbeing according to the
following statements:
(tick one box only for each statement)

EXTREMELY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

NOTABLY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

MILDLY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

MINIMAL
OR LITTLE
IMPACT

GENERALLY
NEGATIVE
IMPACT

The impact has
helped people in
communities make
enormous strides
forward

The impact has
helped people in
communities
develop strongly
and for the better

The impact is
enough to see
some basic or
starting progress in
communities

The impact has not
resulted in many
positive or negative
outcomes for
communities

The impact has
generally been
detrimental to
people in
communities

Quality of independent living for
older people and people with
disabilities
Reducing homelessness

Reducing smoking and alcohol
/ substance misuse and the
subsequent impacts
Improving mental health and
wellbeing
Increasing the number of
people making healthier diet
and nutrition choices
...find out more about the impact of the third
sector in Section 1 of this Framework...
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Section 4: Your Organisation’s Impact on Health and Wellbeing (continued)

sdsdfsdf

EXTREMELY
POSITIVE
IMPACT
The impact has
helped people in
communities make
enormous strides
forward

NOTABLY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

MILDLY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

MINIMAL
OR LITTLE
IMPACT

GENERALLY
NEGATIVE
IMPACT

helped people in
communities
develop strongly
and for the better

The impact is
enough to see
some basic or
starting progress in
communities

The impact has not
resulted in many
positive or negative
outcomes for
communities

The impact has
generally been
detrimental to
people in
communities

sdsdfsdf
The impact has

Increasing the number of
people enjoying a physically
active life
Increasing the number of
people achieving a healthy
weight
Improving sexual health
outcomes for young people
The overall impact of my
organisation on improving
health and wellbeing

Section 5: Your Organisation’s Impact on Lifelong Learning
This section considers if and to what extent your organisation has an impact on lifelong learning
(this may not be your organisation’s main area of impact so don’t be concerned if the impact is minimal)
Consider your organisation’s
impact on lifelong learning
according to the following
statements:
(tick one box only for each statement)

EXTREMELY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

NOTABLY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

MILDLY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

MINIMAL
OR LITTLE
IMPACT

GENERALLY
NEGATIVE
IMPACT

The impact has
helped people in
communities make
enormous strides
forward

The impact has
helped people in
communities
develop strongly
and for the better

The impact is
enough to see
some basic or
starting progress in
communities

The impact has not
resulted in many
positive or negative
outcomes for
communities

The impact has
generally been
detrimental to
people in
communities

Ensuring more adults are
engaging in education, training
and volunteering
Improving the qualifications of
learners so they are work ready
Increasing opportunities for
people to develop skills for
learning, life and work
Strengthening communities by
meeting need and increasing
community capacity
The overall impact of my
organisation on enhancing
lifelong learning

...a plan for assessing and measuring the impact of the third
sector on communities is detailed in Improvement Area 3...
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Section 6: Your Organisation’s Impact on Regeneration
This section considers if and to what extent your organisation has an impact on regeneration
sdsdfsdf
(this may not be your organisation’s main area of impact
sdsdfsdf
so don’t be concerned if the impact is minimal)
Consider your organisation’s
impact on regeneration
according to the following
statements:
(tick one box only for each statement)

EXTREMELY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

NOTABLY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

MILDLY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

MINIMAL
OR LITTLE
IMPACT

GENERALLY
NEGATIVE
IMPACT

The impact has
helped people in
communities make
enormous strides
forward

The impact has
helped people in
communities
develop strongly
and for the better

The impact is
enough to see
some basic or
starting progress in
communities

The impact has not
resulted in many
positive or negative
outcomes for
communities

The impact has
generally been
detrimental to
people in
communities

Reducing unemployment and
worklessness, especially
amongst 16-24 year-olds
Growing the business sector
with high levels of survival and
entrepreneurship
Resolving housing issues and
helping people meet their
housing aspirations
Creating strong, sustainable
towns and communities that
are attractive to live and work in
Improving the quality of energy
efficiency and reducing CO2
emissions
Increasing satisfaction with
public transport
Enhancing the network of
greenspace and woodland for
local communities and wildlife
The overall impact of my
organisation on improving
regeneration

Section 7: Overall Impact of the Third Sector on Communities
This section asks you assess how influential you consider the overall impact of the third sector to be
From the knowledge of your
organisation, what do you
consider the overall level of
impact of the third sector in
North Lanarkshire to be on
communities?

EXTREMELY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

NOTABLY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

MILDLY
POSITIVE
IMPACT

MINIMAL
OR LITTLE
IMPACT

GENERALLY
NEGATIVE
IMPACT

The impact has
helped people in
communities make
enormous strides
forward

The impact has
helped people in
communities
develop strongly
and for the better

The impact is
enough to see
some basic or
starting progress in
communities

The impact has not
resulted in many
positive or negative
outcomes for
communities

The impact has
generally been
detrimental to
people in
communities

(tick one box only)

“considering the overall level of impact of
the third sector in North Lanarkshire”
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Section 8: Qualitative Impact Information
This section enables you to communicate some of your organisation’s key qualitative impact information

sdsdfsdf

sdsdfsdf

Please provide some supporting information to help evidence your organisation’s impact on communities
or people in communities (Use separate sheet if required)
(This can be in the form of information about specific impacts achieved by your organisation’s activity, preventative
accomplishments, key statistics or any other relevant supporting information)

Please provide details of any case studies or news stories from your organisation which have positively
impacted on communities or people in communities (Use separate sheet if required)
(This can include website links to particular case studies or news stories relating to your organisation)

Please provide details of any means through which you feel the impact of your organisation or the wider
third sector can be measured or continually measured in the future (Use separate sheet if required)

Thank you for taking the time to complete this reporting template. Please submit completed reporting templates to
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire at One Wellwynd Social Enterprise Centre, 35 Wellwynd, Airdrie, ML6 0BN,
or e-mail info@vanl.co.uk. Contact Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire on 01236 748011 for further information.

“communicating
some
of yourPlanning
organisation’s
be used to help
Community
Partners prepare and deliver outcomes in North Lanarkshire
keyPartnership’s
qualitativeSingle
impact
information”
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Key Recommendations Relating to Community Planning Partners
Improving Utilisationsdsdfsdf
of Volunteers

sdsdfsdf
The sds
value of volunteers
and volunteering to communities is widely acknowledged by all Community Planning
sdsdfsdf
Partners in Northsdsdfsdf
Lanarkshire. It is recognised that improvements could be made to maximise Community
dfs
Planning Partner’s own involvement of volunteers to assist public service delivery and community services.
df
Recommendation: Community Planning Partners Adopt a Formal ‘Volunteering Pledge’ 
At present, Community Planning Partners in North Lanarkshire involve volunteers to differing degrees and with
varying levels of volunteering infrastructure. NHS Lanarkshire, for example, employs a Volunteer Coordinator
to organise volunteer recruitment and involvement within hospitals, health centres and care settings, whilst
North Lanarkshire Council successfully engaged over 250 volunteers in supporting North Lanarkshire based
events at the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games, and involves volunteers to assist a raft of other elements
of local authority provision. Other examples include Police Scotland engaging Special Constables and Scottish
Fire and Rescue Service involving Fire and Rescue Service Volunteers in North Lanarkshire. Some Community
Planning Partners in North Lanarkshire historically have not involved volunteers at all to date.
To provide a level of cohesion and consistency to approach, it is recommended that Community Planning
Partners in North Lanarkshire adopt a ‘Volunteering Pledge’. This would outline a broad benchmarking of
good practice and key considerations for Community Planning Partners when involving volunteers. Such a
Pledge would demonstrate the commitment of Community Planning Partners to involving or at least
considering the potential benefits of involving volunteers in service delivery. A proposed Volunteering Pledge
of Community Planning Partners in North Lanarkshire is presented in Figure 4.7.0 on pages 74-75.
Recommendation: The Volunteer Friendly Award is Rolled Out to Community Planning Partners 
The Volunteer Friendly Award is a simple, user-friendly quality standard designed to support, recognise and
reward organisations that have evidenced excellent practice in involving volunteers. It was introduced across
Scotland in 2012, acting as a condensed and significantly less expensive alternative to the UK-wide Investing
in Scotland
Volunteersin quality
standard.
Action
2012, acting
as aVoluntary
condensed
and North
significantly less expenses alternative to the UK-wide
4.7.1. Five Strands of Volunteer Friendly Award
Lanarkshire
is the local
facilitation
andand
accreditation
Investing in Volunteers
quality
standard,
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire is the local facilitating
agency
agency.for The Volunteer Friendly Award.
The Award involves participating organisations being
supported to compile a portfolio of evidence relating to
their good practice in involving volunteers, based on the
five strand areas highlighted in Graphic 4.7.1. In the main,
the Award has been rolled out to third sectorNetwork members having the option of attending two
organisations in North Lanarkshire to date, but there is noadditional locality-focussed Events per annum solely
reason why Community Planning Partners could notfor the purpose of considering and developing the
undertake the Award in future, leading to increasedthird sector’s participation in Community Planning. It
effectiveness
in
Community
Planning
Partners’is anticipated that, as well as North Lanarkshire
engagement
of volunteers.
As North Lanarkshire
Voluntary Sector Partnership Group Council,
has proved
be a range
highly productive
and effective
a towide
of Community
Planning
conduit for the local third sector within Community Planning,
there
is
a
reluctance
to
recommend
too
manybe
Partners would be invited to attend and
alterations to its operation. The below recommendations contributors
are focussed on
the existing
structure
and
to refining
Third Sector
Locality
Community
“tomembership
provide a level
of
cohesion
and
consistency
to
approach,
it
is
recommended
rather than making significant changes.
Planning Network
Events.
that Community Planning Partners adopt a ‘Volunteering
Pledge’”
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4.7.0. Proposed Volunteering Pledge of Community Planning Partners in North Lanarkshire

Volunteering Pledge of Community
Planning Partners in North Lanarkshire
Volunteering is an activity undertaken out of a person’s free well, choice and motivation, without concern for
Networkgain
members
having the option
attending
twoVolunteering
additional locality-focussed
Events per
annumPartners
solely forin
financial
(non-remunerated).
Byofsigning
the
Pledge, Community
Planning
the purpose
of considering
developing
the third
sector’sofparticipation
in when
Community
Planning.
It is
North
Lanarkshire
signal theirand
intention
to adopt
a baseline
best practice
involving
volunteers,
anticipatedthat
that,involving
as well as
North Lanarkshire
wide range
Community
Planning
Partners
would
recognising
volunteers
can help Council,
improveapublic
sectorofservice
delivery
and other
services
for
be
invited
to
attend
and
be
contributors
to
Third
Sector
Locality
Community
Planning
Network
Events.
communities when structured, supported and managed to a high standard and in the true spirit and ethos
of volunteering.
Recommendation: Third Sector Representational Structures Align With Community Planning Themes 
A Recognise
refreshed proposed
Third Sector
Organisational
Chart
We
That Volunteering
Is A Major
Contributor
To…for Community Planning in North Lanarkshire is
displayed
in Chart
page 56.themselves
This detailsand
all the
groups,
which link the
► The quality
of4.3.1
life ofon
volunteers
the key
people
and sub-groups
communitiesand
thatstructures
they support
third
and wider
communities
with
North Lanarkshire
Partnership
Board, development
including refreshed
sector
► sector
Enhancing
the skills,
confidence,
employability,
friendships
and personal
of localthird
people
locality
and inclusion,
thematic structures
(incorporating
suggestedtonew
Third Sector
Community
Planning
► Social
networks and
integration,the
contributing
a cohesive
societyLocality
creating
bonds of trust
and
Networks).
The Chart
also social
proposes
third sector representation at Community Planning Sub-Groups and wider
solidarity,
and thus,
capital
partnerships
andand
strategic
(including
how activities
many representatives
should
be appointed
each
group).
► The range
qualitygroups
of services,
facilities,
and cultural life
in North
Lanarkshireatas
a whole
► Active and responsible citizenship, which is central to North Lanarkshire Partnership’s ideals and values of
Furthermore,
a refreshed
proposed
Sector Representational Matrix is featured in Chart 4.3.2 on page
community
spirit, harmony
andThird
participation
57.►This
follows on and
fromreconstruction
the suggestedofNorth
Lanarkshire
Voluntary
Sector Partnership
Group
membership
Reconciliation
divided
communities
or communities
with problems,
and
finding
structure
outlined
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4.2.1
(page
49)
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Third
Sector
Organisational
Chart
for
Community
solutions to the issues of society
Planning
in North
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4.3.1
(page
56), recording
► Public
sectorLanarkshire
service delivery
as well
as third
sector
service
delivery the names of third sector delegates
who
the representation
roles
identified.
This funds.
is designed to be an evolving document, which will
► will
Theundertake
local economy,
contributing to
a saving
of public
be regularly reviewed, updated and added to by North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group.
FOR THE VOLUNTEER,
FOR THE HOST ORGANISATION,
VOLUNTEERING SHOULD ALWAYS BE:
VOLUNTEERING SHOULD ALWAYS BE:
Chart 4.3.1 (page 56) outlines a pathway for definitive and more structured third sector representation
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Volunteering Pledge of Community Planning Partners in North Lanarkshire (continued)
Volunteering is more likely to work well if the roles of volunteers are clearly defined, so that volunteers feel secure
about what they are doing and that paid staff do not feel undermined. Volunteers are less likely to work
effectively, however, if they are not properly supported and left to organise their own activities. It follows on,
therefore, that volunteers are more likely to stay longer in their volunteering roles if the host agency operates to
an effective volunteering infrastructure.
We Recognise The Following Areas Of Good Practice When Involving Volunteers…
► Implementing a Volunteering Policy enables the host agency to explicitly outline to staff, volunteers and
service users how and why volunteers will be involved in service delivery, as well as clarifying what is
expected of volunteers, what rights volunteers have, and identification of boundaries between paid staff
members and volunteers
► Specific roles (with written role descriptors) should be created and given to volunteers, considering the
needs of the host organisation and its capacity for hosting volunteers, and identifying the tasks that
volunteers could help out with and training that would be required for volunteers to undertake roles
► An identified recruitment and initial engagement process should be installed by the host organisation,
considering aspects such as recruitment strategy and application and appointment process
► PVG Scheme Checks must be completed for volunteers undertaking roles which legally require so (roles
working with children or protected adults), and volunteers should not be asked to pay the cost of their
own PVG Scheme Check
► Volunteers should be given a full induction by the host organisation, which includes clarification of the
volunteer’s named manager or supervisor, an introduction to the staff and volunteer team and working
environment, full details of health and safety procedures, and details of any necessary training required
► Although not legally obliged, insuring volunteers should be considered by the host organisation, since
volunteers may be exposed to various risks such as personal injury, loss of property, or accidents
► Similar to paid staff members, volunteers should be supervised or managed by a designated contact
person within the host organisation (this could be a paid staff member or an experienced volunteer)
► Out of pocket expenses should be reasonably reimbursed to volunteers (expenses incurred by volunteers
may include public transport costs, vehicle mileage costs, lunch expenses, childcare expenses, expenses
for equipment, etc), and expenses should be paid to volunteers on an agreed and regular basis
► Volunteers should be reassured that, in nearly all cases, volunteering does not affect the receipt of any
welfare or state benefits, and offered support to overcome any barriers in relation to this
► Volunteering is by its very nature an inclusive activity, and every effort should be made to involve people
experiencing exclusion or disadvantage, such as people with support needs or health issues
► Volunteers should be recognised and rewarded for their contributions (examples include providing
certification, praising volunteers, offering accreditation or training, and public acknowledgement)
► Employer Supported Volunteering should be encouraged within host organisations, whereby staff are
allocated set time off (possibly one or two days per annum) to undertake volunteering in communities.

“Our Community Planning Partner Takes North Lanarkshire Partnership’s Volunteering Pledge”
Name of Community
Planning Partner:
Name:
(Print)

Signature:

Date:
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sdsdfsdf
Key Recommendations
Relating to Joint Engagement and Resourcing

sdsdfsdf
To enable
sds the Improvement Plan to be successfully implemented, the following broader and common areas
relating to joint engagement and joint resourcing are recommended to enhance collective delivery:
sdsdfsdf
dfs
df

Recommendation: Designed Tools for Joint Engagement and Co-Production are Fully Utilised 
Some valuable tools and resources have already been developed to encourage strong third sector
engagement with Community Planning Partners both locally and nationally. For example, an Engagement
Matrix model was commissioned by Scottish Government in 2013 to provide a tool and guidance for
improving engagement
engagement
………
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The third sector in North Lanarkshire has significant resources in terms of physical assets, human assets, and
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assets, and organisations. It also has a reach to some of the most deprived and disadvantaged groups in
local communities. It is recommended that a cultural shift is encouraged in which these third sector resources
sdsdfsdf
are broadly classified as wider Communitysdsdfsdf
Planning resources, which can be accessed and shared with
communities and Community Planning Partners as reasonably required.
A positive example of how the third sector is progressing towards a focus on joint resourcing can be viewed
in the 2014 paper Considering the Voluntary Sector’s Contribution to Joint Resource Working in Craigneuk ,
which is featured as Annex J to this Framework (pages 200-207). This paper was prepared by Voluntary
Action North Lanarkshire on behalf of North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group to explore how
the third sector could actively contribute to joint resourcing in Craigneuk (which has been identified as the
area of North Lanarkshire with the highest levels of deprivation). This exercise could feasibly be replicated by
the third sector for other locality areas of North Lanarkshire to contribute towards joint resourcing in the future.
Whilst it is proposed that the third sector makes a valuable contribution to joint resourcing in North
Lanarkshire, it is recognised that the third sector should also benefit from joint resourcing activity. Third sector
organisations generally have less resources than other Community Planning Partners, and it is important that
Community Planning Partners understand the impact that sharing and co-hosting resources with the third
sector can have to the sustainability and capacity of third sector organisations, allowing them to maintain and
develop valuable service provision.

“a culture shift is encouraged in which third sector resources are
broadly classified as wider Community Planning resources”
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5.0

Conclusions and
Summary of Key
Findings

As a conclusion to the Framework, this Section aims to provide a summary of the key
findings and offer final commentary regarding progression of third sector connectivity to
Community Planning in North Lanarkshire over the period 2015-18.
”Reasoning draws a conclusion, but the conclusion can only be verified by the path of experience”

The Introduction provides an overview and background to the inVOLve Project and the research
being sdsdfsdf
carried out, introducing the target groups focussed on, the perceived barriers to their
1.0
Reviewing
Improvement
Planning
5.1
involvement andUnderstanding
outlining thethe
desired
outcomes and
impacts.Process and Its Outcomes
An initial
sds reflection when considering the Third Sector Community Planning Improvement Programme on a
national
been the consistent recognition that North Lanarkshire has received as one of Scotland’s
dfslevel hassdsdfsdf
most
local authority areas in terms of third sector connectivity to Community Planning. National
sdsdf
sdsdfsdf
dfadvanced
partners
sdf and other Third Sector Interfaces have held up the structures and processes already implemented in
North Lanarkshire as a model of good practice (as highlighted in a case study featured in Voluntary Action
Scotland’s Supporting a Stronger Third Sector report, which explores the impact of Third Sector Interfaces
across Scotland during 2013-14). As well as providing a source of great encouragement, this underlines that
this Framework reflects the latest part of an ongoing and relatively advanced improvement process which
started in the early 2000’s, rather than a whole new beginning.
It can reasonably be concluded that high levels of active participation and appetite to progress both from
Community Planning Partners and third sector organisations and delegates led to a highly successful
improvement planning phase. This resulted in the production of a robust Improvement Plan (Section 3 on
pages 31-51) incorporating the priorities which Community Planning Partners and the third sector indicated
they required to focus on to reap improvement during 2015-18. It is fair to assess that the quality of the
improvement planning process undertaken and subsequent strategies developed have laid foundations for a
potentially ground-breaking third sector contribution to Community Planning over the next three years.
It is important, nonetheless, to urge caution. The Improvement Plan can only be successfully implemented
with ongoing commitment from Community Planning Partners and the third sector during the period 2015-18.
Some of the improvement areas outlined can only progress at the pace of the most reluctant contributor.
However, if the commitment and support demonstrated by all Community Planning Partners and the wider
third sector during the improvement planning phase is an indicator, then it is anticipated that the
implementation phase will be strongly supported by the full North Lanarkshire Partnership. One key success
of the improving planning phase was a …..
“high levels of participation and appetite to progress led
to a highly successful improvement planning phase”
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of the improvement planning phase was a notable increase in meaningful communication and subsequent
trust and respect between the third sector and Community Planning Partners. This positive trend can be
further accelerated during the delivery phase.
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf

Summary of Findings Relating to Third Sector Impact on Communities

5.2

A number
sds of findings relating to the impact of the third sector on communities in North Lanarkshire could be
drawn
first phase impact assessment conducted as part of this Framework. These findings are
dfsfrom the sdsdfsdf
summarised below, categorised according to the key themes of North Lanarkshire Partnership.

df

Impacts of Third Sector on Community Safety 
► People in communities are safer as a result of third sector organisations existing and supporting
vulnerable and disadvantaged people whose safety is at risk
 39.8% of registered charities in North Lanarkshire have a main purpose of advancing

citizenship or community development and 25.8% have a main purpose of relieving those in
need by reason of age, ill health, disability, financial hardship or other disadvantage
► High levels of informal volunteering and active citizenship in North Lanarkshire contributes significantly
to the safety of people in communities, particularly in areas of deprivation
 An estimated 74% of adults in North Lanarkshire volunteer informally in communities
► Diverse and innovative third sector activity assists the reduction and prevention of disorder, anti-social
behaviour, violence and abuse within communities in North Lanarkshire
People in total
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‘volunteering generation’ can achieve in the communities of North Lanarkshire over the longer term. There is
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to of
suggest
that byonembedding
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Impacts
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Health andvolunteering
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improvements
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illnessescan
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come.
 Volunteering
has to
given
people with mental health difficulties a sense of purpose and

achievement, increased confidence, a chance to learn new skills, and less social isolation
► The third sector helps prevent and alleviate health impacts and crisis situations for families by offering
a lifeline to those in North Lanarkshire experiencing food poverty
 As at September 2013, nine third sector operated food banks were fully established in North

Lanarkshire with an additional three in the process of being established
o mated 74% of adults in North Lanarkshire volunteer informally in communities
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o
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► People in communities experience less hardship and a greater quality of life as a result of third sector
support reducing some of the negative impacts of welfare reform locally
 Citizens Advice Bureaux in North
Lanarkshire supported 15,241 clients with 30,193 enquiries
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf

during 2013-14

► Older people and their carers live more healthy, safe, active and independent lives as a result of a
highly successful third sector contribution to Reshaping Care for Older People
 Community Capacity Building and Carer Support activity in North Lanarkshire during 2013-14

resulted in 1431 older people having improved information, advice and education, 1333 older
people increasing their participation, improved health and wellbeing amongst 956 older
people, and reduced loneliness and isolation for 950 older people.
Impacts of Third Sector on Lifelong Learning 
► People in communities, including those who are reluctant to engage in formal learning, have
improved skills and knowledge as a result of training provided by the third sector
 The third sector in North Lanarkshire delivers an estimated minimum 1000 training

programmes each year with at least 5000 individual beneficiaries
► The existence of and activity undertaken in third sector community assets in North Lanarkshire has
resulted in increased learning and personal development for citizens
 Third sector building assets often contain training rooms and facilities, computer suites, quiet

spaces for meetings and one-to-one development, resources and publications, and access to
staff or volunteers with skills and expertise
► A strong and growing culture of youth volunteering in North Lanarkshire is resulting in more young
people bringing about more positive impacts on local communities
 816 young volunteers in North Lanarkshire achieved at least a 10-hour Saltire Award certificate

during 2013-14, with 447 of the young volunteers accomplishing a 50-hour Award, 35 young
volunteers gaining a 500-hour Award and eight volunteers achieving a Summit Award.

Voluntary Action Scotland
Improvement Service
Aberdeen TSI

Impacts of Third Sector on Regeneration 
North Lanarkshire TSI

► North
The Ayrshire
economic
impact of the third sector in North Lanarkshire is huge, resulting in more prosperous
TSI
local communities and a valuable saving of public sector funds
Orkney TSI
 The income generated by the 590 active registered charities in North Lanarkshire during 2013Scottish Borders TSI



14 was £128,301,846, compared with £1,070,244,000 generated by North Lanarkshire Council
during the same period
The estimated economic value of 2149 new volunteers registered by Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire during 2013-14 could be as much as £16,762,200 over a ten-year period

► Significant strides forward in community transport in North Lanarkshire have greatly benefited
accessibility for local citizens, specifically vulnerable members of the community
 Development of a Third Sector Community Transport Network (led by Getting Better Together

Ltd) has triggered real progress in third sector organisation of community transport delivery
► Innovative social enterprise activity helps sustain and expand third sector delivery in North
Lanarkshire, leading to a range of positive outcomes for people in communities
 There are an estimated 140 social economy organisations in North Lanarkshire, with a

combined annual income in the region of £190million and employing around 3500 staff
unity Hubs often contain training rooms and facilities, computer suites, quiet spaces for
meetings
andLanarkshire
one-to-one development,
and publications,
and access to staff or
“the third sector
in North
delivers resources
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1000 training programmes
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at
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volunteers with skills and expertise
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► Employability opportunities and outcomes for people in communities have been notably increased as
a result of third sector programmes, initiatives and interventions
 In excess of 3100 unemployed
people in North Lanarkshire received employability support
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf

from 16 third sector organisations during 2011-14, with over 1000 being supported into
employment, education or training as a result.

Summary of Improvement Planning Outcomes

5.3

Six priority
sds improvement areas and a number of other additional areas for improvement were identified to
advance the thirdsdsdfsdf
sector’s connectivity to Community Planning as a result of the Self-Assessment Journey
dfs
undertaken by Community Planning Partners and the third sector. These improvement areas, which have
df
been incorporated into an Improvement Plan, are summarised below along with key scheduled actions.
Priority Improvement Areas Identified 
► Developing a Database or Directory of Services
Increasing knowledge of local services by development of a widely accessible directory, database or
portal of services incorporating the provision of the third sector and Community Planning Partners
 Agree structure and methodology, and develop a searchable database or directory of third

sector and Community Planning Partner services
► Strengthening Third Sector Locality and Thematic Approach
Strengthen the locality and thematic approaches of the third sector (from grassroots level upwards) to
align strongly and fully with Community Planning Partnership strategic objectives
 Review and refresh the structure of Third Sector Locality and Thematic Networks
Voluntary Action Scotland
 Establish and implement Third Sector Locality Community Planning Networks
Improvement Service
 Clarify and refresh the structure of North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group
Aberdeen TSI
 Ensure that the third sector is allocated and takes up representation on all recognised SubNorth Lanarkshire TSI

Groups of North Lanarkshire Partnership
Design refreshed locality and thematic structures in such a way that they link appropriately to
a refined annual North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Conference

North Ayrshire TSI



Orkney TSI

Scottish Borders TSI

► Assessing and Measuring Third Sector Impact
Assess and measure the impact of third sector activity in communities on an ongoing basis, sharing
this impact knowledge widely with the third sector and Community Planning Partners alike in a
structured, consistent format with a view to contributing to North Lanarkshire Partnership’s Community
Plan and Single Outcome Agreement and Local Area Team Action Plans
 Existing knowledge and information about third sector impact on communities is collated and




shared widely amongst the third sector and Community Planning Partners
An impact assessment framework for the third sector is devised and implemented
Third sector champions are identified to advocate and promote successful third sector impact
A comprehensive third sector impact assessment is undertaken and submitted to assist
development of North Lanarkshire Partnership’s next Community Plan and Single Outcome
Agreement and Local Area Team Action Plans

“in excess of 3100 unemployed people received employability
support from 16 third sector organisations during 2011-14”
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► Building Third Sector Capacity to Engage
Improve and increase the capacity, knowledge and understanding of the third sector, third sector
Interface to effectively and proportionately contribute as equal
sdsdfsdf representatives and the Third Sectorsdsdfsdf
partners to achieving Community Planning Partnership outcomes
 Undertake a needs assessment to gauge what capacity the third sector already has to





engage in Community Planning and what capacity needs developed
Develop and deliver a programme of training to upskill third sector representatives
Introduce a simple and effective approach to inducting third sector organisations to
Community Planning activity
Identify an approach to engage national third sector organisations in local Community
Planning activity in North Lanarkshire
Develop an accessible platform of key third sector resources relating to Community Planning

► Improving Reporting and Information Sharing
Coordinate effective and simple two-way reporting and information sharing mechanisms which
enable the third sector to understand activity, objectives and outcomes of the Community Planning
Partnership and vice versa, incorporating a single user-friendly platform for sharing reports and
information about third sector connectivity to Community Planning
 Establish standard two-way reporting and communication mechanisms between the third


sector and Community Planning Partners
Develop a platform for North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group to act as the key
portal for information sharing and communication

► Developing an Asset Register of Resources
Maximise the utilisation of third sector resources within a Community Planning context by producing
an asset register of third sector and other Community Planning Partner resources
Voluntary
Scotland
 Action
Agree
structure and methodology, and develop a searchable asset register of third sector and
Improvement
Service
Community

Planning Partner resources.

Aberdeen TSI
Lanarkshire TSIAreas Identified 
FurtherNorth
Improvement
Ayrshireof
TSIthe structure of the Third Sector Interface compliments and aligns with maximising third
► North
Evolution
Orkney
sectorTSIconnectivity to Community Planning
TSI
► Scottish
IssuesBorders
and difficulties
caused to third sector organisations by short-term funding are explored and
improvements are made
► The full impact of the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Bill is understood by the third sector and
communities are supported to benefit from the Bill
► The cost and reasonable access to community facilities for third sector organisations and delegates is
reviewed and improvements are made
► A strategy for communication and engagement between the third sector and Community Planning
Partners is introduced
► Community Planning Partners utilise volunteers smarter and in the right ethos, and a shared
Volunteering Agreement or Pledge is developed for North Lanarkshire Partnership
► The operational work force within Community Planning Partners has a fuller understanding of the
contribution, values and ethos of the third sector
o The third sector in North Lanarkshire delivers an estimated minimum 1000 training

programmes each year with at least 5000 individual beneficiaries

“the third sector and communities are supported to understand
The existence
and activity undertaken
in third sector
Community
Hubs in North Lanarkshire has
the full►
impact
of theof
Community
Empowerment
(Scotland)
Bill”

resulted in increased learning and personal development for citizens
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► The third sector becomes better at adopting an outcome focussed approach to community
development
► Replication of North Lanarkshire Voluntary
Sector Partnership Group in locality areas is considered
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
► Joint resourcing between the third sector and Community Planning Partners is maximised and
streamlined
► User-friendly language is adopted when engaging the third sector in Community Planning.

5.4

Summary of Key Recommendations and Proposals

Following
an Improvement
containing
structured
tasks
andidentified
actions, toa improve
number the
of key
sds development
Six priority
improvement of
areas
and a numberPlan
of other
areas for
progression
were
recommendations
and proposals
werePlanning
outlined through
as part the
of the
Framework toJourney
initiate undertaken
the deliverybyphase. A
thirddfs
sector’s connectivity
to Community
Self-Assessment
sdsdfsdf
summary
ofPlanning
these recommendations
is detailed
according
to the
category
Community
Partners and theand
thirdproposals
sector. These
improvement
areas,
which
haveareas
been below.
incorporated

df

into an Improvement Plan, are summarised below:
Structure of North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group 
► A
proposed refreshed
membership
for North
Lanarkshire
Voluntary Sector
Partnership
Priority
Improvement
Areas for
Progressingstructure
Third Sector
Connectivity
to Community
Planning
 Group
endorsed, amaking
the Group
fully accountable
representative
► is
Developing
Database
or Directory
of Services:and
Increasing
knowledge of local services by
► North
Lanarkshire
Voluntary
Sector
Partnership
Group
considers
which its membership
development of a widely accessible directory, database or portalprocesses
of servicesbyincorporating
the
can
be
appointed
and
be
fully
transparent
and
accountable
to
the
third
sector
provision of the third sector and other Community Planning Partners
► A proposed
refreshed
of Reference for
Lanarkshire
Voluntary
Sector
Partnership
o Agree
structureTerms
and methodology
andNorth
implement
a searchable
web
based
databaseGroup
or is
adopteddirectory
to align fully
withsector
Improvement
Plan targets
and Partner
objectives.
of third
and Community
Planning
services
► Strengthen Third Sector Locality and Thematic Approach: Strengthen the locality and thematic
Third Sector’s
Locality
andthird
Thematic
and Representational
 and fully with
approaches
of the
sectorApproach
(from grassroots
level upwards) toStructure
align strongly
► Six
new ThirdPlanning
Sector Locality
Community
Planning
Networks are developed and established within
Community
Partnership
strategic
objectives
Voluntary Action Scotland
thirdosector
structures
in North
Lanarkshire
Review
and refresh
structure
of Third Sector Locality and Thematic Networks
Improvement Service
► A proposed
new Third
Sector Organisational
for Community
in North Lanarkshire is
o Establish
and implement
Third SectorChart
Community
PlanningPlanning
Locality Networks
Aberdeen TSI
employed
and and
adhered
to representation of North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group
o Clarify
refresh
North Lanarkshire TSI
► A proposed
refreshed
Sector
Representational
which alignson
third
sector representation
o Ensure
the thirdThird
sector
is allocated
and takesMatrix,
up representation
all recognised
Sub-Groups
North Ayrshire TSI
with North
Lanarkshire
Partnership’s
Community Planning themes, is implemented.
of North
Lanarkshire
Partnership
Orkney TSI

► Assess and Measure Third Sector Impact: Assess and measure the impact of third sector activity on
Scottish Borders TSI
Information
communities
Sharing on
of Third
an ongoing
Sectorbasis,
Services,
sharing
Assets
thisand
impact
Developments
knowledge widely

with the third sector and
Community
Planningplatform
Partnersforalike
in aLanarkshire
structured,Voluntary
consistentSector
format
► A
newly developed
North
Partnership Group acts as a
o Existing knowledge
and information
thirdthe
sector
collated and
communication
and information
sharing hubabout
between
thirdimpact
sector on
andcommunities
Community is
Planning

shared
widely for
amongst
the thirdofsector
and Community
Partners
► Information
gathering
development
a database
or directoryPlanning
of third sector
services and an asset
o An
impact
assessment
is developed
and implemented
for the
third sector
register
of third
sector
resourcesframework
in North Lanarkshire
is planned
and structured
cohesively.
o Third sector champions are identified to advocate and promote successful third sector impact
A comprehensive
thirdtosector
impact
assessmentPlanning
is undertaken
Building theoThird
Sector’s Capacity
Engage
in Community
 and submitted to assist
North Lanarkshire
Partnership’s
nextdevelopment
Community Plan
/ Single
Outcome
► Conductdevelopment
a third sectoroftraining
needs assessment
to inform
of training
and
interventions
Agreement
to upskill third sector delegates and representatives to participate in Community Planning
► The third sector adopts and engages in North Lanarkshire Partnership’s refreshed induction process,
including full utilisation of tools such as induction packs, induction sessions and e-learning modules.

“a newly
platform
North Lanarkshire
► developed
Information gathering
forfor
development
of a database Voluntary
or directory ofSector
third sector services and an asset
Partnership Group acts as a communication and information sharing hub”

register of third sector resources in North Lanarkshire is planned and structure cohesively.

, resources and publications, and access to staff or
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Impact Assessment Framework for the Third Sector 
► A proposed impact assessment reporting template for third sector organisations is implemented and
assessment of the third sector in North Lanarkshire.
sdsdfsdf contributes towards ongoing impactsdsdfsdf
Community Planning Partners Improving Utilisation of Volunteers 
► A proposed ‘Volunteering Pledge of Community Planning Partners in North Lanarkshire’ is adopted
and signed by member agencies of North Lanarkshire Partnership
► The Volunteer Friendly Award is rolled out to Community Planning Partners, enabling Community
Planning Partners to improve their volunteering practices and be formally recognised for it.
Joint Engagement and Resourcing 
► Designed tools for joint engagement and co-production between Community Planning Partners and
the third sector are fully utilised (such as the Health and Third Sector Engagement Matrix)
► The third sector plays a central role in maximising joint resourcing, both contributing to and benefiting
from joint resourcing activity across North Lanarkshire Partnership.

5.5

Final Commentary and Future Considerations

sdsthe most striking thread that becomes apparent as this Framework is reflected on in the wider sense
Perhaps
is that
successful sdsdfsdf
Community Planning in North Lanarkshire (and in general) relies on strong and vibrant third
dfs
sector
df involvement and participation. The third sector is deeply embedded in the communities of North
Lanarkshire in terms of the organisations that are operational, the volunteers that are active, and the
community
spirit
Voluntary
Actionwhich
Scotlandis evident. Hence, going forward, it is logical to conclude that best results for
communities
cannot
be achieved by the third sector simply being a pawn in the Community Planning agenda
Improvement
Service
to the perceived
Aberdeen TSImajor players of the larger public sector agencies.
North Lanarkshire TSI

The third
sector
is TSI
so large in North Lanarkshire that it could be construed that it has its own equally valuable,
North
Ayrshire
if less resourced,
mirror image for every single public sector agency within North Lanarkshire Partnership. For
Orkney TSI
example,
the hospitals and health centres of NHS Lanarkshire are mirrored by hundreds of independent third
Scottish Borders TSI
sector organisations and volunteers providing health and care interventions. If this third sector mirror image is
therefore to be considered for every public sector agency, there is a genuine argument to be had that the
third sector reasonably holds the master key to a potential 50% (if not more) of all community interventions
and services. This, however, presents its own challenges in term of the third sector, with such a potentially
huge and important role to play in to Community Planning, having the capacity to participate on this
proportionately high level when generating only a fraction of the income of that of all the public sector
agencies combined.
A conundrum, perhaps, but the third sector has already demonstrated its ability to deliver value for money
arguably better than any other Community Planning Partner. The extraordinary outcomes which the third
sector delivered for a relatively small investment in Community Capacity Building and Carer Support within
North Lanarkshire’s Reshaping Care for Older People Change Plan (see pages 11-13 and xx-xx) provides one
currentcurrent example of this.
“the
third
sector
its own
equally
mirroritsimage
for every
This
ability
stands has
the sector
in good
steadvaluable
when organising
participation
in Community Planning over the
single public sector agency within North Lanarkshire Partnership”
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North Lanarkshire’s Reshaping Care for Older People Change Plan (see pages 11-13 and pages 91-138)
provides one current example of this. This ability to deliver outcomes stands the third sector in good stead
when organising its participation in Community
Planning over the coming period, although the Reshaping
sdsdfsdf
sdsdfsdf
Care for Older People example emphasises the additional and inflated value the third sector can bring when
allocated targeted investment or devolved budgets.
Another common thread throughout this Framework, and potentially the key to the third sector’s contribution
to Community Planning being well structured and brokered in the future, is the importance of the Third Sector
Interface. It is evident that, through its operational facilitation of North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership
Group, Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire has a critical role to play as a bridge, or a channel, between third
sector organisations and delegates and Community Planning Partners. As evidence throughout this
Framework indicates, due to its size, form and diversity, it has become almost inconceivable to consider that
the third sector could formally participate in Community Planning in North Lanarkshire with any kind of
cohesion or mandate without a conduit. Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire provides this conduit and it is
essential that this role is refined, nurtured and resourced as required over the coming period to enable
maximum efficiency.
In closing, though, the overriding feeling when reflecting on the content and potential of this Framework is
optimism for the future. The positive progress that has been made year on year in terms of the third sector’s
involvement and participation since the early days of Community Planning in North Lanarkshire has been
encouraging, solid and exponential. The Improvement Plan for 2015-18 opens the door to the possibility of
taking progress to even higher heights, with potentially exciting outcomes for people in communities and
North Lanarkshire Partnership as a whole. Ultimately, it is expected that the delivery phase of the
Improvement Plan will prepare and equip the third sector to make a strong and clearly defined contribution to
North Lanarkshire Partnership’s next Community Plan and Single Outcome Agreement and Local Area Team
Voluntary Action Scotland
Action Plans, which can only be beneficial to all agencies and citizens.
Improvement Service
Aberdeen TSI
North Lanarkshire TSI
North Ayrshire TSI
Orkney TSI
Scottish Borders TSI

Six priority improvement areas and a number of other areas for progression were identified to improve the
third sector’s connectivity to Community Planning through the Self-Assessment Journey undertaken by
Community Planning Partners and the third sector. These improvement areas, which have been incorporated
“the overriding feeling when reflecting on the content and
into an Improvement
Plan, are summarised
below:
potential
of this Framework
is optimism
for the future”
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This Section acts as an annotation to the remainder of the Framework, providing a full
bibliography of the publications accessed during the research process and an appendix of
materials relevant to the Framework.
”When you absolutely positively have to know, refer to your appendices”

A
Framework
for Third
Connectivity
to Community
in North
The Introduction
provides
an overview
and Sector
background
to the inVOLve
Project and the
research being
sdsdfsdf
1.0
Lanarkshire
2015-18:
The
Annexes
Understanding
6.1
carried out, introducing the target groups focussed on, the perceived barriers to their involvement
and outlining the desired outcomes and impacts.

The sds
following pages
contain Annexes A-J, as specified below. These materials have been referenced
sdsdfsdf
throughout
and are included as additional information for the reader.
sdsdfsdf
dfs this Framework,

sdsdf
sdsdfsdf
df
Annex
sdf A  Bibliography pages 87-90
Annex B 

North Lanarkshire Reshaping Care for Older People Community Capacity Building and
Carer Support Monitoring Report 2013-14 pages 91-138

Annex C 

Overview of North Lanarkshire Social Enterprise Framework 2013-18 pages 139-140

Annex D 

Mapping the Journey: Exploring the Voluntary Sector’s Relationship with Community
Planning in North Lanarkshire pages 141-149

Annex E 

Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire’s Third Sector Community Planning Improvement
Programme Work Plan 2014-15 pages 150-158

Annex F 

Priority Areas for Improving the Third Sector’s Connectivity to Community Planning pages

159-169
Annex G 

North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Strategy 2013-18 pages 170-188

Annex H 

North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group Terms of Reference pages 189-192
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Health and Third Sector Engagement Matrix for Reshaping Care for Older People in North
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Considering the Voluntary Sector’s Contribution to Joint Resource Working in Craigneuk

pages 200-207

“these materials have been referenced throughout this Framework,
and are included as additional information for the reader”
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Community Capacity Building & Carer Support Group
DATE OF REPORT:

June 2014

PERIOD COVERED:

April 2013 – March 2014

AUTHOR:

Jacqui Melville

SUBJECT:

Reshaping Care for Older People: Community
Capacity Building & Carer Support Activities
Update

PURPOSE OF REPORT




To provide the Community Capacity Building & Carer Support (CCB&CS)
Group with a progress update on the activity of the Thematic Frameworks
and Locality Partnership Development Programme resourced through
Reshaping Care for Older People CCB&CS
To provide the Community Capacity Building & Carer Support Group an
update on the progress being made to meet personal outcomes and
programme outcomes through project delivery

BACKGROUND
The Community Capacity Building and Carer Support Group and associated
structures are now well established (appendix 1) and this is the fifth quarterly return
and represents the end of year activity report for the period up to March 2014.1
Hearteningly, as the CCB&CS has moved forward in North Lanarkshire, nationally
the Active and Health Ageing: An Action Plan for Scotland2 has been introduced
which shows our approach is one which mirrors the national direction of travel not
only for the Reshaping Care of Older People but also for Joint Strategic
Commissioning and the Integration of Health and Social Care.
The Action Plan outlines a vision which ‘values older people and their contribution to
society and empowers them to be active partners’. It envisages that ‘older people
[are] empowered consumers and active participants’.3 Similarly, it identifies social
isolation in later life as being associated with ‘poor physical health, increased
mortality, mental ill health, depression, suicide and dementia’4 thus demonstrating
that CCB&CS’ meeting our key programme outcomes (appendix 2) will help to avoid
these more down-stream issues.
The suggested approaches include key themes which are in line with North
Lanarkshire’s identified themes including volunteering5 (which it identifies has a

1

All previous reports, are available on request and demonstrate the evolution of the CCB&CS Strategy, the Locality
Partnership Development Programme (LPDP) and the associated ten thematic strands (and Innovation strand) all of
which have developed to ensure a coherent approach to the community capacity aspect of the reshaping of care to
avoiding ‘projectitis’.
2

NHS & Joint Improvement Team: Somewhere to go and Something to do. Active and Health Ageing;
An Action Plan for Scotland; 2014
3
Ibid. pg 1
4
Ibid. pg 16
5
Ibid pg 22

hidden value of £10billion per year)6; advocacy;7 healthy lifestyle (community food in
North Lanarkshire)8 and arts and cultural activities demonstrated through the raft of
micro-funded activity programmes through the Locality Activity Programme.
Crucially, the action plan also outlines the need for a ‘supportive infrastructure in
communities’9 something which North Lanarkshire’s CCB&CS strategy has built itself
around over the last 18 months becoming well established in the last 12.
PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT – THEMATIC FRAMEWORKS
Part of establishing this sound infrastructure included the development of ten
thematic strands which are outlined below together with the approved indicative
funding. Over the last year, the funding allocation has altered dependent on need
and based on approval through the triple-lock governance structure. The funding
allocation for each thematic strand is noted below and the budget for the financial
year April 2013/14 can be found as Appendix 3.

Theme
Advocacy

Carer Support
Community Food
Community Transport
Dementia Support
Digital Inclusion
Home
Visiting/Befriending
Innovation Fund
Palliative Care
Physical Activity
Volunteer Development

Lead Organisation
Equals Advocacy
North Lanarkshire Carers
Together/ Princess Royal
Trust
Lanarkshire Community Food
and Health Partnership
Getting Better Together
Alzheimer Scotland
North Lanarkshire Council
CL&D
NLC Social Work
Various
St Andrew's Hospice
North Lanarkshire Learning &
Leisure
Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire

Approved
13-14
£
69,433.30

Allocated
14-15
£
70,567.00

£

31,431.00

£

54,600.00

£
£
£

5,000.00
32,000.15
53,283.15

£
£
£

80,000.00
25,000.00
89,683.08

£

8,000.30

£

30,000.00

£
£
£

18,518.70
28,073.30
49,560.15

£
£
£

126,420.00
83,448.94
61,223.00

£

40,000.15

£

30,000.00

£

85,000.00

£

70,000.00

Each of the themes complete a quarterly return in line with the Monitoring and
Evaluation Framework which includes providing narrative information, programme
outcomes met, personal outcomes met and output information. The Locality
Partnership Development Programme support all Locality Activity Programme microfunded activities to provide the same information. That information is collated and is
held in this report.
Outcome targets were set in each thematic framework; these targets however, were
revisited taking into account run-in time and early projects funded. The revised
targets for all CCB&CS are noted below. Appendix 4 details the programme
outcomes by theme including targets for next year.
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Older People Target Outcomes
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The partnership recognises that Carers provide an invaluable contribution to the care
of older people both in terms of the Personal Outcomes that they are best placed and
well able to achieve, as well as the financial saving that the many carers who are
caring for older people in their homes save the social care budget. As such,
CCB&CS targets 50% of the resource and target outcomes to meeting outcomes for
carers.
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ACTIVITY REPORT10
The reports below outline the activity of each of the individual thematic frameworks in
their start up phase. It is worth noting however, that the themes are not discreet and
link to form a coherent approach to community capacity building.
Locality Partnership Development Programme (LPDP)
The LPDP continue to work to build the Communities’ Capacity to meet the outcomes
of Re-Shaping Care for Older People. This includes the facilitation of the now well
established locality consortia which are working with local organisations, local people
and other partners to develop community capacity including supporting organisations
and groups funded through the Locality Activity Programme to evaluate their own
activity (Co-Assessment).

10

Prior to the resourcing of the thematic frameworks a number of discreet projects were funded. Many of these have
now completed the work funded through initial Change Plan resource and continuity and sustainability – where
possible – have been reported in previous reports. The remaining programmes – all of which submitted an individual
return - will be reported under the thematic returns as noted below:

Vintage High Teas

Innovation

PATs

Community Transport

Computer Buddies

Digital Inclusion

Time Out for Carers

Carer Support

Befriend Motherwell

Home visiting and Befriending

This quarter saw a number of key milestones being met which demonstrates the
immense work load carried out through the LPDP infrastructure. This included the
launch of Locator, the representation of Community and Community organisations at
the consultations and Active Learning Sets for Integration and the collation of the first
round of Locality Activity Programme monitoring forms. The attendance at the
integration event has highlighted the importance of this key structure as people –
including a number of GPs in Cumbernauld and the Northern Corridor – noted that
they had no idea that so much was available and would appreciate and value the
LPDP presenting to their respective teams and departments as they could see the
clear benefits to older people and carers that community can provide. These
presentations are now able to be supported by the information contained on Locator
and the LPDP will endeavour – over the coming year – to do as many of these
presentations as possible as Integration evolves.
Such is the success of the LPDP programmes and structure, the Partnership were
invited to host both a workshop and a study visit for the National Co-Production
Conference to share the efficacy of this approach. Both the workshop and
conference were very highly regarded and have resulted in the partnership now
being asked to participate in a University of Edinburgh research paper on the
success of co-production.
Locality Activity Programme
The Locality Activity Programme has saw 100 programmes funded to the value of
£166,683.60 (detail outlined in appendix 5). All of this investment is cocommissioned, co-assessed and co-delivered. Activities have ranged from slipper
exchanges, tea dances, a dementia friendly arts and crafts group, access to a
caravan (short breaks for older people and carers), digital reminiscence and
Intergenerational projects including one between WMF Consortium and Coatbridge
College where the youngest participant was 17 and the eldest 90! Plans for next
session see more innovation and new ideas tried including a Film Reminiscence Club
which will support a full sensory reminiscence experience for older people. This will
include, popcorn; old films; old cinema set-up and cinema hosts. Older people will
decide which films are shown and at what times keeping to the ethos of coproduction.
The first reports from the programmes which completed in March 2014 resulted in the
participation of 2780 older people of which 950 have submitted questionnaires
reporting a decrease in isolation and loneliness and 1333 reporting increased
participation. The full outcomes from this programme are noted below and detailed
in appendix 6).
I came here to just sing and I have a great number of friends now who
actually do care about me – I can’t get a lie in – If I don’t open my
curtains by 10am, my door is battered loudly by Mavis who is just passing
by and checking I’m ok!
Jenny (Wednesday Girls / carer)
I have had the time of my life, surrounded by beautiful women, good
music and good food, what more could I want? Fantastic afternoon and
can I come back?
T, 92 (WMF Capacity Building Activity; Intergenerational Tea Dance)

The class has been excellent in many ways. It is very relaxing and
stimulating. I have learned a lot about how to plan and paint canvass
paintings using acrylic paints guided by our excellent and enthusiastic
teacher. It is also excellent for meeting people in a very relaxed and
friendly environment. I find it’s very good for stress relief. It is a
marvellous journey.
Neil
(Nifty Fifties)
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Programme Outcomes

Advocacy
The advocacy thematic framework is progressing well facilitated by the Programme
Board and thus far have delivered 11 training and awareness sessions to community
organisations and sheltered housing complexes. 5 volunteers have been recruited
and trained and had a full PVG check. The training has included shadowing an
advocate in various settings including community, hospital and sheltered housing.
They have assisted in the manning of information stands, talks and awareness
raising sessions raising the profile of Advocacy Services. The training of these
volunteers ensures a sustainable approach. A further 10 volunteers have been
recruited and will begin training in June 2014.

As outlined in the case study included at the end of the document, it has been found
that many older people find themselves requiring advocacy support so that they are
better placed to advocate on behalf of someone for whom they care.
Carers and Carer Support
As one of five EPIC demonstrator sites11 across Scotland and the only one of these
which is focussing on older people’s carers, the CDO held the first EPIC
development session for LPDP hosts and thematic leads. This was later
supplemented by the CDO attending the full Joint Consortia Day at which the
majority of Consortia members were present to hear the six key principles. The day
saw the distribution of the EPIC Action Plan which is now part of all thematic and
locality plans and strategies. Feedback from the day was positive as more staff have
a better understanding of the key principles and are directing more supports and
services to carers.
Further, as a result of the work in the earlier Short Breaks Development Programme
and recommendations thereof, RCOP resource has now been allocated to the
Princess Royal Trust to develop a Short Breaks Information Service. The
development of the Service is a significant achievement and aligns to the priorities
set out the Joint Strategic Commissioning Plan for North Lanarkshire.
Dementia Support
The dementia support strand continues to work well on the back of the success of
Motherwell being the first Dementia Friendly Town in Scotland. They have engaged
more businesses than they had first targeted, now having worked with 54 local
businesses. More Dementia Friendly Community materials have been put together
as a result of this success.
The new role of CAO for BME and other Faith Groups – focussing on the CCB&CS
commitment increasing participation and valuing diversity – has drawn a lot of
attention including being invited to submit an abstract for the forthcoming Altzheimer
Europe Conference to share this work. They have also had recent visits from
colleagues in Norway, Northern Ireland, Wales and The Republic of Ireland and look
forward to further visits from Kent and Medway NHS Trust.
Of the attendees of the awareness raising sessions the following feedback has been
received:
He (father-in-law) was doing strange things and it was annoying me, but
now I know why and it is great being able to know how to ease his
anxiety.
Craig (Andrew Goldie Roofing)
I didn’t know how simple things could make such a huge difference
Annette (Tryst Leisure Centre)

11

Equal Partners in Care (EPiC) is a joint project between NES and SSSC to implement the workforce education and learning
elements of the Carers Strategy 2010-15. We aim to support workers from health, social services and other sectors to work in
partnership with carers and young carers, and to achieve better outcomes for all involved in the caring relationship. We will do
this by providing learning resources to help best practice become universal practice

Very beneficial; did not realise how dementia can affect people so
differently
Volunteer (Cornerstone House)
The thematic have also worked closely with volunteer development, carers support
and physical activity to ensure that the dementia cafes and information days are able
to provide as much information in one place as possible. The next reporting quarter
will see more focus on community groups and on building therapeutic groups for
carers.
Community Transport
In quarter 4 community transport continued to deliver a huge amount of journeys –
2398 in quarter 4 alone; an increase of 23.5%. The thematic also continues to
provide bespoke developmental training services to other organisations to ensure
that they are equipped to make best use of their own community transport vehicles
within their own communities.
Whilst community transport is regarded as an ‘enabler’ the role that it plays cannot be
underestimated enough as demonstrated by the case of Mr Y who suffers from
dementia and is cared for by his wife. Through staff noticing that Mr Y looked
unusually tired and chatting with Mr Y, it was found that he was having trouble
sleeping as a result of worrying what would happen in the future if something
happened to him. This was also impacting on the relationship with his wife. Staff
connected Mr Y to Equals Advocacy who supported him through the process of will
writing and obtaining Guardianship arrangements. As such, he is feeling better now
that ‘proper’ arrangements are in place and has stated that he ‘can die happy now’.
The relief for Mr Y has greatly increased his sense of well being and as such his wife,
as his carer, is also feeling significantly better.

Physical Activity
The Physical Activity thematic has now delivered 432 sessions directly from
physical activity staff; this is additional to the 24 sheltered housing complexes who
are now delivering weekly sessions as a result of the earlier training provided. A
staggering 324 individuals are now attending weekly sessions in this way. The
sessions themselves are getting excellent feedback from participants and carers
alike:
Definitely a benefit, makes me take time to exercise which I would not
otherwise make time for- joints feel a lot freer
I feel I have benefitted from the gym as I can breathe much easier and
enjoy the banter (women included) and makes life much better with
Melissa she takes time to talk to us and makes for good competition
Since I started the class I am more agile, feel better in myself our teacher
Liz is very caring person, she watches we don’t overdo it. I just love a
Wednesday so I can go back to the class.

Volunteer Development
Volunteer development has saw 204 volunteers referred to placements of which 34
are over 65. The organisations to which they have been referred have ranged from
very small organisations to larger, more established volunteer involving organisations
for example St Andrews Hospice.
Since last quarter, bespoke training arrangements have begun to be developed with
the greatest success being the partnership with the Community Based Palliative Care
theme which has saw 22 volunteers trained jointly. Similarly in Cumbernauld and the
Northern Corridor locality, the dedicated volunteer development advisor has worked
closely with the local consortium to train a cohort of volunteers in a number of
courses including Rehiss, Communication and Introduction to Befriending. A total 34
volunteers have been trained which it is anticipated will increase greatly in the next
quarter.
Following the EPIC development session, there is a now a Carer Champion within
the team which has seen Carers become a key focus this quarter. As such, ‘carer
identification’ has improved resulting in 16 carers over 65 identified and 7 volunteers
with carers over 65. The team now intend to focus on ensuring this identification
results in better and effective engagement of carers.
Community Based Palliative Care
Community Based Palliative Care under the facilitation of the Programme Board
have saw 68 referrals over the period since the two members of staff started in
employment. Of these, 37 are accessing volunteer support and 17 are accessing
complimentary therapies. Again with a focus on a holistic support – that is,
supporting the carers and families as well as the older person – 22 carers have
reported that they are finding it easier to cope with their caring role as a result of the
intervention. In one case, the carer of an older person (son) felt that he could return
to part time employment as a result and in another, reassessment by a palliative care
nurse following carers using complimentary therapies, concluded that a likely hospital
admission due to carer fatigue was avoided.
Committed to the asset based approach, one lady receiving support through
palliative care re-engaged with her hobby of arts and crafts and donated greeting
cards to a charity as a result of her increased sense of well being despite her
circumstances.
Digital Inclusion
The digital inclusion thematic has now allocated resource to three of six localities of
which one (Coatbridge) has started delivery. It is expected that the remaining three
localities will have their funding by the next reporting quarter. Each of the
programmes involve the engaging of volunteers ensuring sustainability and assetbased approach, as well as the use of new technology (i-pads) and as such address
isolation as well as the development of technical ability.
In the meantime, Airdrie Computer Buddies – resourced through the programme
approach in 2013 – has begun delivery having trained 8 volunteers of which 3 are
carers. All those involved in the early stage of the delivery of the programme have
reported a reduced sense of isolation and a greater sense of self-worth.

Home visiting and Befriending
The Home-visiting and Befriending Network is now well established and is making
progress on the Charter which has included input from Befriending Networks
Scotland and, as such, offers their national quality standards as the quality standard
in North Lanarkshire. Four locality areas have now been allocated funding with the
two remaining expected to be allocated by the next reporting quarter. This will
ensure full North Lanarkshire wide coverage as well as an array of different types of
befriending including one-to-one and telephone befriending. Many areas have
submitted bids to other funders to supplement the resource from RCOP to ensure as
wide as possible delivery in each area.
In the meantime, Motherwell Befriend – funded through the earlier programme
proposals approach – continues to deliver and has saw 38 volunteers recruited, 40
older people referred and 14 one-to-one matches made.
Innovation
Community Liaison
The Community Liaison Officer is now in place and has spent the quarter becoming
established in Monklands Hospital. Whilst they have received four referrals, of which
two engaged, these two referrals have demonstrated the need for the service both for
older people and for carers and as such, it is expected that the coming year will
demonstrate higher demand and a corresponding impact on personal outcomes.
As detailed in the case study, a 77 year old man, caring for his 77 year old wife who
had been admitted to hospital was finding both being on his own and being able to
get to the hospital a real strain. In particular attending the hospital was causing
stress only heightened by the financial implications of the regular taxi journeys.
However, as a result of the contact with the community liaision officer, who in turn
linked to the community transport thematic lead, the gentleman is now making the
journeys for 30% less of the cost. The CLO, also had three visits with the couple
reassuring them and offering support. The couple outlined the challenges that many
older people have stated and that the CLO addressed with this couple – and will aim
to do with more in the future:
I know there is a lot of support out there but it is hard to find it. […] It
would be great to have someone to help co-ordinate my life.
Carer of Hospital Patient (77)
Statistical Returns
Noted overleaf are the total programme outcomes for all thematic strands and
previously funded programmes to date. A theme by theme and programme by
programme breakdown is included as appendix 4. Carer and Carer Support;
community transport and volunteering are not included as they are regarded as
enablers; they have each however submitted a full output breakdown attached as
appendix 7 as well as a case study.
Community food which was yet to be approved is not included.
The Programme Outcomes are evidenced through a number of methods including
using the Shortened Warwick Edinburgh Well Being Scale; CCB&CS’ own

questionnaire (introduced in September 2013) or through record keeping which
includes regular one-to-one meetings (or telephone well-being checks).
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As in previous quarters, the outcomes for carers are less than the Partnership would
hope. Saying that, there has been a significant increase in carer outcomes since the
last quarter with an increase from: 49-246; 37-270; 37-218; and 47-242 on the
respective outcomes. The Partnership however, will continue to endeavour to meet
the aspiration of 50% impact on carers. Thus far, issues in meeting these targets
have included: carers not wishing to be identified as carers; appropriateness of
establishing impact on carers (where the relationship is between the worker /
volunteer and the older person) and being able to establish where there is an impact
on carers e.g. when an older person attends a group thus providing a ‘short break’ to
a carer.
These challenges are similarly noted in various recent studies including The Moffat
Project: Preventing Crisis for Carers12 which aimed to ‘create effective partnership
working […] by promoting early identification, intervention and support for carers to
prevent unnecessary crisis’. It found that, despite other successes around
identification, ‘there were no changes found on the impact of caring on carers’
physical or mental health. Nor was there an increase in confidence in the caring role
or knowledge of the condition for which they were providing care.’13 That said
however, the targeting of staff capacity was valuable in that it meant that
‘professionals have increased awareness of carers’ issues, and are more likely to
identify them and do so earlier than before.’14
CONCLUSIONS

12

Nationally, it has been recognised that the approach which CCB&CS in North
Lanarkshire has taken – investment in infrastructure and a thematic approach

The Princess Royal Trust for Carers: The Moffat Project: Preventing Crisis for Carers Support from Day 1; Glasgow
Caledonian University, 2014
13
Ibid, pg iv
14
Ibid






– is one which, if done well, will yield the results which are being sought in the
reshaping of care. This report demonstrates that the approach is one which
is meeting personal and programme outcomes for older people and carers in
North Lanarkshire.
Ensuring that carer support is fully considered (50% of all resource and
outcomes) continues to pose challenges. Some of these challenges
however, have been identified and as such can begin to be addressed by the
thematics, LPDP, Consortia and the CCB&CS group.
The challenges which the partnership face having carers as ‘Equal Partners
in Care’ are shared across the country and the wider Strategic Partnership.
Progress on areas for development from last quarter have seen:
 Locator launched
 The revisiting of targets in thematics for 2013/14
 More training on target setting for CCB&CS reporting
 Integration of the work of the localities and thematics

NEXT STEPS



CCB&CS must be represented at the Steering Group table to ensure that the
work of CCB&CS is recognised as disinvestment is considered.
Ensure that CCB&CS work is fully integrated as the Locality Model and
Integration agenda evolve through LPDP’s local engagement in
developments as well as carers being represented through the CDO. The
contribution of CCB&CS in Integration is reflected below:

Third Sector Infrastructure / Value /
Communities with Capacity /
Organisations able to Sustain themselves /
Parity of Esteem / Locator / Older People
as Assets / Activity Prog
Personal Outcome
Discussions /
Preventative
Measures / Well
being Supports



Locality
Response T

Hosp
Prevention

Existing
Worker

Hosp
Admission

DischargeV

The CCB&CS Partnership will continue to develop the monitoring process to
ensure that it not only captures best practice but also informs development on
an ongoing basis. As such, 2014/15 will see work done on the following:
o Clear definitions and parameters for outputs and programme
outcomes to be drafted
o Collation of the demographic information to establish which groups are
seeing the benefit of RCOP CCB&CS and identify any groups which
are missed.

RECOMMENDATIONS – To note the content of this report

Older People’s
Partnership Board

North Lanarkshire Health and Care Partnership

Community capacity building is defined by the Scottish
Government as ‘measures that strengthen the collective ability of a
Community.’ This includes activities, resources and supports that
strengthen the skills, abilities and confidence of people and
community groups to take effective action and leading roles in the
development of their community.

Re-Shaping for Older People Steering Group

Comm Eng
Group
Community Capacity Building Group
Assessme
nt

Implementation Group

Locality Modelling and Interface Group

Governance Sub Group

Older People are valued as an asset, their voices are heard and
they are supported to enjoy full and positive lives in their own
home or in a homely setting.
Scottish Government Vision for Older People

Perforrmance Group (Pan Lan)

Communication & Engagement

Strategic Implementation Group
(previously NL Wide Consortium)
Thematic Strands

Locality Partnership Development Programme

Advocacy

Carers & Carer Support

Airdrie

Equals Advocacy

NLCT & PRCT

Voice of Experience Forum
Bellshill

Programme Board

Orbiston Neighbourhood Centre
Community Food

Community Transport

Coatbridge

Lanarkshire Food & Health P’ship

Getting Better Together Shotts

Glenboig Neighbourhood House

Community Based Palliative Care

Dementia Support

Cumbernauld & the Northern Corridor

St Andrews Hospice / Strathcarron Hospice

Alzheimer Scotland

CACE
Motherwell

Programme Board

North Lanarkshire Carers Together
Digital Inclusion

Home-visiting & Befriending

Wishaw, Murdostoun & Fortissat

North Lanarkshire Council CL&D

North Lanarkshire Council Social Work

Getting Better Together Shotts

Physical Activity

Volunteer Development

Lanarkshire Leisure Trust

Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire

Innovation

Community Liaison Officer Discharge Hubs

Living Safely Events

Voice of Experience Forum

Voice of Experience Forum

The Community Capacity Building & Carer Support Strategy and the
associated structures and groups have committed to 50% of all
resource being targeted toward interventions for unpaid carers
recognising as it does the invaluable and immeasurable contribution
that they make toward meeting the Programme Outcomes for RCOP
CCB&CS.

APPENDIX 2
The Programme Outcomes

The ten thematic strands together with the LPDP are working toward meeting the following programme
outcomes:

For older people (agreed in October 2012)



A reduction in isolation and loneliness



Increased participation and valuing diversity



Enhanced use of information, advice and education



Improved independence and well-being



Delaying, as far as possible, the need for complex care and support

For carers (agreed in April 2013)



A reduction in isolation and loneliness



Increased ability to manage or cope with the caring role



Improvement in health and well being



Being linked into direct carer support services

It is important to note that the outcomes noted above are the programme outcomes for community capacity
building but the key driver for all community capacity building and carer support activity is to meet Personal
Outcomes for older people and their carers. These personal outcomes are wide and varied and captured in
case studies or through record keeping such as the ‘Carers Journey’.

APPENDIX 3 BUDGET
Thematic Framework

Budget
2013-14

£
Advocacy
Carer Support
Community Food
Community Transport
Dementia Support
Digital Inclusion
Home
Visiting/Befriending
Innovation Fund
Palliative Care
Physical Activity
Volunteer Dev

Actual
Spend
Qtr 1
Apr - Jun
'13
£

Actual
Spend
Qtr 3
Oct - Dec
'13
£

Actual
Spend
Qtr 4
Jan - Mar
14
£

39,676
13,470
10,666
26,642
4,572

29,757
13,470
0
10,668
26,642
3,429

69,433
31,431
5,000
32,000
53,283
8,000

28,333

6,009
10,328
21,240
22,857
28,333

10,507
17,746
21,240
17,143
28,334

18,519
28,073
49,560
40,000
85,000

3,553

7,107

3,553

0

14,213

16,768
6,642
11,183

2,738

2,738

9,429
24,980
6,642
22,365
26,755
10,272
3,633
7,250
83,010
77,850
226,588

933,289

69,433
31,431
45,000
32,000
53,283
8,000

4,490
5,000
10,666
0

52,363
45,000
49,560
40,000
85,000

Active Together
Commication &
Engagement
Computer Buddies
Digital Inclusion (GN)
Motherwell Befriend
Respite Flats
Senior Care
Time Out
Transport Assistance
LAF (12-13)
LAF (13-14)
LPDP (13-14)
LPDP (14-15)
Total

14,213
9,429
24,980
6,642
22,365
32,600
10,272
3,633
7,250
83,010
90,000
226,588

1,042,052

Actual
Spend
Qtr 2
Jul - Sep
'13
£

2,003
7,080

7,250
60,641
313
56,647

4,660
0
56,647

9,104
5,182
56,647

9,429
2,737
0
5,591
26,755
0
3,633
0
8,604
72,355
56,647

173,270

134,315

261,017

364686.88

5,591

10,272

Total
Spend
2013/14
Apr Mar
£

APPENDIX 4: Outcome Target Summary
Notes:
 Targets may be subject to review on confirmation of the definitions /
parameters of the programme outcomes.
 The Innovation Programme targets are not complete as these can only be
confirmed as ‘Innovation’ programmes of work are commissioned. At this
stage, there is no way to know that these targets / programmes will be.
 Community Food Targets will be confirmed on completion of the Community
Food scoping exercise currently being carried out.
 Targets were not set for the Locality Activity Programme owing to the
potential variation in commissioning. To prevent exuberant difference
between target and actual, the LAP target as been noted as the same as the
actual reported to prevent exuberant ‘over-performance’ against targets set.

Older Person: Reduced Isolation and Loneliness
2013/2014
Tgt
Act

2014/2015
Tgt
Act

49
60
40

63
44
98

170

0
0

0
0

380

135

45
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1
950

33

10
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60
18
1740

86
86
15
1606
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0
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0
0
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0
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26
1333

1
1333
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33

6

30
15

106
12

Senior Care

20

44

Theme
Advocacy
Community Based Palliative Care
Dementia Support
Digital Inclusion
Home-visiting and Befriending
Physical Activity
Innovation
Locality Activity Programme
Motherwell Befriend
VHT
Airdrie Comp Buddies
Senior Care
Digital Inclusion GNH
Time out for Carers
Total: Cumulative All Progs
Older Person: Enable Participation and Valued Diversity
Theme
Advocacy
Community Based Palliative Care
Dementia Support
Digital Inclusion
Home-visiting and Befriending
Physical Activity
Innovation
Locality Activity Programme

180
80
260
405
600
354

2049

285
200
200
200
225
600
202

60
2080

72
1867

Tgt

Act

83
30
100

63
36
133

0
0

0
0

230

172

26
1431

1
1431

Motherwell Befriend
VHT
Airdrie Comp Buddies

33

8

30
15

106
12

Senior Care
Digital Inclusion GNH

60
60

76

60
2158

72
2196

Tgt

Act

83
60
40

63
48
55

0
0

0
0

380

127

45
956

1
956

Motherwell Befriend
VHT
Airdrie Comp Buddies

33

10

10
15

15
12

Senior Care
Time Out for Cares
Total: Cumulative All Progs

60
18
1700

76

Older Person: Delayed Need for Complex Support
Theme

Tgt

Act

35
0
40

40
6
48

0
0

0
0

80
120
180

190

130

300

0

1

Short Breaks
Total: Cumulative All Progs
Older Person: Improved Information, Advice and
Education
Theme
Advocacy
Community Based Palliative Care
Dementia Support
Digital Inclusion
Home-visiting and Befriending
Physical Activity
Innovation
Locality Activity Programme

Short Breaks
Total: Cumulative All Progs
Older Person: Improved Independence and Well-being
Theme
Advocacy
Community Based Palliative Care
Dementia Support
Digital Inclusion
Home-visiting and Befriending
Physical Activity
Innovation
Locality Activity Programme

Advocacy
Community Based Palliative Care
Dementia Support
Digital Inclusion
Home-visiting and Befriending
Physical Activity
Innovation

1912

285
90
200
150
405
300
202

86

15
1378

1632

285
180
80
150
405
600
354

2054

120
0

Locality Activity Programme

54

54

Motherwell Befriend
VHT
Airdrie Comp Buddies

33

2

5
15

2
12

Senior Care
Time Out for Carers
Total: Cumulative All Progs

20
18
410

38

Carer: Reduced Isolation and Loneliness
Theme

Tgt

Act

41
60
100

32
24
73

0
0

0
0

150

26

10
55

1
55

33

10

Advocacy
Community Based Palliative Care
Dementia Support
Digital Inclusion
Home-visiting and Befriending
Physical Activity
Innovation
Locality Activity Programme
Motherwell Befriend
VHT
Airdrie Comp Buddies
Time Out for Carers
Total: Cumulative All Progs
Carer: Increased Ability to Manage or Cope with Caring
Role
Theme
Advocacy
Community Based Palliative Care

5
5
6
465

13
346

140
180
240
200
300
200
76

17
3
5
246

Tgt

Act

30

32
40

22

100

93

0
0

0
0

Physical Activity
Innovation
Locality Activity Programme

85

26

10
82

1
82

Motherwell Befriend
VHT
Time Out for Carers
Total: Cumulative All Progs

33

0

5
6
391

9
5
270

Carer: Improved Health and Well-being
Theme

Tgt

Act

41
60
100

32
19
70

0
0

0
0

85

26

10

1

Dementia Support
Digital Inclusion
Home-visiting and Befriending

Advocacy
Community Based Palliative Care
Dementia Support
Digital Inclusion
Home-visiting and Befriending
Physical Activity
Innovation

800

1336

80
120
200
90
200
150
76

916

140
180
200
240
180
150
76

Locality Acitvity Programme

47

Motherwell Befriend
VHT
Time Out for Carers
Total: Cumulative All Progs

33

0

5
6
387

18
5
218

Carer: Linked to Direct Carer Support Services
Theme

Tgt

Act

30
0
100

20
5
87

0
0

0
0

Physical Activity
Innovation
Locality Activity Programme

85

30

10
73

1
73

Motherwell Befriend
VHT
Short Breaks
Total: Cumulative All Progs

33

0

Advocacy
Community Based Palliative Care
Dementia Support
Digital Inclusion
Home-visiting and Befriending

5
0
336

47

14
12
242

1166

80
200
80
112
150
106

728

APPENDIX 5
Locality Activity Summary of Spend

Project
Consortium building
activity
Story and Song
Fitness and
wellbeing

Year 1
Locality

Amount

Activity

£3,690.00
£3,854.00

Wishaw
Wishaw

Community Engagement
confidence building

£3,300.00

Wishaw

Yoga/Relaxation/

Craigneuk motivate

£1,770.00

M well

Learning and Social Activites

Mwell South Church

£2,190.00

Mwell

Physical and Craft Activites

Good Neighbours
Activity Group

£1,392.00

Mwell

Keep fit

Mwell

Activities programme
Zumba/yoga/cake
decorating/card making

St Vickers Activity
Group

£1,300.00

Speedways Activity
Group

£1,300.00

Mwell

Activities programme
Zumba/yoga/cake
decorating/card making

Jubilee Court
Activity Group

£1,176.00

Mwell

Computer classes

Aces Activity
Group£

£1,860.00

Mwell

Promote advancement of
health and education

£2,300.00

Mwell

Yoga/arts and craft in
Sheltered Housing
Complexes

£500.00

Mwell

Intergenearational garden and
arts project

Women’s
Watershed

£720

North

TiChi/Yoga/Art therapy/Aqua
aerobics

Westfield Senior
Citizens

£590

North

Entertainment/Dancing/Mobile
phone operating classes

£2,000

North

Basic Gardening course and
social activities in the centre

Muirhead & District
Seniors

£840

North

Keep fit/sound system and
equipment for Tai-Chi

Shaping up to Life
Pivot Percussion

£590

North

Creative writing/computer
skills

Kilsyth Heritage

£500

North

Publicise a booklet relating
Kilsyth heritage

CACE Football
Memories

£3,012

North

Football memories project

Well Connected
cornerstone

£1,020

North

Basic IT skills

Baille Court Rec
Club
Community
Connections Pilot

Hope Garden

Kilsyth B/D

£679

North

Arts7craft/Bellydancing/flower
arranging/health & beauty
workshops

War memorial
Historic group

£600

North

Develop a war memorial
booklet

Music and Laughter
Kilsyth

£740

North

Historical visits and cultural
links

£2,000

North

To provide resources to a
variety of local groups

£480

North

Relaxation therapy /basic
exercise activities

£890

North

Basic IT skills

£660

North

Entertainment/Arts and crafts

£480.00

Airidre

Music for Memory

Plains Community
and Allotment

£821

Airdrie

Improvement of access to
allotment

Monklands Talking
newspaper

£500

Airdire

Transfer to digital inclusion

Widening access
opportunities

£1,150

Airdire

Whinhall Action Group
summer programme

Glenboig
Neighbourhood
House

£1,360

C/bridge

Men’s Group research and
produce war heroes book

£500

C/bridge

Digital capability to record to
memory sick

£3,498

C/bridge

Caravan site fees and
insurance for respite breaks
for carers

North Locality
Activity Library
Fitness and Fun
Gartcosh Lunch
club
Shaping our lives
Mburn Senior
Citizens
Now your Talking
Airdrie
Café/Alzheimer’s
scot

Monklands Talking
Newspaper
Coatbridge caravan
scheme
Lanarkshire
Inquisitors

£578

C/bridge

Art for fun tutor and field trips

Kirkshaws Adult Art
Group

£1,100

C/bridge

Art tutorial workshops and art
show in centre

Nifty Fifties
Village Autumn Club
The Safety Zone
The Safety Zone

£1,500
£1,700
£2,000
£1,000

C/bridge
C/bridge
C/bridge
C/bridge

Art and Language inclusion
art tutor and Spanish tutor
Art Classes
Afternoon tea dances
Armchair aerobics

£229.60

C/bridge

Activities programme
Zumba/yoga/cake
decorating/card making

£500

C/bridge

To provide equipment for
lunch club it crockery etc

Inclusion through
activities
Blairhill/Dundyvan
Parish Church

Utheo Limited
Keep Fit

£2,500
£400

B/hill
B/hill

Get involved Activity
Programme Digital inclusion
musical memories
Keep Fit

Keenagers

£1,175

B/hill

Reminiscent roadshows

Utheo Limited

£6,700

B/hill

Community Locality Activity
Resource

Unitas Court Social
Club

£2,500

B/hill

Purchase Ipad tuition and
software for sheltered housing

E.U Congregational
Church
Total

Project
Morney/Nitsdale
Res Assoc
Carer Liaison
Project
Made4UinML2
Bonkle Computer
club
Come dancing
Consortium library

£1,725

B/hill
£71,869.00

Year 2
Locality

Amount

installing IT suite in order to
use volunteers to teach basic
it skills

Activity

£4,500.00

Wishaw

Activities ,events and day
trips

£1,000
£600

Wishaw
Wishaw

Consultation event
High tea dance

£2,450
£3,500
£2,275

Wishaw
Wishaw
Wishaw

Computer club
Dancing events
Activity Library

Reach out Cleland
Natter club
Young at Heart

£600
£3,496
£185

Wishaw
Wishaw
Wishaw

Awareness raising event
Activities
Consultation event

South Mothwell
Parish church

£1,500

Mwell

New digital piano for street
choir

Gallsfor Tower
tenants’ association

£350

Mwell

Well fit programme

Pen Pals creative
writing

£887

Mwell

creative writing

£907

Mwell

Cinema club

£350

Mwell

Well fit programme

£3,500

Mwell

Physical and social activities

Kilsyth Seniors
activity programme

£910

North

Activity Programme

Library Activity
Sessions

£610

North

Library Activity Sessions

S Mothwell Parish
church Cinema Club
Whamond Tower
residents
association
M,well Comm
Football Trust

Event Delivery and
Info Project

£670

North

Publication open day

Westfield Senior
Citizens
North Activity Library

£1,427
£5,833

North
North

Activity Programme
Activity Library

Stepps Parish
church

£1,500

North

IT course and equipment

£700

North

Electronic Equipment

£990

North

Social and Physical activity

£1,490

North

Activities

£670

North

Publication open day

£5,000

Airdrie

Good Neighbours Service

Alzheimer Scotland

£510

Airdrie

Football reminiscence group

Voice of Experience
Forum

£710

Airdrie

Art taster session

Plains Senior
Residents

£2,223

Airdrie

Provision of lunch and social
activities

Monklands Senior
Group
Airdrie Craft Group

£510
£1,448

Airdrie
Airdrie

Circle dancing 1
Craft Group

Monklands Seniors
Activity

£2,739

Airdrie

Men’s Shed

Monklands Senior
Group

£3,912

Airdrie

Circle Dance Extension

£210

Airdrie

Circle dance 2

£6,350

Airdrie

Falls Prevention Events

£1,842.00

Cbridge

Digital inclusion extension

John Dempsey
Social club

£800

Cbridge

Social events

Glenboig Neighbr
House

£841

Cbridge

Extension of meal delivery
service

£1,660

Cbridge

Carers short break session

£500

Cbridge

Bingo resources

£600
£850

Cbridge
Cbridge

Physical activity
Relaxation Zone

£3,420
£678
£850

Cbridge
Cbridge
Cbridge

Holiday Caravan Club
Podiatry Awareness
Healthy at Home

Chryston Discussion
Group
Healthy Living and
Socialising
Women's Rural
Group
Kilsyth Heritage
Group
Royal Volunteer
Service

Monklands Seniors
Activity
Voice of Experience
Forum
Glenboig
Neighbourhood
House

Glenboig Neighbr
House
St James Monday
Club
Friends of
Townhead
The Safety Zone
C;Bridge Caravan
Club
Princess Royal Trust
Healthy at Home

Glenboig Neighbr
House
Lanarkshire
Inquisitors

£2,381

Cbridge

Slipper exchange event

£880

Cbridge

Never to old to learn

Lanarkshire Muslim
Society

£1,500

Bellshill

Digital IT Literacy Project

Orbiston
Neighbhood Centre
Utheo Ltd

£6,000
£2,500

Bellshill
Bellshill

Get involved Activity
Programme
Feet sight and Sound

£5,000

Bellshill

Orbiston
Neighbhood Centre
Total

Resource Library
£94,814.00

APPENDIX 6: Locality Activity Programme; Programmes Complete to Date
The Locality Activity Programme is a micro-funding which models ‘Co-Commissioning’ as part of Co-Production in that spend is allocated by the
local Consortium. As a proportionate approach, programmes will not report until the end of the year (rather than every quarter).

No of
People

Area
Airdrie
Airdrie
Airdrie

Programme
Improvement of Access
transfer to digital recording
Airdrie Cafe

Airdrie
Airdrie
Airdrie
Bellshill
Bellshill

widening access to
opportunities
Circle Dancing
Men's Shed Conf
Back to Basics
Computer Club

Bellshill
Bellshill
Bellshill

Keenagers ITC
Moonlight Group
Unitas Court - IT Initiative

Older People

Reduce
d
Isolatio
n and
Lonelin
ess

Increa
sed
partici
pation

Improved
Informati
on,
Advice
and
Educatio
n

Carers

Improved
Health
and
Wellbein
g

Tgt
5
20
126

Act
5
20
88

100
8

61
28

10

11

8

8

8

4

20
18
10

16
12
8

8
10
7

8
12
7

9
10
7

8
10
7

Delayed
Need
for
Comple
x
Support

Reduce
d
Isolation
and
Loneline
ss

Increase
d ability
to
manage
/ cope
with
caring
role

Improv
ed
Health
and
Well
being

Linked
to
Carer
Suppor
t
Service
s

Case
Study
Y/N

42 questionnaires
returned

29
98

75

185

Notes

35

1

10

1

4
Yes

9
7

1

1

1

1

To
follow
No
No

Bellshill
Bellshill
Bellshill
Bellshill
Coatbridge
Coatbridge
Coatbridge
Coatbridge
Coatbridge
Coatbridge
Coatbridge
Coatbridge
Coatbridge
Coatbridge
Coatbridge
Coatbridge
C&N

C&N
C&N
C&N
C&N
C&N
C&N

Keep Fit/Health & Beauty
Feet, Sight & Sound
Information Event
Get Involved Activity
Programme:
Transfer to Digital
Caravan Project
Zumba
Dance anr Art Tuition
Men's Group
Art for Fun
Kiskshaws Adult Art
Project
Monthly Tea Dances
Armchair Aerobics
Art and Language
Inclusion
Slipper Exchange Event
Lunches and Events
Shaping Our Lives

War Memorial Project
B & D Group Activities
Group Activities
Music and Laughter
Gardening Project
Streets of Kilsyth Old &
New

Awaiting
information from
group

20
80

132

65
20
50
16
18
12
12

372
22
32
22
17
11
12

166
22
32
22
17
11
12

20
60
20

22
35
12

22
35
12

22
35
12

34
100
50
50

34
109
70
40

34

34

60
30
30
30
200

132

132

163

25

25

169

Yes

32
22
17
11
12

2
2
1
1

2

1
2

1

1

1
1

2
3

2
2

2
2

2
2

109
?

2

2
?

20

40

Quotes

40

20

0

1

0

1

1

Information on
carers to follow

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

30
25
12
150

10
15
10
12
15

8
20
25
12
15

10
20
10
12
15

1
5
10
12
10

0
0
0
0
0

1
5
3
0
2

1
5
1
0
1

0
5
1
0
2

1
0
1
0
2

Y
Y
Y
y
Y

100

15

15

15

10

0

1

1

1

1

Y

Reached the wider
community with
publication

WIDER community

C&N
C&N
C&N
C&N
C&N

C&N
C&N
C&N

Motherwell

Motherwell

Motherwell

Motherwell

Motherwell

Lunch Club- Fitness Fun
CACE-Football Memories
Activity Library
Now Your Talking
Exercise & Socialise with
Friends

4p's Shaping Up to Life
Women's Watershed
Group Activities
Cornerstone- Well
Connected
Good neighbours,Isa
Money
Centre,Muirhouse,ML1
2LT
Vickers Street,3
Lindsmore Ave,North
Motherwell, ML1 3RA
Ballies Court,Jupiter
street, Forgewood, North
Motherwell,ML1 3XW
Jubilee crt Sheltered
Housing,taking place at
Pat Cullenan
Centre,Logans Rd, North
Motherwell,ML1 3PB
Aces Forgewood
Community Centre,2
Dinmont Cres,North

30
36
100
20

30
12
100
20

10
12
50
19

10
12
100
19

15
12
100
20

15
12
20
20

0
0
0
0

2
0
15
0

2
0
15
0

2
0
15
0

2
0
15
0

Y
Y
Y
Y

20

15

10

10

10

10

0

0

0

0

0

Y

50

8

8

8

8

0

6

0

0

0

Y

8 Members and
wider community
accessing info and
anthologies

30

30

10

30

20

10

0

0

3

3

3

Y

20

14

5

5

5

1

0

0

0

0

0

Y

20

30

4

4

4

4

4

1

1

1

1

N

4 from a possible
30

20

25

3

3

3

3

3

0

0

0

0

N

3 from a possible
30

15

18

5

5

5

5

5

0

0

0

0

N

5 from a possibel
18

12

12

2

2

2

2

2

0

0

0

0

Y

2 from a possible
12

15

5

5

5

5

5

1

1

1

1

N

5 from a possible
15

Motherwell,ML1 3TT

Motherwell

Motherwell

Motherwell

Motherwell

Motherwell

Motherwell
WMF
WMF
WMF
WMF
WMF
WMF
All

Mission place,Community
connections,Mission
Place,
Mission Place, community
connections,Mission
Place, Motherwell ML1
1EA
South Motherwell
Parish,14 Gavin
Street,Motherwell,ML1
2RL Exercise
South Motherwell
Parish,14 Gavin
Street,ML1 2RL
Young at Heart Andrew
Hamilton Centre,Leven
Terrace, ML1 1DR
Speedways at Daisy
Park,Cassells street,ML1
1DX
Song & Story
Yoga & Fitness
WMF Capacity Building
Activites
Tea Dance Consultation
Carers Consultation
Newmains Consutation
Event
Total

12

8

3

3

3

3

3

0

0

0

0

N

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

N

20

15

6

6

6

6

6

0

0

0

0

Y

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

N

20

20

5

5

5

5

5

1

1

1

1

N

25
130
40

25
262
40

5
53
35

5
262
0

5
0
40

5
79
38

5

0
0
3

0
0
7

0
0
4

0
0
2

Y
Y
y

500
100
100

434
41
60

0
41

284
41
60

434
41
60

0

0
0

0

0

2

Y
y
n

20
2634

46
2780

46
950

46
1333

46
1431

46
956

54

55

47

73

o

82

3 from a possible
12

0

6 from a
possible15

0
5 from a possible
20
5 from a possible
25

APPENDIX 7: Programme Outputs

Thematic

Qtr 3 Tgt

Qtr3 Actual

Qtr
4
Tgt

24

83

63

Qtr 4
Act

Advocacy

Output
No. of Older People worked
with

Carer Support

Report on CC& CSS work to
NL Carer Strat
Implementation

1

1

2

2

Report to NHS Carer
Information Strat Group

1

1

2

1

Report and active
involvement in CCB&SC
Group and NL-wide
Consortia

2

1

2

2

Link all Consortia to support
carer evelopments

6

6

6

6

5

2

3

4

3

3

10

10

Carer Training sessions
devlivered
Carer Consultation Events
No of session to support
carers to be involved in
planning process
Link to thematic leads

5

3
10

3
10

Develop Implementation
Plan

1

1

35

8

1

1

70

38

2

3

40

54

6

6

400

265

Dementia
Work with existing
community groups to support
them to be accessible to
people with dementia
Develop new therapeutic
community groups in areas
where needs are identified

1

Work with local town centre
businesses, care homes and
organisations to make a
commitment and work
towards being a dementia
friendly community

20

14

Work to promote and support
existing therapeutic
community groups

3

3

Improve and support
engagement with memory
cafes across NL
Additional Indicators

3

200
126
attendees attendees

Engage with existing
community groups and raise
awareness of the programme
and its benefits to the
community

35

18

Engage with Businesses and
Organisations to raise
awareness of the programme
and its benefits to them and
their customers

20

22

Engage/signpost new people
to memory cafes in NL

10

15

No of people attending local
comm groups after
awareness sessions
No of business / org staff
attending who have taken
part in awareness

Physical Activity

Number of People Trained
(resulting in a greater
number of onsite classes
being delivered
Number of Later Life
Training – Postural stability
Instructors

6

6

6

6

70

35

40

40

20

37

120

184

250

468

6

6

6

6

Volunteering

In house Peer Training from
local Community Groups)

7

No of Sheltered Housing
Complexes Care Homes
delivering daily or weekly
physical activity sessions

5

Local Consortia Meetings to
Attend to consult on physical
activity progress

6

14

20

24

12

6

400

432

300

324

110

204

50

34

100

34

6

200

No of Older People
Attending sessions

150 289 (at
introductory
1 off
sessions)

No of volunteers Trained

31

2

No of sessions delivered
directly from physical
activity staff

No of Volunteers Recruited
No of Older Volunteers
Recruited

15

35

100
50

85
32

50

7

No of organisations
registered for Volunteer
Friendly

12

No of organisations
completing Volunteer
Friendly

0

Vol Dev Advisorts matched
and met with localities

6

8
12

8

12

8

6

6

12

6

No of Carers
Volunteers who have carers
>65

23
7

No of Carers >65
Community
Transport

PATS TRAINING
Midas Training
Midas Driver / assessor
training
Comm Trans Pilot Progs
Passenger Journeys (GBT)
Passenger Journeys NL wide (per week)
Volunteer Driver Journeys

Community Based
Palliative Care

16

12

11
13

12

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

3

1

2

1372
500
56

1814

Total no of referrals assessed
by Comm Nurse

0

No of people accessing
Comp therapy

0

No of people accessing vol
support

0

No of Volunteers accessing
training

0

2
60

68

60

17

120

37

10

18

0
5
0

Motherwell Befriend
Befriending Activity Groups
formed

1

No. of People attending
groups (8+ per group)

1

3

2

4

3

4

3

8

10 24

33

33

33

33

43

One to one matches (more
than 2 weeks)

10

16 15

16

15

12

15

14

Volunteers recruited
Older people referred

15
30

25 25
29 29

36
33

33
33

38
34

33
33

38
40

Carers referred

15

Recruit & Train 8 Volunteers
Recruit 5 youth Volunteers
Develop monthly Menus
providing variety of healthy
options

0
0
12

1

3

Vintage High Teas

11
6
12

0
0

14
8
30

0
0
0

16
10
42

0
0
12

20
11
72

Publicise Service
Plan monthly calendar of
appropriate Activities

Ongoing Ongoing
3

12

Operate Service
Work with Community
Transport on demand

24

96
Ongoing

No of Older People

15

Ongoing
15

0 ongoing
0

120
Ongoing

Ongoing
15

0

144
Ongoing

18

168
Ongoing

Airdrie Computer
Buddies

Digital Inclusion
Homevisiting and
Befriending

No. of locality programmes
funded

Network Established
Network Meetings
No. of localtiy programmes
funded
Charter planning

0

15

0

15

0

15

12

6

6

1
4

1
4

6
1

4
1

APPENDIX 8: CASE STUDY

Reshaping Care Community Capacity Building & Carer
Support Case Study Guidance
The purpose of collating and publishing case studies in Community Capacity Building and Carer Support is to allow the
partnership to demonstrate the outstanding impact that they are having on Older people and their carers and the communities
in North Lanarkshire. As such, the more robust and detailed the case studies are, the stronger the evidence base of the
demonstrable impact will be.
The following document is meant for guidance only and also stands to provide support to those who are unsure of how to
structure a case study or what should be included (page two illustrates the evidence base that the CCB&CS partnership are
looking for). For those who do not wish to use the format below, they should use it as a guide on what to include.
Name of Project
Date of Submission

Community Liaison Officer
31.01.14

Primary Contact
Email
Telephone #

Mark Slorance
mark@voef.org.uk
07715093069

Summary
Please summarise the case study in one paragraph of no more than 100 words.

Initial referral was received via the Discharge Hub at Monklands. The case involved a gentleman aged 77 who
was the main carer for his 77 year old wife. His wife was admitted to Monklands hospital and he visited her on
a daily basis. The gentleman had mobility issues and required the use of a wheelchair; this was causing both
physical and financial difficulties with regards to visiting his wife. The daily taxi costs were escalating,
approximately £25 per day. The gentleman was also feeling lonely and isolated since his wife’s admission to
hospital and he was worried that ongoing costs would restrict his visiting.

What was the issue you were addressing or working on?
Initially the immediate issue of transport to and from the hospital was addressed. We also discussed the
gentleman’s role as a carer which initially he did not identify with.

What did the project do?
(Remember to include how the older person or carer was involved and consulted (asset approach); how
Personal Outcomes were met; Intervention(s), organisations involved)
As the Community Liaison Officer I visited the couple on the ward to discuss the main issues that were
affecting them at this time. It was clear that the escalating transport costs to and from the hospital was
an issue and was causing additional stress to the carer. The gentleman also stated that he was feeling
lonely and isolated due to his wife’s admission to hospital and felt his visits were essential for both his
and his wife’s mental well being. To address these issues I initially made contact with CACE in
Cumbernauld who at present were unable to offer transport as they were awaiting the purchase of a
new vehicle and volunteer driver. Contact was then made with Paul Bridges, the community transport

thematic lead who was able to arrange for a volunteer driver to support the Gentleman to and from the
hospital for visiting. This service was offered on a Monday – Friday basis.
We also discussed the gentleman’s role as a carer, which initially he did not identify with as he himself
felt as if he was supported by community services already in place. We discussed the importance of his
role and how he can be further supported in the community as a carer. As a result of this conversation,
together we completed an application for North Lanarkshire Carers Together so that he can learn about
additional support and assessments available.

What were the outcomes/benefits or otherwise?
(What happened and what was gained or lost from this? When were the benefits realised? Would you do
anything differently? What is/was your timeline?)
Community transport commenced on Mon 31 st March and reduced the gentleman’s daily costs by over 30%.
This not only had a financial benefit but the gentleman’s anxieties were also alleviated as he felt reassured that
he could continue to visit his wife and also reduce his own loneliness and isolation.
The gentleman is now awaiting contact from North Lanarkshire Carers together who will further provide
support and advice to him.
This engagement took place over the period of 3 days and involved three visits to the couple on the ward to
ensure that they were happy with my progress and also to make sure that they had no other queries or any other
issues.

Additional contacts (to find out more)
(People, organisations, link(s) to further information, if available)

Once submitted, this case study will be used to publicise the work of the CCB&CS group which could include being
passed on to third parties including Scottish Government and the Joint Improvement Team.

n order to help us best sort the case studies and also to allow you to highlight how you have addressed
some of our key priorities please enter a Y into each and every box you think this applies to and
evidenced to a greater or lesser extent in the text above.

Programme Outcomes Older People

Case Study

Reduction in Isolation and Loneliness
Increase in Participation & Diversity
Increase in Well-Being
Delayed Need for Complex Support
Improved Information, Advice and Education

Y

Programme Outcomes Carers
Reduction in Isolation and Loneliness

Y

Increased ability to cope or manage caring role

Y

Improved Health and Well-being

Y

Being linked into direct carer support services

Y

Programme Ethos
Personal Outcomes met

Y

Building Capacity / Sustainability
Co-Production (with communities, people and organisations)
Asset Based Approach
Preventative and Anticipatory Care
Build social networks and opportunities for participation
Early diagnosis of dementia
Prevention of Falls and Fractures
Information & Support for Self-Management & Self-Directed Support
Prediction of risk of recurrent admissions
Anticipatory Care Planning
Support for carers
Suitable and varied housing and housing support

Y

Alzheimer Scotland – Dementia Thematic

Cornerstone house
“Cornerstone House” is a community hub in Cumbernauld where many clubs, groups
and organisations,can come together to meet, learn and support each other and enjoy
life in a friendly, safe and convenient community setting.
I met with (Alan Welsh) the facility manager and (Rona Cheyne) ‘Drop In Café’
Secretary in February to discuss the Dementia friendly community’s project and the
benefit this would have for “Cornerstone House” and its service users.
During this meeting it was highlighted that many of the service users had already been
involved with people living with dementia. ‘Alan’ and ‘Rona’ were in agreement that it
would be a good idea if all staff members and willing service users were able to attend
a dementia awareness session in order to make the facilities more accommodating and
inclusive for people living with dementia.
Liaising with Alan we were able to set up a date on the 31st March 7.30pm. 16
members of staff and volunteers attended the dementia awareness session. here are
some quotes from the session. “Very beneficial, did not realize how dementia can affect
people so differently” (Volunteer) “Hints and tips section was great for future
reference”(Staff Member)
I was also able to tie in with Rona’s volunteer induction day in March where there were
22 volunteers in attendance. The awareness session seemed very relevant for the
volunteers and evoked a number of questions throughout. Some personal and others
scenario based. I feel this gave a much better overall understanding of dementia and
how communication and getting the environment right can have a massive effect on
helping people living with dementia.
‘Cornerstone House’ is currently implementing their action plan which consists of
putting up some clear and concise signage improving lights on entrance to building.
Alan has also agreed tomake the facility as accessible as possible for people living with
dementia and provide information in the form of leaflets.
I will be in regular contact with ‘Cornerstone house’ to ensure they have the support in
place to continually deliver a dementia friendly facility.

Reshaping Care Community Capacity Building & Carer
Support Case Study Guidance
The purpose of collating and publishing case studies in Community Capacity Building and Carer Support is to allow the
partnership to demonstrate the outstanding impact that they are having on Older people and their carers and the communities
in North Lanarkshire. As such, the more robust and detailed the case studies are, the stronger the evidence base of the
demonstrable impact will be.
The following document is meant for guidance only and also stands to provide support to those who are unsure of how to
structure a case study or what should be included (page two illustrates the evidence base that the CCB&CS partnership are
looking for). For those who do not wish to use the format below, they should use it as a guide on what to include.
Name of Project
Date of Submission
Primary Contact
Email
Telephone #

Community based Palliative Care
April 2014(4)
B High
bruce.high@standrews.scot.nhs.uk
01236 766951

Summary
Please summarise the case study in one paragraph of no more than 100 words.
F is a 68 year old lady diagnosed with advanced cancer. Her chemotherapy
treatment had been completed and she is now receiving palliative interventions
only. She lives in a second floor flat with her 42 year old son. Palliative care
nurse met F within the hospice inpatient unit before her discharge home. She was
very apprehensive about going home having been a patient in the hospital and
hospice for a total of 10 Weeks. She enjoyed complementary therapy whilst in
the hospice. She agreed for the palliative care community nurse to visit her after
discharge. I arranged to visit her one week after discharge. On home assessment
she became quite emotional and said she felt overwhelmed with the transition to
community despite having carers four times daily, Macmillan Nurse input and
frequent visits from District Nurses. She said that it would not be long before she
returned to the hospice. She felt trapped in her flat due to inability to mobilise
stairs, and worried about the strain she was putting her son under. F had lost a
lot of confidence, felt isolated and lonely in her living room/bedroom. She missed
the security and the “banter” she experienced in the hospice.

What was the issue you were addressing or working on?






Patient stress.
Social isolation and loneliness.
Loss of independence
Carer stress

What did the project do?
(Remember to include how the older person or carer was involved and consulted (asset approach); how
Personal Outcomes were met; Intervention(s), organisations involved)
She agreed to weekly complementary therapy and two weekly nurse support
visits from palliative care project nurse who explored past hobbies and things she
would like to achieve within her home environment. She had previously enjoyed
browsing the Web and pastel art, some of which hung on her walls. F was very
enthusiastic during her conversations with the nurse coordinator and her mood
became instantly elevated.

What were the outcomes/benefits or otherwise?
(What happened and what was gained or lost from this? When were the benefits realised? Would you do
anything differently? What is/was your timeline?)
Within one month F had become more confident within herself and benefited from
a six week block of complementary therapy. She feels more relaxed and advised
her sleep pattern has improved. She plays a relaxation tape regularly and uses
her aroma stick to manage any anxiety she has.(inhalation of essential oils)
F started to order arts and crafts materials online and has donated two dozen
handmade cards to the hospice shop. Her confidence and wellbeing are growing
and she is very open to volunteer support workers visiting her on a weekly basis
to support with her hobbies. Her son is able to visit his friends more and has
recently returned to part time work. She never talks about having to be
readmitted because she cannot cope.
In summary:







Reduced patient stress.
Reduced social isolation and loneliness.
Degree of independence returned.
Reduced carer stress.
Possible avoidance of admission.

Additional contacts (to find out more)
(People, organisations, link(s) to further information, if available)
Anne Marie Toland
Project coordinator
St. Andrew’s Hospice
Once submitted, this case study will be used to publicise the work of the CCB&CS group which could include being
passed on to third parties including Scottish Government and the Joint Improvement Team.

In order to help us best sort the case studies and also to allow you to highlight how you have addressed
some of our key priorities please enter a Y into each and every box you think this applies to and
evidenced to a greater or lesser extent in the text above.

Programme Outcomes Older People

Case Study

Reduction in Isolation and Loneliness

Y

Increase in Participation & Diversity

Y

Increase in Well-Being

Y

Delayed Need for Complex Support

Y

Improved Information, Advice and Education
Programme Outcomes Carers
Reduction in Isolation and Loneliness

Y

Increased ability to cope or manage caring role

Y

Improved Health and Well-being

Y

Being linked into direct carer support services
Programme Ethos
Personal Outcomes met
Building Capacity / Sustainability

Y

Co-Production (with communities, people and organisations)
Asset Based Approach

Y
Preventative and Anticipatory Care

Build social networks and opportunities for participation

Y

Early diagnosis of dementia
Prevention of Falls and Fractures
Information & Support for Self-Management & Self-Directed Support
Prediction of risk of recurrent admissions
Anticipatory Care Planning
Support for carers
Suitable and varied housing and housing support

Y

CASE STUDY: LOCALITY ACTIVITY PROGRAMME

Community Cohesiveness
Tea Dances have been widely supported throughout the locality through various community
groups.
Mr T lives in a residential care home. He is 92 , frail and reliant on a wheelchair for mobility.
He was brought along to a tea dance accompanied by professional carers, his relative, and
other residents.
On chatting with Mr T he said he was ’delighted to be at the dance’. He loved dancing in his
younger days and had many happy memories around music.
However he became very emotional. He confided in me that it was 20 years since being at
a formal tea dance. Last time he went he was asked to leave the floor as he was a
hindrance to other dancers. He hadn’t gone out to any dances since. His carers encouraged
him to try again, but he was adamant that he wouldn’t be dancing.

Mr T was encouraged by the music and a young volunteer from Coatbridge College to join
her on the dance floor. Serenaded by the singer and ‘ twirled’ by the young volunteer Mr T ‘
‘did go to the ball’
Mr T said. ‘ I have had the time of my life, surrounded by beautiful women, good music and
good food, what more could I want? Fantastic afternoon and can I come back ?’
Additional Evidence .
Through the work undertaken at these Capacity Building events in 2013 links were made
with Coatbridge College

Reshaping Care Community Capacity Building & Carer
Support Case Study Guidance
The purpose of collating and publishing case studies in Community Capacity Building and Carer Support is to allow the
partnership to demonstrate the outstanding impact that they are having on Older people and their carers and the communities
in North Lanarkshire. As such, the more robust and detailed the case studies are, the stronger the evidence base of the
demonstrable impact will be.
The following document is meant for guidance only and also stands to provide support to those who are unsure of how to
structure a case study or what should be included (page two illustrates the evidence base that the CCB&CS partnership are
looking for). For those who do not wish to use the format below, they should use it as a guide on what to include.
Name of Project
Date of Submission

Equals Advocacy

Primary Contact
Email
Telephone

Summary
Please summarise the case study in one paragraph of no more than 100 words.
The client was referred by another advocate in our project who worked with the clients’ husband. The client’s
husband has lived with dementia for many years and she was the main carer for him. The client felt her caring
role was impacting on her health and wellbeing. She had become socially isolated and unable to maintain
friendships or participate in hobbies she had previously enjoyed. Through a multi-disciplinary approach a
number of agencies were also raising concerns regarding the escalating aggressive behaviour of the client’s
husband and the possible impact/risk this could pose to the client.

What was the issue you were addressing or working on?
The client recognised her husband required to move into long term care although she was very reluctant for this
to happen. In the initial stages the focus was around liaising with social work to get extra support in the home,
allowing her some respite to come to terms with changes which were happening in her life. The client spoke of
feeling agitated and anxious both in caring for her husband and around what lies ahead for the future. The
advocate spoke to the client and provided the time and opportunity to discuss her views and wishes, thereafter
this was communicated to the relevant people involved in the care and treatment of the client’s husband. The
advocate also provided information around carer support groups. The client was a very private lady and advised
she preferred to get information and support through the advocate. From the early stages the client spoke of
being happy that someone was around for her, and there to listen to her views and wishes. The client felt at
times people were making decisions regarding her husband and not consulting her nor trying to ascertain her
views and wishes. The client was the main carer for her husband for a long time and it was important to her that
she was consulted regarding any action or decisions regarding her husband’s future care needs. Focus was
around promoting independence and empowering the client both in her current situation and also around longer
term plans. The advocate provided the client with information regarding Power of Attorney (POA) and
Anticipatory Care planning (ACP). The client wished to become more active and independent and be able to
participate more within the local community the advocate provided information around carers groups although
at this time the client felt it was not for her.

What did the project do?
(Remember to include how the older person or carer was involved and consulted (asset approach); how
Personal Outcomes were met; Intervention(s), organisations involved)
Initially the role of the advocate was supporting and empowering the client to ensure her views and wishes were
communicated to all agencies involved in the care and treatment of her husband. The advocate met with the
client on a weekly basis. This gave the client the opportunity to reflect and communicate her views and wishes
to the advocate. The advocate spoke with the allocated social worker and the social work manager to discuss
extra support at home which resulted in respite support hours being put in place. The advocate attended a

number of social work meetings ensuring that the clients views were taken into account and directly influencing
the decision making process. When the clients husband moved to long term care this resulted in her benefits
changing the advocate provided information to the client regarding contact details for DWP and CAB and
offered to attend/ contact if required. The client decided to deal with this herself. The advocate also provided the
client with contact details for the My bus to allow her to get out and about which would help to improve her
self-esteem and confidence and reduce isolation. The advocate with the client’s permission made a referral to
the Locality Link officer. They visited the client and have agreed a plan where the client will be attending some
local groups allowing her to build up new friends and support networks

What were the outcomes/benefits or otherwise?
(What happened and what was gained or lost from this? When were the benefits realised? Would you do
anything differently? What is/was your timeline?)
The advocate supported the client to express her views and wishes around her husband’s move into long term
care. This ensured that the client felt involved in the process and helped to reduce the stress and anxiety the
client felt over this difficult transition. The advocate supported the client to improve her social isolation by
building up community links and support networks. The advocate provided the client with the necessary
information regarding her benefits which allowed her to deal with this and feel in control of her life. In respect
of forward planning the advocate and the client have arranged to have further discussions around arranging a
POA and to complete an ACP. The client reports she now feels settled and happy and enjoys spending quality
time visiting her husband in the care home where he also appears to be much happier and less anxious. The
client advises she now looks to the future in a much more positive way and feels her life has begun again.
Timeline
Referred from advocacy worker to gather the client views and wishes.
Supported the client to communicate her views, wishes and feelings to empower her and ensure her rights
were upheld.
Provided information around carers support contacts.
Communicated client’s wishes and views to all involved where required and attend social work meeting
as required.
Support through the transition of her husband moving to long term care.
Support and provide information to ensure benefits are maximised.
Provided information around community transport links to improve activity, self esteem and community
participation.
Provided information and refer onto locality link to increase social isolation and improve support
networks for longer term.
Provided information around forward care planning for her.
Outstanding
To visit client and review her views and wishes around the community groups and discuss if any other
actions or support are required. Also revisit issues around longer term planning POA and ACP.

Additional contacts (to find out more)
(People, organisations, link(s) to further information, if available)

Once submitted, this case study will be used to publicise the work of the CCB&CS group which could include being
passed on to third parties including Scottish Government and the Joint Improvement Team.

In order to help us best sort the case studies and also to allow you to highlight how you have addressed
some of our key priorities please enter a Y into each and every box you think this applies to and
evidenced to a greater or lesser extent in the text above.

Programme Outcomes Older People

Case Study

Reduction in Isolation and Loneliness

y

Increase in Participation & Diversity

y

Increase in Well-Being

y

Delayed Need for Complex Support

y

Improved Information, Advice and Education

y

Programme Outcomes Carers
Reduction in Isolation and Loneliness

y

Increased ability to cope or manage caring role

y

Improved Health and Well-being

y

Being linked into direct carer support services
Programme Ethos
Personal Outcomes met

y

Building Capacity / Sustainability

y

Co-Production (with communities, people and organisations)

y

Asset Based Approach
Preventative and Anticipatory Care
Build social networks and opportunities for participation

y

Early diagnosis of dementia
Prevention of Falls and Fractures
Information & Support for Self-Management & Self-Directed Support

y

Prediction of risk of recurrent admissions
Anticipatory Care Planning

y

Support for carers

y

Suitable and varied housing and housing support
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Mapping the Journey: Exploring the Voluntary Sector’s
Relationship with Community Planning in North Lanarkshire
A Timeline Overview for Voluntary Sector and Community Planning Partners

VANL

Report from Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire August 2014
A Product of the Third Sector Community Planning
Improvement Programme in North Lanarkshire

Community Lanarkshire
1.0

Voluntary Sector and Community Planning in North Lanarkshire: The Early Days (2003-06)

Community Planning in North Lanarkshire

The Local Government in Scotland Act (2003) was a trigger for the voluntary sector’s participation within
Community Planning in North Lanarkshire. The Act stipulated that local authorities initiated, facilitated and
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2.0
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In 2003, a significant stride forward in ensuring the voluntary sector was well represented within
Community Planning was taken as agreement was reached for two voluntary sector representatives to join
the North Lanarkshire Partnership Board. Prior to 2003, there had been ad-hoc voluntary sector
representation from the local CVS’s at North Lanarkshire Partnership
Board,
but refreshed
and formalised
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involving organisations in the North Lanarkshire area,
offer promotion of volunteering throughout the local aut
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Exploring the Voluntary Sector’s Relationship with Community Planning in North Lanarkshire

Development Group (later to be CVS North Lanarkshire and then Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire), and
the other representative would be appointed by election on a two-year cycle. This was a major
breakthrough for the local voluntary sector, as it was not only one of the first appointments of voluntary
sector representation to a Community Planning Partnership Board in Scotland, but demonstrated a
recognition from North Lanarkshire Partnership that the voluntary sector was considered a valued partner.
In 2006, following the success of the first North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Strategy and the introduction
of CVS North Lanarkshire, the terms of reference of the Voluntary Sector Strategy Development Group were
reviewed and1 the group became North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group. North Lanarkshire
Partnership Board endorsed the newly formed Voluntary Sector Partnership Group as a designated formal
sub-group of the Community Planning Partnership. The two voluntary sector representatives to North
Lanarkshire Partnership Board (June Vallance and Francis Fallan) became the Chair and Vice-Chair of the
new Voluntary Sector Partnership Group, and other agencies and partnerships represented initially
included CVS North Lanarkshire, Volunteer Centre North Lanarkshire, North Lanarkshire Information and
Advice Forum, and North Lanarkshire Council. Its recognition by North Lanarkshire Partnership quickly
established the Voluntary Sector Partnership Group as the key strategic table for connecting the local
voluntary sector to Community Planning activity.
Around the time of the establishment of the Voluntary Sector Partnership Group, it was becoming
increasingly apparent that the voluntary sector required to communicate and advocate with one voice
within the Community Planning agenda. To assist this process, CVS North Lanarkshire and Volunteer Centre
North Lanarkshire formalised their partnership arrangement by establishing a Voluntary Sector
Infrastructure Liaison Forum, at which consensus for a singular sectoral approach could be established.

3.0

SVA Pathfinder Programme and Strengthening of Structures (2008-10)
By 2008, the wheels had been fully set in motion for the voluntary sector’s full participation within North
Lanarkshire Partnership. Many negative stereotypes of what the voluntary sector is and how it operates
had been banished by this stage as the two voluntary sector representatives assisted the process of
increasing the knowledge of Community Planning Partners, and the Voluntary Sector Partnership Group
made a successful contribution to the 2008-2012 North Lanarkshire Community Plan.
On behalf of the Voluntary Sector Partnership Group, CVS North Lanarkshire and Volunteer Centre North
Lanarkshire obtained funding through the Supporting Voluntary Action (SVA) Programme in Scotland to
deliver a two-year SVA Pathfinder Programme in North Lanarkshire. This Programme enabled a full
strengthening of the Voluntary Sector Partnership Group to make it fully representative of a range of
thematic areas of the voluntary sector, and saw the introduction of six Voluntary Sector Locality Networks
and eight Voluntary Sector Thematic Networks as sub-sets of the Voluntary Sector Partnership Group.

In many ways, the Voluntary Sector Locality and Thematic Networks provided the final piece of the jigsaw in
establishing a clear two-way accountability line between grassroots voluntary sector organisations and
volunteers and the key decision-makers of North Lanarkshire Partnership. The Voluntary Sector Locality
Networks proved an instant success, with voluntary sector organisations, volunteers and other community
partners coming together in the six localities of North Lanarkshire to discuss and share information >>
local
voluntary
sectorSector
activity.
Voluntary Planning
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about local voluntary sector activity. Voluntary Sector Thematic Networks were also successful, although it
was discovered that Thematic Networks became relevant (or less-relevant) according to the current social,
economical and cultural environment (for example, the Employability Network has remained hugely
successful since 2008 as employability has remained a relevant topic throughout the last six years).

4.0

Localism and Establishment of Third Sector Interface (2008-10)
Following the 2007 Scottish Parliament elections, the newly installed Scottish Government outlined its vision
for ‘localism’ and placing an emphasis on streamlining services to fit local priorities rather than simply
developing national frameworks or networks to replicate in local areas.
1

Part of this process involved reviewing the existing CVS and Volunteer Centre Networks in Scotland. The
Scottish Government expressed a desire to replace these Networks with a single ‘Third Sector Interface’ in
each local authority area in Scotland, which would act as a leading umbrella body for supporting
volunteering development, capacity building for voluntary sector organisations, social enterprise
development, and voluntary sector connectivity to Community Planning Partnerships. Each local authority
area was to a certain extent given free reign as to how it would structure its Third Sector Interface from
existing organisations and services operating.
In 2008, the four key partners of CVS North Lanarkshire, Volunteer Centre North Lanarkshire, North
Lanarkshire Council, and Lanarkshire Social Economy Partnership established a working group with the
intention of developing a framework for North Lanarkshire’s Third Sector Interface. During 2008-09, a
detailed review of existing structures and consultation process was undertaken, resulting in a partnership
decision in October 2009 to work towards establishing a new organisation entitled Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire to act as the single Third Sector Interface for the local area. Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire
was to amalgamate and incorporate services previously delivered by CVS North Lanarkshire and Volunteer
Centre North Lanarkshire, including the newer element of social enterprise development.
A further working group was installed to take forward initial Board appointment and operational planning
for Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire. On 31 March 2010, CVS North Lanarkshire and Volunteer Centre
North Lanarkshire were closed as organisations and Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire became
operational on 1 April 2010.

5.0

Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire and Changing Culture with CPP Engagement (2010-12)
With (by enlarge) a continuity of staffing and service delivery carried forward from predecessor
organisations into Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire, the transition of operational services for the voluntary
sector proved to be generally a smooth process with minimal disruption for service users. Throughout its
first year of operational, the brand of Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire became increasingly recognisable,
and by the end of its second year of operation, Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire was well recognised
locally as the organisation which delivered services previously rolled-out by CVS North Lanarkshire and
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire.

It became apparent fairly early into the life cycle of Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire that the >>
establishment of a single lead organisation for the voluntary sector would result in significant gains3in
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relationships between Community Planning Partners and the voluntary sector. Community Planning
Partners, particularly North Lanarkshire Council and NHS Lanarkshire, benefited from having single door
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establishment of a single lead organisation for the voluntary sector would result in significant gains in
relationships between Community Planning Partners and the voluntary sector. Community Planning
Partners, particularly North Lanarkshire Council and NHS Lanarkshire, benefited from having single door
access to the voluntary sector in North Lanarkshire through the Third Sector Interface. In this respect, a
fundamental role of Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire became brokerage between Community Planning
Partners and the wider voluntary sector. This area of work represented the fourth and final strand of the
Scottish Government’s directive to Third Sector Interfaces in Scotland, which was developing the voluntary
sector’s role and involvement within Community Planning.
1
It was noticeable
that the credibility and value of the voluntary sector within North Lanarkshire Partnership
became greater and better recognised during the period 2010-2012, with Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire becoming a main player at several strategic groups and partnerships, not least of all within the
Reshaping Care for Older People Change Plan agenda. North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership
Group also became slicker in its operation with Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire driving its agenda, and
this was clearly recognised at North Lanarkshire Partnership Board level.

This major step forward in relationships with and recognition by Community Planning Partners provided a
great source of assurance for the wider voluntary sector, with the justification for developing a single Third
Sector Interface widely recognised by all sectors by 2012.

6.0

Third Sector Representatives on Local Area Partnerships (2012-14)
By late 2012, with voluntary sector representation at North Lanarkshire Partnership Board already well
established, focus began to turn to voluntary sector representation with local area Community Planning
structures. Although Community Forums as local voluntary sector organisations were representative of
communities on six Local Area Partnerships operational within the North Lanarkshire Partnership structure,
a concern of the Voluntary Sector Partnership Group was that there was no formal or agreed
representation of specifically the wider voluntary sector within these Local Area Partnerships.
Discussions between Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire and North Lanarkshire Council took place to
address these concerns, and it was agreed that six new voluntary sector representative roles would be
installed to attend and represent the sector at six Local Area Partnerships. Similar to the elected voluntary
sector representative on North Lanarkshire Partnership Board role, the six voluntary sector representatives
on Local Area Partnerships would be appointed on a two-year cyclical basis through a nomination and
ballot process. A transparent process to appoint inaugural representatives took place from January-March
2013, and six voluntary sector representatives were appointed to Local Area Partnerships on 1 April 2013.
The first year of voluntary sector representation on Local Area Partnerships involved new relationships
being formed between voluntary sector representatives and local Community Planning Partners and
Community Forums, as well as a network of voluntary sector Local Area Partnership representatives being
established. During 2013-14, voluntary sector representatives submitted quarterly reports to Local Area
Partnerships, updating Community Planning Partners on sectoral activity in local areas.

Although still in its relative infancy, and with some learning to be taken from the first cyclical period, >>
voluntary sector representation on Local Area Partnerships has overall been a successful step forward for
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voluntary sector representation on Local Area Partnerships has overall been a successful step forward for
the voluntary sector in further enhancing and strengthening its connectivity with Community Planning. The
nomination process for the second cycle of elected voluntary sector representatives will commence in
January 2015, with a newly appointed set of representatives scheduled to be in place by 1 April 2015.

7.0

North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Strategy 2013-18 (2012-14)
FiveIn 2012, the Voluntary Sector Partnership Group identified a need for a new North Lanarkshire Voluntary
Sector Strategy
1 to be developed to refresh the collective vision and objectives of the local voluntary sector,
particular in light of the strides forward taken in relation to sectoral connectivity to the Community Planning.
A fully inclusive consultation period followed, where voluntary sector and statutory partners were engaged
with to help visualise a successful five-year path for the voluntary sector in North Lanarkshire to strive
towards from 2013-18. The result was the creation of North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Strategy 2013-18,
which highlighted the four key areas of focus for the voluntary sector of effective representation,
communication and engagement, capacity building and collaborative working, and making an impact.
Strategy Progress and Outcomes 2013-14 
One year on from its official launch at North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Conference 2013, North
Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group reviewed Strategy advancement to date, with the following
progress recognised under each of the four areas:
Effective Representation (ensuring that the community and voluntary sector and its representatives are

enabled to access all levels of the Community Plan and participate fully in its processes and structures):
The introduction of a Third Sector Representation Matrix has been an extremely valuable
development, enabling recognised monitoring and recording of mandated voluntary sector
representation at various strategic partnerships and groups
Positive voluntary sector participation and representation at Local Area Partnerships has
broadened the local voluntary sector’s knowledge of and engagement in local Community
Planning activities
Community Planning Partners have acknowledged increased awareness and understanding of the
local voluntary sector and its value as a result of bolstered and purposeful voluntary sector
representation at strategic partnership level.
Communication and Engagement (ensuring that the community and voluntary sector are informed and

consulted about Community Planning initiatives and priorities):
Voluntary Sector Locality Network events now include information sessions from Third Sector Local
Area Partnership Representatives and North Lanarkshire Council Regeneration Services Managers
Involve, the quarterly newsletter of Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire which is widely circulated to
the local voluntary sector, has been redesigned to include focussed sections on locality and
thematic Community Planning activities
Grassroots voluntary sector organisations and volunteers are actively invited to engage with Third
Sector Local Area Partnership Representatives and provided with regular e-bulletins.
>>
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Capacity Building and Collaborative Working (building the capacity of the community and voluntary sector

to develop and deliver services through collaborative working, service level agreements and contractual
arrangements across the range of the Community Planning Thematic Priorities):
The local voluntary sector’s collaborative delivery of the Community Capacity Building and Carer
Support element of the Reshaping Care for Older People Change Plan has been widely
acknowledged as a national model of good practice
Capacity building of voluntary sector organisations has been significantly enhanced through
increased promotion and facilitation of quality standards such as Volunteer Friendly and PQASSO
1
The portfolio of organisational development training available for voluntary sector organisations
has been diversified, with several new and relevant programmes rolled out for the first time by
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire during 2013-14.
Making an Impact (Ensuring that the voluntary and community sector has in place effective monitoring and

evaluation arrangements that can be used to gather information and demonstrate the contribution and
impact of the sector to the work of the Community Planning Partnership):
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire has been mandated to report on wider local voluntary sector
activity and objectives within North Lanarkshire Partnership’s Single Outcome Agreement and
Community Plan for 2013-18
The Scottish Government’s National Community Planning Sub-Group has invited Voluntary Action
North Lanarkshire to participate in ‘Deep Dive’ research into the voluntary sector’s connectivity to
the Community Planning and Community Engagement agenda
During 2014-15, a new Third Sector National Community Planning Programme has been introduced
to research and develop detailed strategies for improving the voluntary sector’s participation in
Community Planning Partnerships across Scotland.
North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group maintains a reporting template to monitor progress
against each of the Strategy’s objectives and sub-objectives. The introduction of the Strategy has
successfully enabled the voluntary sector to work collaboratively at a higher and more effective level with
Community Planning Partners.

8.0

Current Structures and Connectivity: Reaping the Rewards (2014)
The eleven year journey mapped in sections 1.0 to 7.0 has resulted in a healthy and strong level of
voluntary sector partcipation being achieved in today’s Community Planning environment in North
Lanarkshire. Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire intelligence suggests greater local partnership working
than ever before between the voluntary sector, statutory partners and independent partners, and a notable
increase in co-production in North Lanarkshire.
Whilst efficiency savings in the public and voluntary sector since 2008 has clearly contributed to a greater
need for collaboration, the effect that the implemented structures highlighted throughout this report have
resulted in should not be underestimated. Community Planning Partners now have a better understanding
of ethos, the value, and the contribution of the voluntary sector as a result of the mapped journey.
>>
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Diagram 8.1: Current Connectivity Structures 

1

VOLUNTARY ACTION
NORTH LANARKSHIRE
Scottish Government’s local Third
Sector Interface provides umbrella
support services to the wider sector
and is the operational arm of North
Lanarkshire VSPG

Diagram 8.1 (above) illustrates a generic overview of how structures now in place enable the voluntary
sector to have linkage to the Community Planning Partnership, and vice versa. Clear lines exist for
accountability, reporting and feedback of voluntary sector participation to both the wider voluntary sector
and Community Planning Partners. The conduit to these structures is essentially the Voluntary Sector
Partnership Group and the Third Sector Interface (Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire), whom without
connectivity would essentially become broken and disconnected.

9.0

Third Sector Community Planning Improvement Programme and the Future (2014-16)
Whilst it is recognised that significant progress has been made in implementing robust and functional
structures for actively involving the voluntary sector in Community Planning, it is also acknowledged that
improvements can continually be introduced and the landscape within the voluntary sector and Community
Planning sphere is ever changing. Hence, the voluntary sector requires to adapt to a fast-moving
environment for Community Planning linkage to remain current, relevant and effective.
>>
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Nationally, a Third Sector Community Planning Improvement Programme was launched in 2014 to help
improve voluntary sector connectivity to Community Planning across the country. This is a resourced
programme of The Scottish Government Third Sector Unit, Voluntary Action Scotland, and the Improvement
Service which has the objective of focussing on improving the impact of Third Sector Interfaces on
Community Planning and achieving better outcomes and connectivity for the voluntary sector and
Community Planning Partners alike. An investment of £320,000 is supporting the Programme nationally
during 2014-15, with five local Third Sector Interface partners receiving £40,000 to develop a robust selfassessment and improvement planning programme of activity.
1
Voluntary Action
North Lanarkshire was selected as one of the five Third Sector Interface partners to
participate in Year 1 of the Programme (2014-15). Year 1 of the Programme, which concludes on 31 March
2015, will be followed by a second year of activity which will involve the full network of 32 Third Sector
Interfaces in Scotland. Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire strives to be in a position by this stage to share
key learning with other local authority areas in Scotland and to continue to develop local structures and
connectivity.

As key brokers between the wider voluntary sector and North Lanarkshire Partnership, the two voluntary
sector North Lanarkshire Partnership Board representatives, the Voluntary Sector Partnership Group, and
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire believe that the Programme provides a unique platform for
development. The Programme provides an opportunity for voluntary sector organisations, volunteers, and
wider communities to participate and contribute more effectively to the Community Planning agenda in
North Lanarkshire. It is anticipated that Community Planning Partners will benefit from having greater
knowledge, relationships and collaboration of and with voluntary sector partners, and ultimately the
Programme intends to achieve a slicker voluntary sector contribution to the North Lanarkshire Single
Outcome Agreement.
The vision for the Third Sector Community Planning Improvement Programme in North Lanarkshire is of a
‘thriving and inclusive local voluntary sector that actively participates in, contributes to, and benefits from
Community Planning activity, with the ethos, value, and impact of the sector widely understood and
acknowledged by all Community Planning Partners’. This mimics the wider long-term vision which the
Voluntary Sector Partnership Group has for local voluntary sector involvement in Community Planning.

==========================================================================
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire
One Wellwynd Social Enterprise Centre, Wellwynd, Airdrie, ML6 0BN (registered office)
T: 01236 748011 | E: info@vanl.co.uk | www.voluntaryactionnorthlanarkshire.org.uk
Registered as a Scottish charity no: SC041224 | Company limited by guaranteed incorporated in Scotland; registration no. 369302

A Product of the Third Sector Community Planning
Improvement Programme in North Lanarkshire
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THIRD SECTOR INTERFACE COMMUNITY PLANNING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME:
VOLUNTARY ACTION NORTH LANARKSHIRE WORKPLAN 2014-15

VANL

The purpose of the Work Plan is to set targets for and to monitor and record Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire’s delivery progress as a Third Sector Interface partner
of the Third Sector Interface Community Planning Improvement Programme during Year 1 (April 2014-March 2015). Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire has identified
VANL
five key delivery strands for the Programme in the North Lanarkshire area. A brief summary of each delivery strand is outlined below.

STRAND 1: Self-Assessment and Improvement Planning
Self-Assessment and Improving Planning is a central element of the Third Sector Interface Community Planning Improvement Programme. This strand allows
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire to work in some depth with Community Planning and voluntary sector partners alike to assess the current position and progress
relating to local voluntary sector connectivity within Community Planning, leading to the design and development of improvement tools and planning.

STRAND 2: Developing Structures and Connectivity
The Third Sector Interface Community Planning Improvement Programme provides Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire with a unique opportunity to develop and
enhance a range of structures and processes already in place linking the voluntary sector to Community Planning. This strand will facilitate a robust strengthening of
the strategic and operational framework, with new materials, training, and reporting introduced to benefit voluntary sector and Community Planning partners.

STRAND 3: Knowledge and Information Sharing
Ensuring that key information and learning gained from the Third Sector Interface Community Planning Improvement Programme is shared widely and effectively with
the local voluntary sector and Community Planning Partners is essential. This strand enables Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire to implement structured and
sustained mechanisms for informing and upskilling individuals, organisations and partners regarding the voluntary sector’s role within Community Planning.

STRAND 4: Impact Assessment
With an estimated 1700 voluntary sector organisations active in North Lanarkshire, it is widely acknowledged that assessing the voluntary sector’s impact within
communities is an extremely valuable yet significant undertaking. This strand offers Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire an opening to develop phase one of a longer
term vision of effectively assessing and evidencing the impact of the local voluntary sector and its contribution to the Single Outcome Agreement.

STRAND 5: Monitoring and National Programme Contribution
As well as developing a local programme of activity, Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire strives to actively contribute to ensuring a successful Community Planning
Improvement Programme for the Third Sector Interface Network and all Programme partners in Scotland. This strand outlines Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire’s
linkage and contribution to the national Programme, as well as detailing essential monitoring, reporting, and contractual arrangements.
The following pages identify key activities, targets, performance indicators and timescales relative to each of the five delivery strands. Further information on any of
the activities or information highlighted within this Workplan can be obtained by contacting Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire’s Improvement Programme Manager
Craig Russell on 01236 748011 or via e-mail at craig.russell@vanl.co.uk.

STRAND 1: SELF-ASSESSMENT AND IMPROVEMENT PLANNING
DELIVERY TARGETS

PROGRESS TO DATE
RAG

Activity
1a. Produce an Introductory Self-Assessment
Paper highlighting a timeline of the local
voluntary sector’s participation within
Community Planning and sharing learning of
experiences to date
1b. Complete a North Lanarkshire SelfAssessment Exercise with local Community
Planning Partners to assess the Third Sector
Interface’s connectivity
1c. Complete six local Self-Assessment
Exercises with the voluntary sector
(organisations and individuals) within six
localities of North Lanarkshire to contribute to
the wider Self-Assessment process
1d. Produce an Improvement Plan to
advance the local Third Sector Interface’s
connectivity to Community Planning, informed
by Self-Assessment Exercises with
Community Planning Partners and the local
voluntary sector, and additional research and
information collated by Third Sector Interface
1e. Development of a Manifesto outlining the
voluntary sector’s role within Community
Planning and identifying a vision for how it
can be developed, with the opportunity for
partners to sign-up to the Manifesto
1f. Governance planning by Voluntary Action
North Lanarkshire relating to the role that the
Third Sector Interface has to play in future
linkage of the local voluntary sector to
Community Planning structures

Performance Indicator(s)
Introductory Self-Assessment
paper

Timescale
By August 2014

Self-Assessment Exercise
materials

By December
2014

Self-Assessment Exercise
materials

By December
2014

Improvement Plan

By February
2015

Manifesto document

By March 2015

Number of partners signing the
Manifesto
Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire Board and
Leadership Team policies,
documents and papers

By March 2015

Activity Not Started
Activity Ongoing
Activity Completed

Progress Narrative

STRAND 2: DEVELOPING STRUCTURES AND CONNECTIVITY
DELIVERY TARGETS

PROGRESS TO DATE
RAG

Activity
2a. Maintain and develop coordination and
facilitate operation of North Lanarkshire
Voluntary Sector Partnership Group meetings
(six per annum) on behalf of North
Lanarkshire Partnership, including developing
refreshed Terms of Reference and
mechanisms for effective voluntary sector
and Community Planning information sharing
2b. Facilitate North Lanarkshire Voluntary
Sector Partnership Group’s monitoring and
delivery of North Lanarkshire Voluntary
Sector Strategy 2013-18
2c. Organise and facilitate Voluntary Sector
Locality Network Events (two events in each
of six locality areas) and Voluntary Sector
Thematic Network Events (based on thematic
relevance) on behalf of North Lanarkshire
Voluntary Sector Partnership Group

Performance Indicator(s)
North Lanarkshire Voluntary
Sector Partnership Group
meeting papers

Timescale
By March 2015

North Lanarkshire Voluntary
Sector Partnership Group
Terms of Reference
North Lanarkshire Voluntary
Sector Strategy 2013-18
Reporting Template

By March 2015

Voluntary Sector Locality
Network Event materials

By March 2015

Voluntary Sector Thematic
Network Event materials

Reports from Voluntary Sector
Locality and Thematic Network
Events
2d. Maintain and develop a North Lanarkshire North Lanarkshire Voluntary
Voluntary Sector Community Planning
Sector Community Planning
Representational Matrix identifying key
Representational Matrix
mandated voluntary sector representation
within Community Planning structures.
2e. Connectivity between the voluntary sector Partnership activity recorded
and Community Planning is continued and
on MILO database
developed through Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire’s participation in key partnership Key products or outcomes of
activity.
partnership activity

By March 2015

By March 2015

Activity Not Started
Activity Ongoing
Activity Completed

Progress Narrative

STRAND 2: DEVELOPING STRUCTURES AND CONNECTIVITY (continued)
DELIVERY TARGETS

PROGRESS TO DATE
RAG

Activity
2f. Support two appointed Third Sector
Representatives to actively participate in and
report to North Lanarkshire Partnership Board
2g. Support appointed Third Sector
Representatives to actively participate in and
report to Local Area Partnerships in six
localities (local strategic groups for
Community Planning)

Performance Indicator(s)
Third Sector Update Reports
to North Lanarkshire
Partnership Board
Third Sector Update Reports
to Local Area Partnerships
North Lanarkshire Third Sector
Local Area Partnership
Representative Network
meeting papers
North Lanarkshire Council
Consultation Event materials

2h. Facilitate an opportunity for North
Lanarkshire Council to consult the voluntary
sector about Local Area Team Action Plans in
six localities of North Lanarkshire
2i. Maintenance and development of a userVoluntary Sector Community
friendly Organisational Chart outlining
Planning Organisational Chart
voluntary sector structures and connectivity
within Community Planning

Timescale

By March 2015

By December
2014

By March 2015

Activity Not Started
Activity Ongoing
Activity Completed

Progress Narrative

STRAND 3: KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION SHARING
DELIVERY TARGETS

PROGRESS TO DATE
RAG

Activity
3a. Present information about the Community
Planning Improvement Programme to North
Lanarkshire Partnership Board (local
Community Planning Partnership)
3b. Introduce the Community Planning
Improvement Programme to the voluntary
sector within six localities through
presentations to Voluntary Sector Locality
Network Events
3c. Provide presentations to six Local Area
Partnerships (local strategic groups for
Community Planning) providing an overview
and key information about the voluntary
sector within locality areas
3d. Develop and maintain a user-friendly
knowledge portal for sharing information,
documents and news about the voluntary
sector’s participation within Community
Planning, suitable for access by voluntary
sector and Community Planning partners
3e. Incorporate special features about the
Community Planning Improvement
Programme within Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire’s Annual Review and Involve
newsletter
3f. Identify and implement a process whereby
the Third Sector Interface can effectively
record and report upon voluntary sector
contributions and activity relating to
Community Planning through MILO

Performance Indicator(s)
Presentation to North
Lanarkshire Partnership Board

Timescale
By August 2014

Presentation to Voluntary
Sector Locality Networks

By September
2014

Presentations to Local Area
Partnerships

By October
2014

Voluntary Sector Community
Planning online platform
linking to Voluntary Action
North Lanarkshire’s website

By March 2015

Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire Annual Review

By March 2015

Involve newsletter
Structured guide to recording
voluntary sector Community
Planning activity within MILO
Sample evidence of the
recording and reporting
process in action

By March 2015

Activity Not Started
Activity Ongoing
Activity Completed

Progress Narrative

STRAND 3: KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION SHARING (continued)
DELIVERY TARGETS

PROGRESS TO DATE
RAG

Activity
3g. Promoting voluntary sector utilisation of
tools implemented by Community Planning
Partners to assess engagement and
partnership working (such as NHS
Lanarkshire’s Engagement Matrix)

Performance Indicator(s)
Dissemination and promotion
of relevant tools to local
voluntary sector organisations
Utilisation of tools by Third
Sector Interface

Timescale
By March 2015

Activity Not Started
Activity Ongoing
Activity Completed

Progress Narrative

STRAND 4: IMPACT ASSESSMENT
DELIVERY TARGETS

PROGRESS TO DATE
RAG

Activity
4a. Facilitation Information and Awareness
Raising Sessions to upskill key voluntary
sector and Community Planning Partners
about the local voluntary sector and its impact

4b. Compose a first phase North Lanarkshire
Voluntary Sector Impact Assessment
Analysis from research, statistics and
information available to the Third Sector
Interface
4c. Design a first phase North Lanarkshire
Voluntary Sector Impact Assessment
Framework which can be used by the Third
Sector Interface to contribute to future local
Single Outcome Agreement reporting

Performance Indicator(s)
‘Get Involved in Local
Community Planning: The
Voluntary Sector Making a
Contribution’ Information and
Awareness Raising Session
presentations and materials
North Lanarkshire Voluntary
Sector Impact Assessment
Analysis (phase one)

Timescale
By March 2015

North Lanarkshire Voluntary
Sector Impact Assessment
Framework (phase one)

By March 2015

By March 2015

Activity Not Started
Activity Ongoing
Activity Completed

Progress Narrative

STRAND 5: MONITORING AND NATIONAL PROGRAMME CONTRIBUTION
DELIVERY TARGETS

PROGRESS TO DATE
RAG

Activity
5a. Establish a Partnership Agreement with
Voluntary Action Scotland outlining Voluntary
Action North Lanarkshire’s participation in the
Community Planning Improvement
Programme and contractual obligations
5b. Prepare and provide all required reporting
of Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire’s
activity within the Community Planning
Improvement Programme to Voluntary Action
Scotland
5c. Alongside Voluntary Action Scotland, the
Improvement Service, and four other Third
Sector Interface partners, participate in the
development and maintenance of a
knowledge management system relating to
the Improvement Programme
5d. Actively participate in a national Network
of Community Planning Improvement
Programme partners

5e. Participate in activity to share learning
and information about the Community
Planning Improvement Programme with the
Third Sector Interface Network in Scotland
5f. Strive to ensure that local Community
Planning Improvement Programme activity
compliments the Enhancing the Quality of
Third Sector Interface Delivery Locally and
Nationally Programme

Performance Indicator(s)
Partnership Agreement
between Voluntary Action
North Lanarkshire and
Voluntary Action Scotland

Timescale
By September
2014

Community Planning
Improvement Programme
Monitoring Reports to
Voluntary Action Scotland

By March 2015

North Lanarkshire information
entered into national
knowledge management
system

By March 2015

Community Planning
Improvement Programme
Network meeting papers

By March 2015

Other Community Planning
Improvement Programme
Network reportable activity
Information Sessions at
National Third Sector Interface
Conference and Network
meetings
Communications relating to
connections and support
between the two Programmes

By March 2015

By March 2015

Activity Not Started
Activity Ongoing
Activity Completed

Progress Narrative
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VANL
THIRD SECTOR COMMUNITY PLANNING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME
PRIORITY AREAS FOR IMPROVING THE THIRD SECTOR’S CONNECTIVITY TO COMMUNITY PLANNING
1.0.

Summary of Key Events Where Improvement Areas Were Identified
A number of improvement areas to advance the third sector’s connectivity within North Lanarkshire Partnership (the local
Community Planning Partnership) were recently identified at the following two key sessions (Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire would like to thank all Community Planning Partners and third sector delegates for their active participation in
these Events):
 Assessment Review and Consensus Planning Session attended by Community Planning Partners on Thursday 13
November 2014
 Local Third Sector’s Involvement in Community Planning: A Self-Assessment Event attended by the Third Sector
(third sector organisations and volunteers) on Wednesday 19 November 2014.

2.0.

Identification of Six Priority Areas for Improvement
A ‘dot-mocracy’ exercise was undertaken by Community Planning Partners and the third sector at the respective Events
noted above, at which each participant identified the five improvement areas they considered a priority from all the
improvement areas raised at the Events.
This information has been analysed from both Events, and a collective top six improvement areas have been identified and
are highlighted in Table 4.0 (on pages 2-4) from the feedback provided by Community Planning Partners and third sector
delegates. Every improvement area from either Event which received at least 7 votes have been considered in the six
priority improvement areas.

3.0.

Appendices
A full list of the improvement areas suggested by Community Planning Partners and third sector delegates are included in
the following two appendices (most supported areas for improvement highlighted in yellow in each Appendix):
 Appendix 1: Areas for Improvement Agreed at Assessment Review and Consensus Planning Session attended by
Community Planning Partners on Thursday 13 November 2014 (pages 5-6)
 Appendix 2: Areas for Improvement Agreed at Local Third Sector’s Involvement in Community Planning: A SelfAssessment Event attended by the Third Sector (third sector organisations and volunteers) on Wednesday 19
November 2014 (pages 7-10).

4.0.

Six Priority Improvement Areas to Improve the Third Sector’s Connectivity to Community Planning

Improvement Area

1. Increase knowledge of local services by
development of a widely accessible
directory, database or portal of services
incorporating the provision of the third
sector and other Community Planning
Partners

Community Planning Partners feedback
resulting in identification of this
Improvement Area
 9 votes for improvement area
‘Production of locality A-Zs of services’

2. Strengthen locality and thematic
approaches of the third sector (from
grassroots level upwards) to align strongly
and fully with Community Planning
Partnership strategic objectives

 12 votes for ‘Strengthen locality (bottom
up) approach linking to Community
Planning Partnership strategic
outcomes’

3. Assess and measure the impact of third
sector activity on communities on an
ongoing basis, sharing this impact
knowledge widely with the third sector and
Community Planning Partners alike in a
structured, consistent format

 10 votes for ‘There is a need for reports
detailing the impact of community
engagement work – greater sharing of
reports and evaluation already in use.
Creating a consistent approach to
evaluation, measuring the outcomes
achieved. There should be clear links
with the planning process.’

Third Sector feedback resulting in
identification of this Improvement Area
 8 votes for improvement area ‘Directory
of services linking up similar services,
networking opportunities between third
sector organisations’
 8 votes for improvement area
‘Information sharing - directory of
services of what we do / outcomes’
 8 votes for ‘Revitalise thematic
networks as a way to give voice to
organisations’
 8 votes for improvement area
‘Information sharing – directory of
services what we do / outcomes /
working towards’
 8 votes for ‘Increased accountability to
service users of voluntary sector
groups – consulting local people about
what needs delivered’
 12 votes for ‘Highlighting gaps in
services, working in partnership to fill
these gaps’
 10 votes for ‘Develop a methodology
that will effectively identify the priorities
of the voluntary sector’
 8 votes for ‘Focus on impacts at a
personal and local level, collectively
report at the next level and so on (selfoutcomes) demonstrate the difference’
 8 votes for ‘The sector needs to be
asked for evidence to be able to
demonstrate efficiency of service’

4.0.

Six Priority Improvement Areas to Improve the Third Sector’s Connectivity to Community Planning (continued)

Improvement Area

4. Improve and increase the capacity,
knowledge and understanding of the third
sector, third sector representatives, and the
Third Sector Interface to effectively, equally
and proportionately contribute to achieving
Community Planning Partnership outcomes

5. Coordinate effective and simple two-way
reporting and information sharing
mechanisms which enable the third sector
to understand activity, objectives and
outcomes of the Community Planning
Partnership and vice versa, incorporating a
single user-friendly platform for sharing
reports and information about third sector
connectivity to Community Planning

Community Planning Partners feedback
resulting in identification of this
Improvement Area
 12 votes for ‘Strengthen locality (bottom
up) approach linking to Community
Planning Partnership strategic
outcomes’

 10 votes for ‘One place for publication
of progress against outcomes; tracking
on an open access area that is well
publicised allows real time scrutiny’
 9 votes for ‘Simple reporting that is
understandable by grass roots
organisations’

Third Sector feedback resulting in
identification of this Improvement Area
 15 votes for ‘Increased investment to
improve the capacity of Voluntary
Action North Lanarkshire and the sector
to contribute to the Community
Planning Partnership’
 12 votes for ‘Highlighting gaps in
services, working in partnership to fill
these gaps’
 12 votes for ‘Better information as to
who to contact at Voluntary Action
North Lanarkshire’
 7 votes for ‘Communication is an issue,
some people are not aware of what
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire can
offer them, particularly non-member
organisations’
 10 votes for ‘Develop a methodology
that will effectively identify the priorities
of the voluntary sector’
 8 votes for ‘The sector needs to be
asked for evidence to be able to
demonstrate efficiency of service’
 8 votes for ‘Increased accountability to
service users of voluntary sector
groups – consulting local people about
what needs delivered’
 7 votes for ‘Communication is an issue,
some people are not aware of what
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire can
offer them, particularly non-member
organisations’

4.0.

Six Priority Improvement Areas to Improve the Third Sector’s Connectivity to Community Planning (continued)

Improvement Area

6. Maximise the utilisation of third sector
resources within a Community Planning
context by producing an asset register of
third sector and other Community Planning
Partner resources

5.0.

Community Planning Partners feedback
resulting in identification of this
Improvement Area
 10 votes for ‘One place for publication
of progress against outcomes; tracking
on an open access area that is well
publicised allows real time scrutiny’
 9 votes for improvement area
‘Production of locality A-Zs of services’

Third Sector feedback resulting in
identification of this Improvement Area
 22 votes for ‘Produce an asset register
of resources to make people aware of
the resources available’

Planning and Implementation of Six Priority Improvement Areas
With six priority improvement areas identified, a key remaining task is for Community Planning Partners and third sector
delegates to work together at an Improvement Planning and Implementation Session of Thursday 4 December 2014 to
discuss and agree how the six priority improvement areas can be implemented. The following questions will be considered
for each of the improvement areas at this Session:






What key actions need to happen to make each improvement area a reality?
Are there any risks or costs (financial or resource) associated with each improvement action?
When do we want to see each improvement action implemented by?
Can we assign an owner to each improvement action?
How can we measure or know that each improvement action is being implemented?

The agreed outputs of these discussions will shape a framework for how each improvement area will be actioned. A final
Improvement Plan will be produced by Tuesday 31 March 2015 detailing this framework. The Improvement Plan is designed
to be a North Lanarkshire Partnership owned document from which activity towards actions can commence from Wednesday
1 April 2015 onwards.
It should be noted that although six improvement areas have been identified for priority action in 2015-16, it is the intention
that all the improvement areas suggested by Community Planning Partners and third sector delegates (summarised in
Appendices 1 and 2) are referenced and targeted in the Improvement Plan. These will form the basis for further
improvement once priority areas are fully actioned.

Appendix 1:
Areas for Improvement Agreed at Assessment Review and Consensus Planning Session
attended by Community Planning Partners on Thursday 13 November 2014
Third Sector Community Planning Improvement Programme in North Lanarkshire
Areas for Improvement Agreed by Community Planning Partners at Assessment Review
Consensus Session of Thursday 13 November 2014

1.Third Sector Engagement
1.1 Use a wider range of voluntary agencies to facilitate the full Third Sector Interface
involvement in local joint planning – increasing the breadth and depth of the
organisations represented in local planning, including the involvement of national
organisations if appropriate
1 vote
1.2 Find a better way to identify local issues and opportunities for involvement in all areas –
learning from experiences in other areas such as Reshaping Care for Older People and
Early Years. More information sharing through a consistent approach
0 votes
1.3 There is a need for reports detailing the impact of community engagement work –
greater sharing of the reports and evaluations already in use. Creating a consistent
approach to evaluation, measuring the outcomes achieved. There should be clear links
with the planning process
10 votes

2. Use of Evidence
2.1 Partners need to use the available Third Sector Interface data to support local
development of solutions which will improve future evidence within decision making
2 votes
2.2 The need for information sharing within the Community Planning Partnership is central
to ensuring strategic decisions are shared across all levels to inform or progress against
local/strategic outcomes
0 votes

3. Focus on Outcomes
3.1 Understand key outcomes at locality level across the Community Planning Partnership
and identify the gaps
1 vote
3.2 Raise awareness and understanding of outcome based commissioning across the
Community Planning Partnership and the third sector
1 vote
3.3 Strengthen locality (bottom up) approach linking to Community Planning Partnership
strategic outcomes
12 votes

4.Leadership & Relationships
4.1 There is a need for shared, common, simple language surrounding objectives at all levels
within the Partnership that is also accessible to the third sector
2 votes
4.2 There needs to be a systematic road map of relationships; right people working on the
right things at the right time with the right resources
2 votes
4.3 Communicate a positive ethos and culture around working together
1 vote

5.Governance
5. 5.1 Up skilling individuals in the third sector and individuals about the third sector.
1 vote
5.2 Systematic monitoring and evaluation at all levels including self-evaluation with a
common language outlining expectations of the Partnership as a group and for individuals
1 vote
5.3 Simple reporting that is understandable by grass roots organisations
9 votes

6.Accountability
6.1 Be clearer about who is accountable at various levels throughout the Community
Planning Partnership
2 votes
6.2 Improved organisation, communication and transparency of third sector accountability
from top to bottom within the third sector
2 votes
6.3 Need to develop an improved process whereby Community Planning Partnership activity
and outcomes are reported back to the grassroots third sector in a user-friendly format
1 vote

7. Use of Resources
7.1 Community Planning Partnership needs to understand local needs and progress through
appropriate mechanism to utilise third sector by working collaboratively
2 votes
7.2 Production of locality A-Zs of services
9 votes
7.3 Extend induction process for the Community Planning Partnership to include voluntary
role and raise awareness that some people are volunteers
1 vote

8. Performance Management and Reporting
8.1 One place for publication of progress against outcomes; tracking on an open access area
that is well publicised allows real time scrutiny
10 votes
8.2 Need to widen access to best practice so tracking doesn’t take place at the end
1 vote

9. Impact
9.1 Identify a mechanism which demonstrates how the third sector contributes to improved
outcomes using the Third Sector Interface
1 vote
9.2 Identify diverse and specific needs that are ongoing within localities then partnership
with those communities
2 votes

Appendix 2:
Areas for Improvement Agreed at Local Third Sector’s Involvement in Community
Planning: A Self-Assessment Event attended by the Third Sector (third sector
organisations and volunteers) on Wednesday 19 November 2014

Third Sector Community Planning Improvement Programme in North Lanarkshire
Areas for Improvement Agreed by the Third Sector at the Local Third Sector’s Involvement in
Community Planning: A Self-Assessment Event on Wednesday 19 November 2014
Group A
Better information as to who to contact at Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire

(12votes)

Lack of information on governance (the structure and how each
organisation/committee fits together and inform each other)

(2 votes)

Question as to how many voluntary sector organisations there are in North
Lanarkshire, scoping exercise required

(1 vote)

Group B
Placements of volunteers could be quicker, the process is in place but this could be an
area for improvement

(2 votes)

Communication is an issue, some people are not aware of what VANL can offer them,
particularly non-member organisations

(7 votes)

Directory of services linking up similar services, networking opportunities between third
sector organisations

(8 votes)

Use of Evidence
Group A
The sector needs to be asked for evidence to be able to demonstrate efficiency of
service

(8 votes)

Community Empowerment Bill to identify gaps and provide solutions

(0 votes)

Community Planning Partners cannot make full use of third sector research if they do
not understand full range and scope of services/organisations/are aware of research

(0 votes)

Group B
Highlighting gaps in services, working in partnership to fill these gaps

(12 votes)

Follow up support could be improved after initial meeting with VANL

(0 votes)

Better understanding needed of the channels into Community Planning and how to
feed third sector evidence into the CPP

(4 votes)

Appendix 2 continued
Focus on Outcomes
Group C
Asset sharing at community level – encourages sharing and focussing on improving
outcomes

(6 votes)

Improved communication to improve North Lanarkshire Partnership awareness of
community based outcomes

(3 votes)

Improved engagement between VANL and communities

(0 votes)

Group D
Information sharing – directory of services what we do/outcomes/working towards

(8 votes)

Clear communications of Community Planning outcomes – involved more in design,
development of Single Outcome Agreement and how the third sector can contribute

(6 votes)

VANL – portal for National Voluntary organisations to come out to the local area

(4 votes)

Leadership and Relationships
Group E
Improve access to information across all the localities by organisations

(6 votes)

Improve information sharing/awareness raising of the voluntary sectors representative
structures

(3 votes)

Revitalise thematic networks as a way to give voice to organisations

(8 votes)

Group F
Database/map of CPP/Voluntary services to increase information sharing – need
leadership to organise this

(3 votes)

VANL leadership of resource allocation amongst voluntary sector organisation

(1 vote)

Engagement – information and ensuring two way information sharing on effective
basis between voluntary sector and organisations

(2 votes)

Governance
Group E
CPP groups to consider improving how voluntary sector representatives are mandated
to attend on behalf of the sector

(1 vote)

Increase awareness/understanding of the structures which connect the Voluntary
Sector to the CPP

(3 votes)

Group F
More thematic networks for voluntary sector to increase information sharing and links
for organisations

(3 votes)

Simplification of structures within the CPP – less groups and more opportunities for
voluntary sector representation

(1 vote)

Presentation of information about CPP structures in a simple, user friendly format

(3 votes)

Accountability
Group E
Improve communications on the work of the CPP to voluntary sector organisations –
consider different media to do it

(1 vote)

Develop a methodology that will effectively identify the priorities of the voluntary sector

(10 votes)

Increased investment to improve the capacity of VANL and the sector to contribute to
the CPP

(15 votes)

Group F
Accountability of funding – ensuring funding distributed to sector fits in with community
planning objectives and who manages it

(3 votes)

Events to increase accountability between voluntary sector CPP partners and funders
– educate about priorities of communities

(0 votes)

Increased accountability to service users of voluntary sector groups – consulting local
people about what needs delivered

(8 votes)

Use of Resources
Group C
All partners equally share resources

(5 votes)

Broaden range of resources accessible to local community groups

(5 votes)

Share knowledge, intelligence etc. within the sector, partner policy awareness and
willingness to be flexible to meet community needs

(7 votes)

Group D
Produce an asset register of resources to make people aware of the resources
available

(22 votes)

Expand localities and other resources as well as older peoples services

(1 vote)

Connecting to national voluntary organisations, 2 way process, understanding the
landscape

(1 votes)

Performance Management and Reporting
Group A
Sector has a willingness to share information but requires guidance as to how this
should be done/formatted

(6 votes)

Sector to put in a request as to what information they want/in what format (current
reports are too long/inaccessible)

(1 vote)

Reporting should be meaningful and not necessarily about getting better but about
identifying trends/needs

(1 vote)

Group B
More feedback on successes to the CPP

(3 votes)

Clarity needed on reporting mechanisms

(6 votes)

Better resourcing for VANL to gather and hold performance information

(1 vote)

Impact
Group C
Blowing our own trumpet better, empowering local people

(3 votes)

Vocalise – we are not a “freebie sector” we provide quality professional services

(3 votes)

Focus on reducing deprivation and inequality

(6 votes)

Group D
Focus on impacts at a personal and local level, collectively report at the next level and
so on (self-outcomes) demonstrate the difference

(8 votes)

Partners understanding softer measures are more powerful than number crunching –
sector having ownership of this (case studies, videos etc.)

(2 votes)

Look more closely at joining up individual impacts for each organisation – impact on
wider scale

(3 votes)
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SECTION ONE – INTRODUCTION
PREFACE
1.1
The Voluntary Sector Partnership Strategy covers the period 2013 to 2018,
and seeks to build on the significant progress that has been made by the Voluntary
Sector in North Lanarkshire in playing a key role in the Community Planning Process
and delivering services for local people and communities.
1.2
The Voluntary Sector Strategy has been prepared through a highly
participative process that has involved a detailed programme of consultation. As
part of the development planning process, consideration has also been given to the
significant changes that have taken place in the operating environment over the last
few years and the impact that this has had on the work of the Voluntary Sector and
Partner Agencies. This has included:


The progress that has been made to establish an effective infrastructure for
the engagement of the community and voluntary sectors within North
Lanarkshire and how this can be strengthened further over the next five years.



Reflects the key policy priorities that have been identified at a national and
local level, and the opportunities to maximise the ongoing contribution of the
community and voluntary sector.



Aligns the Strategy to the key priorities and actions outlined in the revised
North Lanarkshire Community Plan and Single Outcome Agreement.



Consideration of the impact of the economic recession on local people, and
how the community and voluntary sector can contribute to actions to mitigate
the effects on local communities.



Consideration of the impact of the reduction in public sector finance and the
work being progressed towards the reshaping of public sector services and
increasing role of the community and voluntary sector.



Integration of the Strategy with the North Lanarkshire Social Enterprise
Framework, and supporting the development of an “Enterprising Third Sector”
that has the capacity to develop and deliver sustainable services.

1.3
The Strategy will build on the commitment of ensuring that the voluntary
sector is appropriately engaged in the structures and decision making processes of
the North Lanarkshire Partnership, and is empowered and enabled to play its full part
in policy development and service delivery
1.4
The Strategy sets out the vision of a vibrant and fully engaged voluntary
sector working in partnership to serve the people and communities of North
Lanarkshire. It envisages the ongoing role of the voluntary sector as an equal partner
in the Community Planning processes, continuing to play an active part in making a
difference to the quality of life of the people of North Lanarkshire through effective

engagement, capacity building, community development and social enterprise
activity.
1.5
The Strategy acknowledges the rich diversity of groups and organisations that
make up the voluntary sector across North Lanarkshire, and the high quality services
delivered by many in an increasingly difficult funding climate. It also highlights the
challenges facing the sector, and the ongoing support required to build and
strengthen the voluntary sector.
1.6
The Strategy sets out the aims and objectives of the voluntary sector as a key
Community Planning partner, along with key actions to strengthen and develop the
work and contribution of the voluntary sector in co-operation with its statutory
partners. The Strategy sets out an ongoing process for reviewing progress against
agreed priorities and areas of action.
1.7 The Implementation of the Strategy will be supported by Voluntary Action
North Lanarkshire (VANL) as the main “Voluntary Sector Interface Body” who will
have responsibility for championing the sector and providing infrastructural support
for sector development. Finally, partner agencies are invited to incorporate key
actions that will deliver progress in respect of the strategic outcomes within their own
organisational workplans.
1.8

The Strategy is structured as follows:






Section 1 – Preface – Sets out the background to the Strategy and the key
considerations and approach that has been taken to develop the document.
Section 2 – Development Context – Sets out the background and progress
that has been achieved in North Lanarkshire in relation to the engagement
and development of the Voluntary Sector as key partner in the Community
Planning Process, and sets out the strategic context and key priorities within
North Lanarkshire.
Section 3 –Strategic Framework – This section of the strategy sets out the
Vision; Aim and Objectives; and Key Actions of the Voluntary Sector Strategy.
Section 4 – Implementation – The final section sets out the arrangements for
taking forward the key priorities and areas of action identified in the strategy.
This includes arrangements for monitoring progress and reporting.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
1.9
The Voluntary Sector Partnership Group would like to thanks all the people
who took the time to participate in the consultation process and provided comment
and feedback on the draft Voluntary Sector Strategy
APRIL 2013

SECTION TWO – DEVELOPMENT
CONTEXT
BACKGROUND
2.1
The introduction of the Local Government in Scotland Act 2003 provided a
statutory requirement for community planning in Scotland. The Act provides a
framework to enable the delivery of better, more responsive public services. Local
Authorities are charged with initiating, facilitating, and maintaining the community
planning process.
2.2

The two main aims of community planning are to:


make sure people and communities are genuinely engaged in the decisions
made on public services which affect them; and



a commitment from organisations to work together, not apart, in providing
better public services.

2.3
It was envisaged that the process of community planning would also provide
an over-arching framework to help co-ordinate other initiatives and partnerships,
including simplifying the operating landscape. In turn, this was expected to lead to an
improved connection between national priorities and those at a regional, local, and
neighbourhood level.
2.4
North Lanarkshire Partnership brings together the major Public and Voluntary
Sector Agencies in the area, and has responsibility for taking forward the
development and implementation of the Community Plan and Single Outcome
Agreement. The purpose of the Community Plan is to identify the key issues that
partners aim to address over the period. It sets out how the partners will work
together to achieve positive outcomes for local communities and how to achieve the
vision for North Lanarkshire that builds on the previous Community Plan covering the
period 2008-2011.
2.5
The Single outcome Agreement sets out the indicators that will be measured
to track progress in achieving the vision, together with targets and actions that have
been set out for the period.
Role of the Voluntary Sector
2.6
A key feature of the Community Plan in North Lanarkshire is the strong
commitment to engage the voluntary sector as a key strategic partner. This includes
the commitment to involve the voluntary sector in the panning process, and
supporting the sector as a key provider of local services.
2.7
The voluntary sector includes a wide range of independent organisations that
play a distinctive role in addressing the needs and concerns of the people and
communities of North Lanarkshire. The sector comprises a complex range of large
and small organisations, including those which have a very specific local focus and

those which are local expressions of national organisations. Although some are
structured as trusts and non profit distributing companies limited by guarantee, the
majority are formed as unincorporated associations. Many are registered charities. It
is estimated that there are currently 1780 community and voluntary organisations
operating in North Lanarkshire.
2.8
The terms “voluntary sector” and “the sector” have been used inclusively
throughout the Strategy to mean both the Community and Voluntary Sectors,
irrespective of size and function.
Review of Progress
2.9
Over the last five years, significant progress has been made in developing the
infrastructure of voluntary sector involvement in community planning and building the
capacity of the sector in delivering local services. A strategic approach has been
taken with this work, with structured supported provided by VANL. A summary of the
main elements of this work is as follows:
Voluntary Sector Engagement
2.10 Work has been undertaken to maintain and develop a strategic framework for
the engagement and involvement of the community and voluntary sector in North
Lanarkshire. An outline of the structure is as follows:

NORTH LANARKSHIRE PARTNERSHIP BOARD
Top Strategic Table of Local Community Planning Partnership

DEVELOPING THE
PARTNERSHIP
GROUP
(For NLP Officers)

LOCAL AREA
PARTNERSHIPS
(6 Locality Community Planning
Partnership Strategic Groups)

VOLUNTARY SECTOR
PARTNERSHIP GROUP

LOCAL AREA
TEAMS
(6 Locality NLP
Officers Groups

VOLUNTARY SECTOR
REPRESENTATION TO NLP BOARD
(1 Elected Rep, 1 TSI Rep)

COMMUNITY FORUM NETWORK
(Represented at LAPs and VSPG)

KEY SERVICES
FOR
COMMUNITIES

LOCAL
COMMUNITY
FORUMS
(8)

Sub-Group of
North Lanarkshire
Partnership

VOLUNTARY
SECTOR
LOCALITY
NETWORKS
(6)

VOLUNTARY
SECTOR
THEMATIC
NETWORKS
(Short & Long Term)

COMMUNITIES

VOLUNTARY SECTOR

Individuals in Local Communities of
North Lanarkshire

Voluntary Sector Organisations
and Volunteers

2.11

Key features of the approach included:



Voluntary Sector Representation on NLP Board – effective structures have
been established to support voluntary sector representation on the NLP
Board.
This has included the development of effective reporting
arrangements and linkages back into the Voluntary Sector structures that are
used for consultation and for cascading information across the sector.



Voluntary Sector Partnership Group – maintained and developed as the key
strategic body for the involvement of the voluntary sector in community
planning. Operates as a Sub-Group of NLP with representation from
Voluntary Sector and Public Sector Partners.



Thematic and Locality Networks – infrastructure of Locality Networks that
involves community and voluntary sector organisations within localities to
focus on local issues and link to community planning. A range of Thematic
Networks have also been established and maintained that focuses on drawing
together representation around key strategic priorities.



Local Area Partnership and Local Community Forms – supports the
engagement at a local area level and links to the work of Local Area Teams.
A mechanism (Community Forum Network) has also been established to link
the work of Community Forums with the VSPG.

2.12 The engagement infrastructure is supported and serviced by VANL as a key
aspect of their work as the main interface body for the community and voluntary
sector in North Lanarkshire.
Good progress has been made to develop and
maintain the strategic framework for the engagement of the voluntary sector.
However, it is also recognised that further work is required as part of the Strategy to
strengthen and develop the voluntary sector engagement framework. Key issues to
be progressed include:


Communication – Further work required to strengthen and develop the
communication arrangements – building on the progress to date but
developing further the processes for cascading information throughout out the
sector.



Structures - Need to review the existing structures and refresh as appropriate.
This includes the work to review and develop the role and remit of the various
structures including the arrangements for representation. This will also include
reviewing the Thematic Priorities and ensuring that these reflect the key
strategic priorities for the area.



Representation – Further work required to build the capacity of voluntary
sector representation – building awareness and understanding of policy
changes; development priorities; and strategic initiatives.



Capacity Building – Detailed programme of work required to build the capacity
of the voluntary sector in order to cope with the changes facing the sector and
be able to build sustainable community services. This includes action and
support to address the ongoing financial pressure facing the voluntary sector;
supporting the move from grant funding to contracting; building the capacity of
the sector around procurement and contract compliance; and ongoing
development of effective governance arrangements.

POLICY AND STRATEGIC CONTEXT
2.13 This section of the Strategy sets out the overarching context and the
contribution that the voluntary sector can make towards local and national strategic
objectives. In particular, this includes the contribution the voluntary sector can make
to Community Planning; the National Performance Framework; and the focus on
achieving local outcomes through the Single Outcome Agreement.
2.14 It is recognised that there have been significant changes in the economic and
policy environment in recent years, and that the future development of the voluntary
sector has to link strategically with objectives both at the local and national level. It
is also recognised that the sector has to be responsive to new and emerging policy
initiatives, and be able to play a key role in the process of change.
2.15 The following section of the Strategy provides an overview of key policy
drivers and how the voluntary sector will contribute to a range of policy priorities.
Programme for Scotland
2.16 The Programme for Scotland focuses resources and priorities on the 5 key
strategic objectives for a ‘Wealthier & Fairer Scotland’, a ‘Smarter Scotland’, a
‘Healthier Scotland’, a ‘Safer & Stronger Scotland’, and a ‘Greener Scotland’. The
Programme sets out the Scottish Government’s legislative and non legislative
agenda in an effort to achieve its overarching purpose ‘to focus Government and
public services on creating a more successful country, with opportunities for all of
Scotland to flourish, through increasing sustainable growth’. The Programme for
Scotland is underpinned by the National Performance Framework [Strategic
Objectives, National Outcomes, and National Indicators] in the delivery of public
services and resources.
2.17 The Programme for Scotland recognises the important role that the voluntary
sector has to play in both the planning and delivery of local services. The approach
is also set out in the Scottish Government’s Community Empowerment and Renewal
Bill which will be consulted on in draft in the summer of 2013. The approach sets out
the requirement to ensure that the voluntary sector is effectively engaged with
Community Planning Partnerships and the Scottish Government to represent the
best interests of the sector and the communities they serve.
2.18 A key part of the work over the period of the strategy will be to support the
voluntary sector within North Lanarkshire to contribute to the Programme for
Government and drive forward real change within the local area.

North Lanarkshire Community Plan
2.19 In 2012, the Scottish Government and COSLA carried out a Review of
Community Planning and Single Outcome Agreements which resulted in a
“Statement of Ambition”. This set a new direction for outcome based partnership
working and how local community planning partnerships will deliver against national
priorities at a local level. The review builds on the recommendations from the
Christie Commission Findings and states “that action is needed to build on this
success by removing barriers to effective partnership working and to ensure that
leadership and cultures, systems and structures, and accountability arrangements
across public services fully enable the delivery of better outcomes for communities.
The Scottish Government has agreed with these conclusions and has established a
broad programme of public sector reform”.
2.20 Against this backcloth, North Lanarkshire Partnership (NLP) is tasked with
taking forward all Community Planning activity across the area, and recently
reviewed and updated the Community Plan and Single Outcome Agreement. The
revised plan sets out the new structures, priorities and areas of action to be
progressed in North Lanarkshire during the period 2013 to 2018. The new
Community Plan/SOA is based around a number of key themes that have been
revised and developed through the planning process. The themes cover:
 Lifelong Learning – this will continue to focus on the development of learning opportunities for local people
but will have an additional focus on volunteering and capacity building. Proposed priorities will include
Better Aspirations; Better Communities; Better Prospects; and Better Opportunities.
 Health and Wellbeing – continued focus on the development of health and wellbeing with proposed
priorities around Better Housing; Improved Health Improvement; and Better Community Care.
 Regeneration – combining the existing regeneration and environment strands with a new focus on social,
economic, physical and environmental regeneration. Proposed priorities will include Improved
Regeneration; Improved Environment; and Improved Local Economy.
 Community Safety – continued focus on community safety. Proposed priorities include Reduced Crime;
Improved Fire Safety; Better Neighbourhood Management; and Improved Road Safety.
 Developing the Partnership – new theme that will focus on the systems and processes which support the
North Lanarkshire Partnership. Proposed priorities include Effective Partnership Structures; Effective
Thematic Groups; Clearer Outcome Focus; Robust Evidence Base; Effective Performance Management.

2.21 Building on the work to be carried out under the key themes, a number of
cross cutting themes have been identified that need to be addressed in order to
achieve positive outcomes for local communities. These include:


The Voluntary Sector – focussed on improving the quality of voluntary sector
services and making them more responsive to the needs and aspirations of
local communities. This will include action to develop the capacity of the
voluntary sector to engage in Community Planning.



Community Engagement – focussed on involving residents in decision
making linked to community planning; improved involvement of residents in
community life; and building stronger more resilient organisations.



Children and Young People – focussed on ensuring that children have the
best start in life and are ready to succeed; supporting young people to be
successful learners who are confident and effective contributors, and are
responsible citizens; and that there are improved life chances for children,
young people and families at risk.



Sustainable Transport – focussed on improving the safety, effectiveness,
sustainability and accessibility of the transport system across North
Lanarkshire.

2.22 It is clear that the voluntary sector has an important role to play in terms of
contributing and influencing the themes and priorities set out in the Community Plan,
and support the partnership work in North Lanarkshire.

Employability, Skills & Learning
2.23 A key issue within North Lanarkshire is the ongoing need to address
unemployment and worklessness by focussing activity on the barriers that prevent
individuals moving towards sustainable employment. The ‘Employability Framework’
and ‘More Choices, More Chances’ are some of the recent policies that have sought
to address the barriers that many experience in moving into the labour market. An
increasing emphasis has been placed on engaging hard to reach groups and those
that are furthest removed from the labour market i.e. individuals with mental health
issues, drug / alcohol addiction etc. As a result of the changes to the Welfare
System [including reforms to ESA & Disability Allowance] there is the possibility of
greater financial impact on a number of households, particularly those in areas of
high deprivation where a significant number of households receive health related
benefits.
2.24 It is also recognised that the lack of experience or recognised qualifications is
one of the major barriers experienced by individuals in their efforts to move back into
the labour market.
The Scottish Government’s ‘Skills for Scotland – A Lifelong
Skills Strategy’ sets out the Government’s ambitions for ‘skills in a lifelong context,
from cradle to grave’ by recognising individual’s different needs, situations and goals,
and to remove the barriers that limit what people can do and can be.
2.25 It is recognised that North Lanarkshire has been one of the area’s most
affected by the economic recession. The decline in the economic position has
continued through 2012, with the number of people claiming JSA continuing to
increase.
2.26 Against this backcloth, the Community Plan for North Lanarkshire has
identified the issue of worklessness as one of its key priorities, and has taken a
strategic approach to the delivery of Employability Services through “North
Lanarkshire’s Working” that seeks to provide a seamless employability service to
prepare unemployed residents to compete in the labour market of that time. The
approach is also set out in the North Lanarkshire Local Economic and Regeneration

Strategy that sets out the key priorities for the area and how the Council and
Partners will work together to achieve the regeneration outcomes including actions to
address the issue of worklessness.
2.27 It is evident that supporting activity to address unemployment and
worklessness within North Lanarkshire will be one of the key priorities for the
voluntary sector over the next few years. This will include a range of activity
including:





Supporting voluntary sector organisations to take a co-ordinated approach to
the delivery of activity to address unemployment and worklessness. This will
be supported through the Employment Thematic Group.
Supporting the co-ordination of employment training initiatives involving
voluntary sector organisations to maximise the impact within North
Lanarkshire.
Supporting voluntary sector organisations to become sustainable local bodies
that provide local services and create employment opportunities for local
people.
Supporting actions through the voluntary sector to mitigate the impact of
welfare reform on local people in North Lanarkshire

Re-Shaping Older People’s Care
2.28 As part of the Scottish Government Programme for the Reshaping Care for
Older People, work is being progressed in North Lanarkshire through a partnership
involving NHS Lanarkshire; North Lanarkshire Council; Voluntary Sector; and
Independent Sector.
2.29 Reshaping Care for Older People is a national initiative, led by a joint
ministerial steering group, which has been running since May 2009. Its aim is to
consider ways of developing sustainable methods of providing care for older people
in the light of the considerable increase in the number of older people across
Scotland set alongside the existing pressures on services in both the Health and
Social Care arena. The principal goal of the programme in this context is to optimise
independence and well being for older people at home or in a home like setting.
2.30 As part of this process, a Change Fund has been established that will be used
to support the implementation of Local Transformation Plans (LTP). These will
indicate in some detail how partnerships and their constituent elements will use the
Change Fund to lever the shifts in the balance of care which are needed to improve
and sustain care for older people which is personalised, outcomes focused and
enables people to optimise their well being and independence at home or in a home
like setting.
2.31 A key feature of the Local Transformation Plan for North Lanarkshire is the
focus on building the capacity of the voluntary sector to deliver community based
services for older people. The aim of the capacity building work is to promote active
citizenship and support older people and carers in maintaining health and wellbeing.
The capacity building work aims to ensure that older people and carers are valued,
their voices heard and that they are fully supported to enjoy full and positive lives -

thereby improving outcomes for older adults and their carers, and support older
citizens to live well in their own homes by:





Reducing Isolation and loneliness
Enabling participation and valuing diversity
Enhancing the use of information advice and education
Improve independence well being



Delaying as far as possible the need for complex care and support

2.32 A strategic framework has been established in North Lanarkshire to take
forward activity as part of the Community Capacity Building and Carers Support
Programme in line with the priorities sets out for Reshaping Care for Older People.
This work will continue to be one of the key priorities of the voluntary sector
over the next few years and will involve:
2.33





Delivery of a co-ordinated approach to Capacity Building and Carers Support
in line with the priorities for Reshaping Care for Older People. This will include
the ongoing involvement of the voluntary sector in the planning structures for
RCOP.
Supporting actions to build the capacity of community and voluntary sector
organisations to be able to develop and deliver sustainable community based
services that can support older people and carers.

Children and Young People
2.34 It is recognised by all of the partners involved in North Lanarkshire
Community Planning Partnership that the voluntary sector plays a vital role in the
delivery of service and support to children, young people and families. Over the last
few years, good progress has been made in North Lanarkshire to develop joint
working arrangements, increase the focus towards early intervention and prevention;
and maximise the opportunities to improve the outcomes for children, young people
and families living in the area.
2.35 However, it is also recognised by all the partners that further work is required
to strengthen the joint working and involvement of third sector organisations in the
planning and delivery of services. This will involve activity to develop structures to
engage effectively with third sector organisations working with children, young
people and families, and creating mechanisms for representation within existing
strategic structures including the Voluntary Sector Partnership Group (that links the
voluntary sector with the Community Planning Partnership); Integrated Children
Services Locality Planning Groups; and with the recently reconvened GIRFEC
Reference Group. Activity also requires to be focussed on developing the capacity
of third sector organisations in order that they can deliver activity that contributes to
the national outcomes for children, young people and families based on the GIRFEC
Principles.
2.36 It is estimated that there are circa 159 organisations operating in the area
that deliver a variety of activity for children, young people and families. Over the last
few years, good progress has been made in North Lanarkshire to develop joint

working arrangements, increase the focus towards early intervention and prevention;
and maximise the opportunities to improve the outcomes for children, young people
and families living in the area.
2.37 However, as part of the Voluntary Sector Strategy, it is also recognised that
more work requires to be done to strengthen the joint planning and delivery of
services, and support the voluntary sector deliver more effectively national outcomes
relating to children, young people and families.
2.38 The approach over the next few years will involve the development of a
programme of work with voluntary sector organisations involved in delivering
services and activities for children, young people and families in North Lanarkshire.
The aim of the programme is:






To support the development and implementation of a strategic planning
structure in North Lanarkshire that will involve voluntary sector organisations
working with children, young people and families to influence policy and
practice at a local, regional and national level.
To deliver a co-ordinated programme of capacity building for voluntary sector
organisations in North Lanarkshire working with children, young people and
families that will assist them to deliver more effectively services for children
and young people – resulting in improved outcomes for children and young
people in the area.
To develop a structure and process for improved monitoring and evaluation
that can be used to inform policy and practice and lead to improved outcomes
for children and young people.

Social Enterprise Framework 2013-2018

2.39 In parallel with the development of the Voluntary Strategy, work has been
progressed to develop a new Social Enterprise Framework for North Lanarkshire.
The Framework covers the period 2013 – 2018, and acknowledges the important
contribution that social enterprises play in delivering services and creating jobs.
2.40 It is recognised that social enterprises currently deliver services in areas such
as employment, social & health care, transport, and renewable energy. Social
enterprise organisations are now major players within these fields. It is evident that
a key message emerging within the current policy context is the increasing role of
the social economy sector in contributing to community regeneration and economic
growth throughout Scotland. The ‘Better Business – An Action Plan for Social
Enterprise in Scotland’ outlines a range of action that requires to be taken in order to
create a sustainable and dynamic social enterprise sector in Scotland. This was
subsequently supported by the ‘Enterprising Third Section Action Plan 2008 – 2011’.
2.41 The development of social enterprise activity within the area has previously
been taken forward on a “Pan-Lanarkshire” basis through the Lanarkshire Social
Economy Partnership. However, the new Social Enterprise Framework will now be
focussed on a North Lanarkshire basis with support arrangements in place to take
forward the key priorities and areas of action for the area. This will include:



Exploring opportunities to develop Alternative Finance Models that can be
used to support the development of social enterprise organisations.



Development of Sustainable Procurement as a key driver for social enterprise
development and growth.



Improving the evidence base and assessing how social enterprise contributes
to regeneration outcomes for the area.



Actions to maximise the use of new technology and social media for
information sharing and communications across the social enterprise sector.

2.42 Action will also be taken to ensure a co-ordinated approach is taken towards
the development of social enterprise in North Lanarkshire. This will include specific
programmes of work that will be co-ordinated through the North Lanarkshire Social
Economy Partnership. This will be designed to complement the wider Capacity
Building Support to develop an enterprising voluntary sector with support through
VANL.

National Volunteering Strategy
2.43 The national volunteering strategy has been in force since 2004, and amongst
other things having a focus on increasing volunteers from socially diverse
backgrounds; raising awareness of the benefits of volunteering, particularly amongst
young people, improving opportunities and standards. Volunteer Development
Scotland is Scotland's Centre for Excellence in volunteering, and aims to modernise
approaches to volunteering policy, enhance practice and improve the quality of the
volunteering experience for the people of Scotland.
2.44 Supporting volunteering will continue to be one of the key priorities of the
Voluntary Sector Strategy to ensure that support is available within the area focused
on the recruitment; matching; and supporting local people to become volunteers as
part of the commitment to promoting active citizenship and becoming engaged in
voluntary activity.

SECTION THREE – STRATEGIC
FRAMEWORK
Vision for the Voluntary Sector in North Lanarkshire
3.1
This vision for the voluntary sector in North Lanarkshire is of a vibrant and
fully engaged sector working in partnership to serve the people and communities of
North Lanarkshire. It states that:
“The voluntary sector will continue to be an equal partner at all levels and stages of
Community Planning policy development, decision making, and service delivery. Its
contribution to improving the quality of life of the people and communities of North
Lanarkshire will be characterised by its ability to:




Continue to play an active part in achieving Community Planning outcomes
through effective engagement, capacity building, community development and
social enterprise activity.
Continue to work collaboratively, both within the sector and across the
sectors, taking the lead when appropriate.
Continue to identify, inform, and represent the interests of the sector in the
structures and processes of the NLP and other associated partnerships.”

Shared Principles and Values:
3.2

The shared principles and values that underpin the strategy are:












Voluntary action is an essential component of democratic society
An independent and diverse voluntary and community sector is fundamental
to the wellbeing of residents in North Lanarkshire
The voluntary and statutory sectors have distinct but complementary roles in
the development and delivery of public services
Both sectors acknowledge the added value working in partnership brings to
residents and organisations involved
Meaningful consultation builds relationships, improves policy development
and enhances the design and delivery of services and programmes
Voluntary and community organisations are entitled to campaign within the
law in order to advance their aims and should not be penalised for doing so
Both the voluntary and statutory sectors acknowledge the importance of
promoting equal opportunities regardless of race, age, disability, gender,
sexual orientation or religion and that this is reflected in their strategies,
policies and procedures which are accessible to all
Volunteering should be open to all, and must be a choice freely made by each
individual
Volunteering should be viewed as an expression of active citizenship
As far as possible a consensus approach to conflict resolution should be
adopted between the voluntary and statutory sectors

3.3
It is understood that the voluntary and statutory sectors have different forms of
accountability and are answerable to a range of different stakeholders. However,
both sectors should ensure there is integrity, objectivity, accountability, openness,
trust and honesty in all that they do.
Aim and Objectives:
3.4

The voluntary sector strategy is based on the following aim and objectives:

3.5

The aim of the Strategy is:

“To continue to build the capacity of the community and voluntary sector to
contribute to the shaping and delivery of better services and an improved quality of
life for the people and communities of North Lanarkshire.”
3.6

The key Objectives of the Voluntary Sector Strategy include:






Effective Representation - Ensure that the community and voluntary sector
and its representatives are enabled to access all levels of the Community
Plan and participate fully in its processes and structures
Communication and Engagement - Ensure that the community and voluntary
sector are informed and consulted about community planning initiatives and
priorities
Capacity Building and Collaborative Working - Build the capacity of the
community and voluntary sector to develop and deliver services through
collaborative working, service level agreements, contractual arrangements
across the range of Community Planning Thematic Priorities.
Making an Impact - Ensure that the voluntary and community sector has in
place effective monitoring and evaluation arrangements that can be used to
gather information and demonstrate the contribution and impact of the sector
to the work of the Community Planning Partnership.

Key Actions
3.7

An outline of the key actions that have been identified are as follows:

Objective 1: Effective Representation - Ensure that the community and voluntary sector and its representatives are
enabled to access all levels of the Community Plan and participate fully in its processes and structures;
Key Actions
Support the effective representation of the voluntary sector at the North Lanarkshire Partnership Board
Support the effective representation of the voluntary sector within the six Local Area Partnership’s and Communication
Networks.
Support the effective representation of the voluntary sector at the six Integrated Children’s Service Locality Planning Groups
Support the effective representation of the voluntary sector on the Reshaping Care for Older People Strategic Planning
Group and other associated sub-groups.
Support the effective representation of the voluntary sector on the North Lanarkshire Social Enterprise Partnership and
Strategic Operations Group.

Objective 2: Communication and Engagement - Ensure that the community and voluntary sector are informed, and
consulted about community planning initiatives and priorities:
Key Actions
Undertake a review of existing voluntary sector engagement structures to ensure that these are operating effectively and are
aligned with the key strategic priorities within the revised voluntary sector strategy.
Develop a new communication strategy focussed on key strategic priorities and policy developments that will be used for the
distribution of information across the sector and establishing a mechanism for obtaining ongoing feedback. This will include
the use of new technology and social media as appropriate.
Develop a programme of capacity building training for representatives involved in the implementation of the engagement
structures covering roles; responsibilities; accountability and reporting; etc.
Develop a programme of support to address barriers to involvement in line with the National Standards for Community
Engagement.

Objective 3: Capacity Building and Collaborative Working - Build the capacity of the community and voluntary sector to
develop and deliver services through collaborative working, service level agreements, contractual arrangements across the
range of Community Planning Thematic Priorities.
Key Actions
Co-ordinate the delivery of an ongoing programme of capacity building for the voluntary sector focussed on building
sustainable services and activity. This will include work around the development of funding strategies and income
generation; development of collaborative working arrangements; procurement and contract compliance; service
development; and governance.
Develop a programme of structured support for the delivery of services that are focussed on key strategic priorities including
employability; reshaping care for older people; work with children and young people; welfare reform; and community
transport development.

Objective 4: Making an Impact – Ensure that the voluntary and community sector has in place effective monitoring and
evaluation arrangements that can be used to gather information and demonstrate the contribution and impact of the sector
to the work of the Community Planning Partnership.
Key Actions
Undertake a baseline review and impact analysis of the current service activity and contribution of the community and
voluntary sector to the strategic priorities of the Community Planning Partnership.
Develop a new monitoring and evaluation framework that is aligned to the revised strategic priorities of the Community
Planning Partnership that can be used to gather information and report on the contribution and impact being achieved
through the work of the sector.

SECTION 4 – IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation
4.1
The VSPG has responsibility for driving the strategy forward, developing
associated action plans, and for measuring performance and reporting progress
towards the achievement of the desired outcomes. A detailed operational plan will be
prepared that will be kept under review and will be updated on an annual basis. The
operational plan will be aligned to the workplan of VANL as the main infrastructural
support body for the community and voluntary sector. Partner agencies are also
invited to incorporate key actions that will deliver progress in respect of the strategic
outcomes within their own organisational workplans.
Monitoring and Evaluation
4.2
Following the review of the North Lanarkshire Community Plan and SOA,
arrangements will be progressed to develop effective monitoring and evaluation
arrangements that can be used to gather information and report of the contribution of
the community and voluntary sector. This will involve undertaking a baseline review
and impact analysis over the next year, and the development of a new monitoring
and evaluation framework that can be used to demonstrate the contribution of the
sector to the key strategic priorities of North Lanarkshire Community Planning
Partnership.
Infrastructure Support
4.3
VANL has responsibility for providing infrastructural support for sector
development. The role of VANL will include local infrastructure functions; support to
voluntary organisations operating in the area, both local and those national
organisations that deliver services at the local level; support to and promotion of
volunteering; support and development of social enterprise; the connection between
the Community Planning Partnership and the third sector. The workplan for VANL
will be fully aligned to the key priorities of the Voluntary Sector Strategy.
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Working Group/ Sub Group:
Voluntary Sector Partnership Group (VSPG)

Chair:

Lead Contact:

June Vallance
(VANL - Chair)

Date:

April 2012

Kenny Moffat
(VANL – CEO)

Terms of Reference
The Working Group will operate to offer volunteers, community representatives and voluntary
organisations active across North Lanarkshire a representative mechanism whereby the sector
generally can support and contribute towardst the design, development and delivery of outcomes
contained within the Single Outcome Agreement (SOA) and the Community Plan.
A key operational aspect will be that the VSPG will be recognised as the initial point of reference
and/or contact for partners should a sectoral representative be required to attend or contribute to a
planning group or partnership undertaking. Acting as a conduit to the wider sector the VSPG will
operate as a communication platform to facilitate effective, meaningful and appropriate two-way
communication between strategic planning activity and volunteers and organisations across North
Lanarkshire.
Meeting on a two-monthly cycle the group will strive to develop a membership that is reflective of
appropriate geographic and thematic constituencies in order to ensure as far as poaaible that the
group reflects the wider interests of the sector whilst mirroring the landscape of planning and
development groups within North Lanarkshire.

Responsibilities:
 To identify where the voluntary sector can contribute to the development and
implementation of outcomes and actions identified in the Community Plan and Single
Outcome Agreement.
 To develop appropropriate outcome measures taking account of activity across the sector.
 To co-ordinate cross agency and partnership working and establish the most effective
means and mechanisms whereby outcomes can be achieved.
 Acting as a representative grouping to provide the Voluntary and Community Sector with a
cohesion and unity in terms of engagement and consultation in relation to issues affecting
and important to the sectors and members.
 To provide regular reports and inputs to the North Lanarkshire Partnership.
 To facilitate effective consultation and/or engagement on behalf of NLP as required.
 Developing a robust and meaningful Voluntary Sector Strategy for North Lanarkshire which
meets the needs, aspirations and expectations of the Voluntary and Community Sectors.
 Developing, monitoring and reporting on an Action Plan which supports and drives forward
the VS Strategy (mentioned above).
 To co-ordinate consulation and research activity relating to sector activity.
 To co-ordianate reviews of services and activities.
 To manage and review the effectiveness of the Working Group and any supporting subgroups.
 Staging the annual North Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Conference
 Undertake appropriate actions on behalf of the North Lanarkshire Partnership Board.

Reporting:
 Provide regular reports and updates to NLP on matters relating to the sector.
 Offer structured communication to volunteers and voluntary organisations on a quarterly
basis through VANL newsletters and bulletins.
 Provide an annual report detailing progress towards milestones contained within the
Voluntary Sector Strategy.
 Provide 6-monthly update reports (to NLP partners and the wider sector) in respect of the
VS Strategy Action Plan.

Operating Structure


As a sub-group of North Lanarkshire Partnership, the group shall be chaired by the VANL
Chair with the elected sector rep as vice-chair. Secretariat will be provided by VANL.



Meetings of the VSPG will be held on a two-monthly cycle to coincide with the schedule of
NLP Board meetings (and meetings of the Officers Group)



The VANL CEO will meet with the two voluntary sector reps to the NLP Board to offer
support and direction in line with VSPG and Liaison Forum discussion/activity and to
feedback from Officer Group discussion and activity in advance of NLP Board meetings.



The VSPG shall operate a standing Agenda to include feedback from reps at various
strategic groups as well as to facilitate general sector-specific discussion and debate in
relation to issues/matters as they arise.



Feedback to the VSPG will be expected to be concise and targeted to ensure optimum use
of time at meetings.



Sub-groups and working groups will be established and tasked as appropriate to take
forward specific pieces of work in line with the agenda of the VSPG.

Membership
Please see attached membership and representation matrix
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Impacts of Third Sector on Lifelong Learning 
► People in communities, including those who are reluctant to engage in formal learning, have improved
skills and knowledge as a result of training provided by the third sector
193
 The third sector in North Lanarkshire delivers an estimated minimum 1000 training

Template For The Health And Third Sector Engagement Matrix
Date of completion: 19th August 2013
Names of Health Board and Third Sector Interface or organisations: NHS Lanarkshire and Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire (VANL).
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire is the development agency for third sector organizations in North Lanarkshire.

VANL provide a single interface for voluntary and community organisations and represent the sector in strategic dialogue with community planning partners. The
below matrix describes the lead role VANL have taken in representing the third sector in the Reshaping Care for Older People programme in partnership with
North Lanarkshire Carers Together (1)15and Voice of Experience (2)16who have responsibility for representing carers and older people respectively.

1

North Lanarkshire Carers Together work in partnership with North Lanarkshire Council, NHS Lanarkshire and the third sector to influence policy development and service provision
which effects carers and people they care for.
2

Voice of Experience is an independent third sector organisation which works in partnership to ensure that the views and opinions of older people in North Lanarkshire are being heard.

LEVEL 1 INFORM

POLICY & STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

PLANNING &
COMMISSIONING

1.1 Voluntary Action
North Lanarkshire
(VANL), NHS
Lanarkshire (NHSL)
and North
Lanarkshire Council
(NLC) have
delivered various
joint presentations
on Reshaping Care
for Older People
(RCOP) to a broad
range of
community
organisations and
community planning
groups e.g.
Mosque, Locality
Network Events,
Fuel Poverty
events, voluntary
sector partnership
group, public
partnership forums,
local area
partnerships.
1.2 VANL is
represented on the
RCOP Steering
Group and, together
with NL Carers
Together (NLCT)
and Voice of
Experience, lead
the Community
Capacity Building
(CCB) strand of the
RCOP work
programme.

1.3 Information
exchange is two way
with VANL acting as an
intermediary providing
the third sector with
information on
developments from the
RCOP Steering Group
level as well as
providing the Steering
Group and the
Community Capacity
Building Group (CCBG)
with information on
population needs etc.
gleaned from the
community. This is
achieved through
ensuring representation
at all levels within the
RCOP programme and
through the Locality
Partnership
Development
Programme (LPDP) as
described in levels 2
and 3 as below.

SERVICE DELIVERY

CAPACITY BUILDING

LEARNING EXCHANGE

1.4 VANL represents
the CCBG and the
North Lanarkshire Third
Sector Community on
the RCOP Business
Planning Group and
The Admissions and
Discharge Group.

1.6 The Community Capacity
Building strand of RCOP is led by
VANL on behalf of the Third sector.
VANL informs the RCOP Steering
Group of community views and
developments as well as providing
the community and community
organisations with updates from the
RCOP Steering Group and the
CCBG.

1.7 The Third Sector,
since they have become
a more established
partner, have been
invited to various
strategic RCOP
development sessions
such as the recent
Future of Reshaping
Care for Older People
meeting facilitated by
the AESOP Consortium.

1.5 The third sector
(through VANL and
NLCT) are party to all
monitoring reports
submitted to the RCOP
Business Planning
group.
This includes
information on budget
decisions, procuring
services and
performance
monitoring information.

1.8 Shared training thus
far has been limited but
this is beginning to be
addressed with the
upcoming residential on
Integrated services
together with a planned
session on
Communicating and
Engaging with people in
regard to health care
and RCOP
developments.
Whilst the Third Sector
are involved at all levels
re RCOP, more could be
done to increase the
Sector’s awareness and
understanding of NHS
structures and systems.

POLICY & STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

LEVEL 2 CONSULT

2.1 Stakeholder
engagement events and
VANL attendance at local
community meetings are
used to consult with the
Third Sector and service
users and carers on the
RCOP strategy and
service redesign.
2.2 Locality Consortia
have been established
across each of the six
North localities to be the
local representative body
of the third sector who
feed in to the RCOP
strategy via a Locality
Partnership Development
Programme (LPDP). The
Locality Partnership
Development Programme
is a partnership of six host
organizations each of
which represent the
locality area in which they
work. Key to their work is
the facilitation of the
Locality Consortia which
is a local partnership
focusing on local issues
with a focus on actions
which build the
community’s capacity.
Issues raised are
escalated to the
Community Capacity
Building Group for
discussion and
agreement.

PLANNING &
COMMISSIONING

2.3 Through the RCOP
Community Capacity
strand, VANL led a
locality mapping
exercise to provide
information of current
provision of services for
older people, examples
of good practice, and
gaps in provision across
the six North
Lanarkshire
communities.
2.4 Outcomes from the
consultation have
included addressing
specific gaps identified
from the Mosque
community, Men’s
Groups and the
commissioning
approach. This work
has demonstrated that
consultation informs
actions rather than
merely collating views.

SERVICE DELIVERY

2.5 An RCOP Joint
Commissioning plan
was drafted in
partnership between
the statutory and third
sector with a third
sector consultation
exercise led by Voice
of Experience and
Carers Together.
2.6 Distribution of the
Joint Commissioning
Plan and the
information leaflets on
RCOP to the third
sector with invitation to
contribute.

CAPACITY BUILDING

LEARNING EXCHANGE

2.7 The third sector through the
LPDP and Locality Consortia support
community and population needs
assessment (through locality
mapping and ongoing consultation).
Community expertise in using
qualitative approaches to gather the
lived experience, older peoples and
carers’ narrative and case studies is
frequently used, alongside organising
and facilitating focus groups.

2.10 VANL
participation in
strategic development
sessions has led to
involvement in a range
of working groups and
a strategic action plan
to which the third
sector contribute.

2.8 Local Third sector organisations
are represented on the Local
Consortia.
2.9 The Local Consortia and the
LPDP hosts are tasked with
supporting all local organisations to
build their own capacity.

2.11 The third sector
are made aware
through the various
steering groups and
working groups of the
structures and systems
of the NHS and local
authorities.

LEVEL 3 INVLOVLE

POLICY & STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

PLANNING &
COMMISSIONING

3.1 As outlined in 2.1
above, a structure has
been established within
the RCOP programme to
ensure community
concerns and aspirations
are considered in
strategic decision
making. A recent
example would be
changing the “Challenge
Fund” process to ensure
proportionality and to
match the needs
identified by the third
sector. As the
Challenge Fund
accepted ‘bids’ for
projects, there was a risk
that RCOP would not
move forward in a
coherent way and rather
would result in
‘projectitis’ so Thematic
Strands were created to
ensure that all funded
activity worked towards
the same outcomes and
adopted a consistent
approach. This was
accompanied by the
Locality Activity
Programme which
ensured proportionality
and local partnership
commissioning.

3.2 The Locality
Mapping exercise
described in 2.2 above
informed the ten
thematic workstreams
which drive the
overarching community
capacity building and
carers support
programme.
3.3 A Locality Activity
Programme (supported
and authorized by the
RCOP Steering Group)
gives the localities
autonomy to
commission micro
funded programmes at
a local level informed by
local needs. Locality
Consortia have
representation from all
partners to ensure
collaboration as
opposed to delegation.
The Locality Partnership
Development
Programme facilitate
the Consortia who
commission the
activities through the
locality activity
programme. All activity
commissioned must be
signed off by a rep from
3rd sector, NHS and
local authority.

SERVICE DELIVERY

CAPACITY BUILDING

LEARNING EXCHANGE

3.4 The third sector
have the key
responsibility for
contracting and service
delivery for the
community capacity
building workstream of
RCOP.

3.6 Community Capacity is one of
the key outcomes of RCOP and as
such all local individuals, local
groups, local organisations are
supported by VANL and represented
at all levels through the RCOP / CCB
structures which include the CCBG,
RCOP Steering Group and
representation on the Locality
Partnership Development
Programme, NL Wide Consortium,
and the Locality Consortia.

3.7 There is
opportunity as RCOP
develops for the third
sector to offer
opportunities for
sharing good practice
across other agendas
especially around coproduction and an
asset based approach
which has started to be
developed within the
partnership.

3.5 With regard to other
RCOP workstreams,
the third sector is
represented at each
relevant group where
funding decisions are
made; as the Third
Sector are represented,
they are able to inform
these decisions to an
extent. This is an area
for further
development.

3.8 As RCOP moves
towards an integrated
approach, the third
sector will be involved
in agreeing the
organisational
functions and
parameters of service
to be delivered locally.
This will include shared
learning and training
opportunities across all
sectors.

LEVEL 4 COLLABORATE

POLICY & STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

PLANNING &
COMMISSIONING

4.1 VANL as Lead of
CCBG is represented at
all levels of community
planning structures and
Older People’s Boards,
including Scottish
Government visits and
reviews. VANL, as the
lead interface
organisation, also have
an independent input at
these tables on behalf of
the third sector. Other
third sector providers are
part of key strategic
RCOP groups respecting
their expertise for the
theme: Dementia
(Alzheimer’s Scotland);
Carers Support (NL
Carers Together and
Princes Royal Carers
Trust); Palliative Care
(St Andrews Hospice);
Community Transport
(Getting Better
Together); Community
Food (Lanarkshire Food
and Health Partnership);
Older People (Voice of
Experience); Advocacy
(Equals Advocacy); and,
Physical Activity (NL
Leisure). The CCBG is
also attended by other
organizations including
Age Scotland.

SERVICE DELIVERY

CAPACITY BUILDING

LEARNING EXCHANGE

4.2 All commissioning
goes through a robust
and established ‘triplelock’ system to ensure
full collaboration across
all sectors. This means
that commissioned
activity must first be
approved by the
Governance Group and
CCB group followed by
the Business Planning
Group and finally the
Steering Group.

4.3 As per 4.1 and
3.4/5 the third sector,
hosted by VANL, are
represented at all
RCOP Strands but
have a leadership role
in Community Capacity
Building (CCB).

4.6 VANL supports the third sector to
participate in a range of RCOP
programmes through the LPDP and
local Consortia with whom VANL link
through the LPDP team meetings
and also through the North
Lanarkshire Wide Consortium.

4.7 As the partnership
develops there will be
opportunities for the
third sector to
increasingly influence
decision making with
respect to learning and
development for all
sectors with respect to
RCOP and to
participate in skills
development and
information sharing
opportunities. This is
an area for future
development.

Examples of
programmes developed
in partnership include
the locality activity
programme and
supporting the Mosque
lunch clubs to engage
with the innovation
thematic strand in order
for them to develop new
activities to meet the
needs of their
population.

4.5 Within the other
RCOP strands the third
sector provides
sectoral intelligence
including the views of
the community.

4.4 At CCB level this
includes preparing
contract design,
procuring resources,
monitoring
performance and
commissioning

E LEVEL 5 EMPOWER

POLICY & STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

PLANNING &
COMMISSIONING

5.1 VANL co chair the
CCBG strand of RCOP
along with Carers
Together and Voice of
Experience and
represent the sector at
the RCOP Steering
Group and Business
Planning Group as well
as Admissions and
Discharge.

5.2 Yes see all of the
above and 5.1.

SERVICE DELIVERY

CAPACITY BUILDING

LEARNING EXCHANGE

5.3 The Third Sector
through the CCBG and
North Lanarkshire wide
Consortium have taken
a Partnership approach
to commissioning to
move away from
‘Challenge Fund’
approach thus
preventing a
‘competitive
atmosphere’. This
allows all Third Sector
partners to be
empowered.

5.5 The Third sector lead on CCB
aspect of RCOP and as such
contribute to decisions through a
partnership process. This is detailed
in the Joint Commissioning Plan.

5.7. For the Community
Capacity Building
strand of RCOP, VANL
as hosts for the third
sector, are able to
make decisions re
appropriate training
and information sharing
opportunities. For the
other RCOP strands
this is an area for
future development.

5.4 The Local Activity
Programme process
ensures this happens
at a local level with
partnership
commissioning
occurring through local
third sector Consortia.

5.6 VANL also provide organisational
development support to third sector
organisations which ensures
increased capacity and sustainability.
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CONSIDERING THE VOLUNTARY SECTOR’S CONTRIBUTION TO JOINT
RESOURCE WORKING IN CRAIGNEUK
An information and exploration paper by Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire (October 2014)
========================================================================

1.

Voluntary Sector Organisations and Resources in Craigneuk Area
The below table provides a summary of key voluntary sector organisations which
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire is aware of that are currently active and established
in the Craigneuk area:
Organisation

Aims / Objectives

Glencassels Community The organisation provides a
Development Project
range of services and
activities for children and
families in the Craigneuk
area. These include parent
and toddlers group, youth
groups, summer activity
groups, community café,
and meeting places for the
community.

Craigneuk Lifelong
Learning Association

Delivers non-vocational
training to adults aged 16+
in the Craigneuk area, to
help increase employability,
build confidence, advance
skills, and assist personal
development.

Routes to Work

Supports unemployed
individuals in the Craigneuk
area to access education,
training and employment
opportunities.

Existing or Potential
Resources Available
 The organisation owns a
small purpose-built
community facility in the
heart of Craigneuk’s
housing scheme, including
garden and play area
 Community café facility is
open to the public at least
three days each week
 A pool of local volunteers
supports the organisation,
including an active Board of
Directors (the organisation
achieved Volunteer Friendly
status)
 Small computer suite within
the organisation’s premises
 Free crèche and play area
for children of individuals
accessing training
 Training resources and
expertise for access
 A pool of local volunteers
supporting the organisation
 Routes to Work base in
Craigneuk (Craigneuk
Regeneration Centre) is a
central and accessible
premises for local
community
 Local area staff with skills
and knowledge relating to
employability development
for local citizens
 Specific resources and
services for unemployed
lone parents

Organisation

Aims / Objectives

Wishaw, Craigneuk and
Belhaven Church of
Scotland

Parish church for local
citizens in Craigneuk,
providing services of
worship and a weekly
programme of activities for
members

Motherwell and Wishaw
Citizens Advice Bureau

Provides free, impartial and
confidential advice services
to citizens in the Motherwell
and Wishaw areas,
including weekly outreach
surgery in Craigneuk

British Red Cross

Facilitates a Care in the
Home Service from Wishaw
General Hospital to escort
vulnerable individuals
visiting Accident and
Emergency home and to
settle in at home following
their hospital visit
Organisation which aim to
build the self-esteem, social
skills and moral values to
primary school aged
children in the Craigneuk
area through Bible teaching,
games, activities and
outings.
The group aims to advance
local citizenship and
heritage by developing the
existing War Memorial to
include the fallen from other
conflicts as well as
commemorating the heroic
deeds of War hero Corporal
Clamp.
Provides education, advice
and services for Polish
people living in the local
area, view a view to
encouraging and promoting
good relations and
integration of Polish people
in the wider community.

The Good News Club

Craigneuk War
Memorial Group

School of Polish
Language and Culture

Existing or Potential
Resources Available
 Church building within
Craigneuk locality including
potential meeting space for
local community
 Church membership with a
desire to improve the lives
of local citizens
 Expertise of trained staff
and volunteers in a range of
issues affecting local
citizens, including debt,
welfare rights, employment,
consumer issues and
legislation
 Representation for local
citizens for tribunals and
legal issues
 Community transport
vehicles and volunteer
drivers
 First-aid trained volunteers
with an understanding and
empathy towards those with
health issues
 Volunteers with an interest
in positive development of
children in Craigneuk area

 Historical knowledge and
information relating to
Craigneuk citizens and the
Craigneuk local area
 Ex-servicemen with key
skills and attributes to offer
communities
 Knowledge, information and
access relating to the Polish
community
 Polish language skills for
utilisation by communities

Organisation
Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire

Radio Law

2.

Aims / Objectives

Existing or Potential
Resources Available
Third Sector Interface for
 Free employability training
North Lanarkshire, providing
delivered by Voluntary
a range of support services
Action North Lanarkshire
for volunteers and voluntary
within Craigneuk locality
sector organisations across  Database of registered
the local authority area
volunteers living in
Craigneuk area
 Information sharing and
networking platforms for
local communities through
Motherwell Area and
Wishaw and Shotts Area
Voluntary Sector Locality
Networks
Hospital radio service for
 Recording equipment and
Wishaw General Hospital,
extensive catalogue of
aiming to help aid and
music
speed up the recovery of
 Platform for broadcasting
sick and injured people by
and promoting key
playing various music and
information to hospital
entertainment programmes.
patients

Physical Assets of the Voluntary Sector and Community in Craigneuk
The key physical assets of the voluntary sector in the Craigneuk area can be considered
as the central buildings, land and public areas owned by and utilised by volunteers and
voluntary sector organisations. These include:
Physical Asset
Glencassels Community Development
Centre

Craigneuk Regeneration Centre

Craigneuk Library

Description
This is a small, purpose built community
facility based within the housing scheme in
Craigneuk. The building is already utilised
well for a vast range of community activities,
and could potentially be utilised further for
community meetings and access by local
citizens.
A small community facility situated centrally
within Craigneuk on the main road from
Wishaw to Motherwell. The building was
developed for regeneration and community
purposes, and is accessed by local
organisations such as Routes to Work and
Motherwell and Wishaw Citizens Advice
Bureau.
The local library, based adjacent to the main
Glasgow Road, is a regular place of meeting
and reference for volunteers and voluntary
sector organisations active in the Craigneuk
area.

Physical Asset
Berryhill Primary School

Jim Foley Community Centre

Wishaw, Craigneuk and Belhaven
Church of Scotland

Wishaw General Hospital

Description
Primary school serving the Craigneuk area,
with voluntary sector activity typified by
facilities usage from the school’s parent
council and The Good News Club. Potential
exists for communities to further utilise
space within the school premises.
The Jim Foley Community Centre is a hub
for voluntary sector and community activity
in Craigneuk. Regular activities within the
Centre include aerobics, self-help groups,
carpet bowls, church activities, youth clubs,
sports groups, lunch clubs and dance
classes.
The church building offers potential for a
considerable resource for the community.
Exploration of how the building could be
utilised by wider members of the community
rather than church members only may be
worth consideration.
Voluntary sector activity within the Hospital
is highly active, with NHS Lanarkshire
Voluntary Services, Royal Voluntary Service
and Radio Law volunteers utilising Hospital
buildings and facilities on a daily basis.
There is potential for NHS Lanarkshire to
work in partnership with the community to
develop and utilise available, accessible and
affordable meeting and community space
within the Hospital grounds.

Although the above listed assets and of great value for the voluntary sector and the
community as a whole, it is fair to comment that the physical assets of Craigneuk could
be greatly enhanced by a new, purpose-built, appropriately sized ‘Community Hub’
(many of the existing buildings assets are relatively small). To this end, a long-term
aspiration would be significant investment on a scale similar to the current Big Lottery
Fund investment in the Newmains (three miles from Craigneuk), which is allowing for a
purpose-built, community led facility to be developed through the guidance of Newmains
Community Development Trust.

3.

Human Assets of the Voluntary Sector and Community in Craigneuk
A significant and to certain degree untapped resource for access by Community Planning
Partners is the active and potentially active volunteers living in the Craigneuk area.
During the 18-month period from 1 April 2013 to 30 September 2014, Voluntary Action
North Lanarkshire registered 97 new individuals living in Craigneuk expressing interest in
giving time to volunteering in the local area.
Whilst some of these volunteers were sign-posted to and are active within voluntary
sector organisations in the Craigneuk area, most of these volunteers were sign-posted to
and are active in voluntary sector organisations in neighbouring areas, such as town
centres in Wishaw or Motherwell, or areas where specific activity of interest to the

individuals take place. However, if Community Planning Partners worked together to
create tangible, interesting, productive and rewarding volunteering opportunities to
benefit the Craigneuk area, many of the existing and potential volunteers from Craigneuk
would have reason and appetite to keep their volunteering local with a view to achieving
real progress in reversing trends of social deprivation, health problems, substance
misuse, and high levels of unemployment. Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire would be
willing to explore with Community Planning Partners in what capacity volunteers could be
utilised for optimum benefits to the local area, whilst encouraging the fundamental
principles, ethos, and good practice of volunteering to be upheld.
A further valuable human resource from the voluntary sector is the individuals with paid
and responsible roles within organisations active in the Craigneuk area. These
individuals, who include managers and lead officers within voluntary sector
organisations, operational staff members, and Board members, typically bring a different
knowledge, expertise, and perspective of the community to that of key officers within
public sector agencies.

4.

Role of Third Sector Interface in Facilitating Voluntary Sector Resource
Contribution
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire, as the Scottish Government’s Third Sector Interface
for the local authority area, clearly has a role to play in terms of brokerage, facilitation
and information sharing with regards to wider voluntary sector participation in,
contribution to and rewards reaped from a joint working Community Planning Partnership
approach to resources.
The following key services, partnerships and resources facilitated by Voluntary Action
North Lanarkshire incorporate coverage of Craigneuk, and could therefore be specifically
promoted, marketed to and potentially tailored to citizens living in Craigneuk:
Service / Partnership /
Resource
Voluntary Sector Locality
Networks and Thematic
Networks

Database of Local
Volunteering Opportunities

Description
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire, on behalf of North
Lanarkshire Voluntary Sector Partnership Group,
organises and delivers Voluntary Sector Locality
Networks in the Motherwell and Wishaw & Shotts
localities. The Networks provide valuable opportunities
for information sharing, networking, and discussion
between volunteers, voluntary sector organisations,
and Community Planning Partners. A selection of
Thematic Networks are also coordinated, include a
Children and Families Network, Employability Network
and Community Transport Network.
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire maintains a
database of volunteering opportunities covering the
entire local authority area. All current and active
volunteering opportunities from the database are
searchable on the Volunteer Scotland website
(www.volunteerscotland.net).

Service / Partnership /
Resource
Promotion of Employer
Supported Volunteering

Older People’s Services
Locator Tool

Training and Capacity Building
for Volunteers and Voluntary
Sector Organisations

Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire Website, Social
Media, Newsletters and
Bulletins

Third Sector Community
Planning Improvement
Programme

Description
The resources that private sector companies can bring
to communities through corporate social responsibility
initiatives such as employer supported volunteering
can be highly valuable. Voluntary Action North
Lanarkshire works to promote and develop employer
supported volunteering amongst local companies.
The Locator Tool is an online web directory which
enables local citizens to search for and find information
about older people’s services available in their towns,
villages and communities. The mapping was
undertaken as part of the voluntary sector’s
involvement in the Reshaping Care for Older People
Change Plan in North Lanarkshire. Details of over 250
voluntary sector organisations and services which
support older people are available on the Locator Tool,
with over 40 searchable types of activities listed,
including befriending services, lunch clubs, carer
support services, dementia services, day care
provision, learning opportunities, health and fitness
groups, bereavement support services, and much
more. The Locator Tool is updated on an ongoing basis
by Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire, with individuals
or organisations able to contribute information. To visit
the Locator Tool, follow the link www.vanl.co.uk/locator.
A full portfolio of free and low cost skills development
and capacity building training is available to volunteers
and voluntary sector organisations, including
programmes in employability, ICT, governance, finance
and sustainability, and personal development.
A range of valuable information about voluntary sector
services and community activity can be obtained
through Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire’s website,
facebook page, Involve newsletter and e-bulletins. The
organisation’s website includes a regularly updated
news section, an events calendar for the voluntary
sector, and a comprehensive Community Toolkit for
voluntary sector organisations in the local area.
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire is one of five Third
Sector Interface partners in Scotland resourced by the
Scottish Government and working in partnership with
Voluntary Action Scotland and The Improvement
Service to develop a local programme of activity and
self-assessment during 2014-15 with a view to
improving the local voluntary sector’s connectivity to
Community Planning. The self-assessment process
includes consideration of key areas such as delivery of
priorities for communities and resource management.

Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire is committed to ensuring that a culture of joint
working between the voluntary sector and Community Planning Partners is established,

and optimum use of resources is a key component of this. The organisation envisages an
active role for itself and the voluntary sector as a whole in adopting this approach in
Craigneuk through its participation in North Lanarkshire Partnership’s Craigneuk Estate
Team and Joint Resource Working Group over the coming period. Further information on
Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire’s role in this process can be discussed by contacting
Craig Russell on 01236 748011 or e-mailing craig.russell@vanl.co.uk.

